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Pref ace

This paper is an attempt to report the results of

my research on inflation in a way that will be both

interesting and helpful to others concerned with the

subject. The first six developmental chapters have

been written in the style of a historical narrative.

• As the narrative progresses various analyses and con-

structs are introduced with the intent of providing a

coherent and consistent conceptual framework from

which the reader may view current and future monetary

developments .

Diverse points of view have been presented through-

out the paper in an attempt to insure that the reader

is both aware of and able to identify those schools of

thought and ideas which may be of most benefit in his

particular field or area of interest. Some of those

viewpoints are my own, the natural outcome of studying,

thinking about and organizing the research material

which covered nearly three-thousand years of monetary

history. Naturally I am solely responsible for those

• views and they should not be assumed to represent the

thinking or opinions of those who have advised and ~~~~~~ y
assisted in the preparation of this thesis 

/
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/ 
Abstract

—4;
The purpose of this report is to assist those who

must deal with inflation related problems in acquiring

a sound basic understanding of’ inflation . -To-~accamplish-

th~~~p~-~-pe~~ the report begins with a logical-historical

treatise of monetary developments and selected experi-

ences with inflation in various historical contexts.

The evolution of money and monetary institutions as

related to inflation is traced into the first half of

1976. Contemporary monetary crises under a system of

floating currencies are discussed and analyzed in terms

of the historical background material.

The historical data base thus developed is used as

a referent for analysis arid comparison of theoretical

models of inflation suggested by four schools of economic

thought: classical , Austrian , Keynesian and monetarisc.

The four models are compared in terms of explanatory

value , historical accuracy and predictive value. [~ The

way in which the models are interrelated is discussed

in order to provide an overview of contemporary inflation.

Some prognoses by proponents of differ9nt schools of

thought are quoted and discussed. The report concludes

with an inflation forecasting caveat for the cost

analyst and financial planner.

_
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I. Introduction

Inflation is a critical contemporary problem . Individ-

uals responsible for or~~nizational financial planning face

the task of forecasting costs , price structures, cash flow

and capital requirements at a time when these factors are

exhibiting unusual instability .

Some of the more apparent and commonly experienced

manifestations of recent inflation have been:

1. Significant cost overruns in research , development
and production programs.

2. Difficulty in accurately forecasting future
operations and maintenance funding requirements.

3. Balance of payments and currency exchange diff i-
culties , particularly in the areas of foreign
sales and procurement .

4. Reluctance of contractors to undertake long term
projects without the protection of varied, and
sometimes complex cost escalation clauses.

5. Rapid fluctuations accompanying a secular uptrend
in interest rates.

Private financial data gathering and forecasting firms,

correctly recognizing that managers need information on

inflation , are marketing inflation forecasting and monitoring

services. Thus financial managers and analysts face the

additional problem of attempting to estimate the reliability

and value of the different services being offered. The

potential buyer of such services is not apt to accomplish a

realistic appraisal without some understanding of the nature

and cause(s) of inflation .

It is now widely recognized that inflation deserves the

— -~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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careful attention of nearly all levels of management and is

an especially significant factor for managers engaged in

long-term f~nancial planning . Certainly individuals required

to just i fy funding requests at Congressional hearings, to

engage in foreign trade , or to forecast and monitor costs on

• research and development projects and acquisition programs ,

need a thorough understanding of inflation in terms of both *

basic theory and practical effects. Unfortunately, those

who correctly recognize this need and who conscientiously

seek to acquire an understanding of inflation , face a formi-

dable task.

Background

The first difficulty encountered by the individuai ,

who chooses to become a student of inflation, is that of

selecting a starting point for study . There are hundreds of

texts, articles, reports and studies which deal more or

less directly with the subject. These fall generally with-

in the following categories:

1. Historical accounts of inflations identified with
a particular period, nation or empire .

2. General theoretical models developed in the course
of expounding a particular school of economic
thought.

3. Models which are strictly limited in their ap-
plicability with respect to time , industry or
situation and which are often based upon unspecified
economic theories .

4. Mathematical models which have been derived from
more basic models , are extensively cross referenced
and often depend upon assumptions which are dif-
ficult to identify and validate .

2
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5. Mathematical formulas and procedures for measur—
ing and forecasting inflation which are often
simple moving averages or smoothed-data extrapo-
lations.

6. Eclectic models , many of which incorporate incom—
patible or inconsistent theory from different
schools of thought.

7. Lengthy compilations of factors all of which are
alleged to contribute in some way to inflation.

Due to this diversity of ideas and presentations , potential

students of inflation may well decide that the subject is

either incomprehensible or too involved to merit the study

time required for basic comprehension .

If students neglect to perform the extensive litera-

ture search which reveals the scope and diversity of infla-

tion models , simply accepting the most readily available

source , they are apt to arrive at an erroneous or very

limited understanding of the subject. The particular model

presented may be applicable only when restricted conditions

exist or may be intended for a special purpose . Further ,

since mutually exclusive premises , assumptions arid outputs

are often associated with different models , all cannot be

equally valid in explaining inflation.

To economize on time , while minimizing the risk of

error and confusion , the student of inflation needs assist-

ance in identifying the different basic models in terms of

their general applicability , explanatory value , key assump-

tions and validity . To this writer’s knowledge, there is

presently no publication available which provides this

assistance . Of the many different government and privately

3 
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financed publications surveyed in preliminary thesis research,

all fell within one or more of the seven categories listed

at the beginning of this section . None were designed to

provide an understanding of inflation through the critical

study and analysis of differing points of view .

Statement of Problem

The problem for this thesis is: To meet the need for
t

a study that will assist individuals in developing a sound

basic understanding of inflation.

Problem Refinement. An individual seeking to under-

stand inflation requires access to an extensive reference

library and sufficient time for thorough research and study.

In addition to these prerequisites , the student of inflation

needs a conceptual model or criteria by which to evaluate

divergent views on the subject. Creation of evaluative

criteria is inherently a demanding and time consuming task.

Error or omission may occur at each step of the development.

The foregoing considerations suggest that the thesis

problem might best be addressed by identifying prevailing or

promising general models of inflation and then analyzing and

comparing these models . The refined or derivative problem

then .becomes one of:

i~ Identifying general models of inflation which are
predominant or potentially useful.

2. Developing criteria for analysis and comparison
of models .

3. Presenting the development, analysis and comparison
of*models as logically and succinctly as possible
while preserving sufficient detail to minimi ze the
probability of misleading the reader.

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
-
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Problem Limitation. If the product of inflation re-

search is to be useful, dominant considerations must be:

the desired level of understanding and the background of

the potential users. These considerations require limiting

the problem , first, by presupposing user needs associated

with particular professional functions, and second , by

assuming the user has some degree of familiarity with the

terminology of economics and finance. For this thesis, the

needs are assumed to be those of managers required to cope

with the inflation-related problems listed on page one .

The level of educational background and experience of

potential users is the more difficult limitation to satisfy.

Some managers faced with the problems of inflation are

thoroughly conversant with monetary theory and have accumu-

lated years of experience in financial management. Others ,

having recently transitioned from line supervisory positions ,

may be confronting the problems of financial management for

the first time without benefit of extensive formal education

in economics or finance. The thesis problem has been defined

to encompass the latter group. The extent to which the pro-

blem scope affects the needs of the more experienced manager

is discussed in the section entitled “Scope of the Research

‘ Effor t”  ( page 6 ) .

Purpose

The primary goal of this thesis is to assist managers

who must deal with inflation-related problems in developing

a sound basic understanding of inflation . To accomplish this

~~-‘~- - --~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
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purpose, an additional goal has been established. This

secondary goal is the development of a critical analysis and

comparison of selected models of inflation.

Scope of Research Effort

Thesis research does not include examination of limited

or specialized models of inflation. Research has been con-

fined to models which differ primarily in terms of general

principles , methodology , assumptions and significant impli-

cations . Summary accounts of past inflations are included

on a selective basis in order to furnish the real-world

reference material needed to compare models for historical

accuracy and for the additional purposes discussed on page

12.

It is recognized that numerous potential thesis readers

are thoroughly familiar with monetary theory and banking.

For these individuals some of the explanatory models developed

may seem to be described in excessive detail or to be overly

simplified. It is hoped that readers who receive such an

impression
~
wi1l pause to consider whether the simplification

has shed additional light on the interaction of man with

monetary institutions . Simplification and detailed analysis

have been included for the purpose of insuring agreement on

definitions and basic points as well as assisting readers

less familiar with monetary theory.

Models which are essentially variants of a given general

model are mentioned in some cases , but analyzed only to the

extent that additional insight or. significantly different

results are obtained. It is realized that the classifica-

6
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tion of models according to economi c schools of thought , or

any particular sets of distinguishing characteristics , is

rather arbitrary . The general classifications adopted serve

to maintain conceptual distinctions rather than to identify

individuals or groups. The examination of eclectic views

within a conceptual classification is beyond the scope of

this thesis.

Research Methodology

Since the major problem in studying inflation is con-

sidered to be the lack of a critical analysis and comparison

of models of inflation, the refined and limited problem be-

comes that of identifying models and developing a format of

analysis and comparison . Once this process is completed,

there remains only the task of devising a suitable presen-

tation format. The basic methodology of this thesis is

simply application of the scientific method to the solution

of a series of related but conceptually distinct problems.

The process of identifying and solving these problems is

explicitly traced in the sections on thesis development

which follow.

Basic Research. Identification of general models was

accomplished by means of a literature search. Texts on the

history and evolution of economics were reviewed initially

in order to identify different economic schools of thought.

Next, texts and articles by individuals espousing the views

of the different schools were reviewed for relevance to the

study of inflation . The following classifications or econ-

7
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omic schools of thought were ultimately selected:

1.. Classical

2. Austrian

3. Keynesian

4. Monetarist (Chicago School)

Scholarly writings by contemporary economists repre-

sentative of the Austrian , Keynesian and Monetarist schools

employ the term “inflation” quite commonly . The term does

not , however , appear to have been used in any specific econ-

omic sense by the classical economists . It is therefore

necessary to identify a classical equivalent . This identi-

fication may be explicitly accomplished by the process of

posing and answering questions as follows :

1. Question : To what phenomenon is the term “infla-
tion” commonly applied in contemporary usage?

Answer: The term is commonly used to designate an
increase in the general level of prices of suf-
ficient duration and magnitude to attract public
attention arid discussion.

2. Question: Since employment of the term in this
manner is a relatively recent development , what
alternate expression might be useful for basic
research on the phenomenon?

Answer: A sustained increase in money prices of
goods and services in general, may be viewed
alternatively as a secular decline in the pur-
chasing power of money .

C

3. Question: Is the purchasing power of money a
subject of discussion common to all of the pro-
posed general models?

Answer: The purchasing power of money is treated
by all of the foregoing economic schools and is,
therefore , the central issue for analysis and
comparison of models. Should the term “inflation”
be used in a different sense , this uncommon usage
must be treated as a separate issue.

8
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Once the purchasing power of money is identified as the

central issue , a further difficulty arises. The classical

and Austrian economic schools employ a basically similar

terminology and methodology in the treatment of monetary

functions and institutions. Both schools emphasize earlier j
5 

periods of economic history in the identification and state-

ment of general principles of economic behavior . The general

principles then serve as a basis from which to deduce specific

theory . (Variances in methodology will be treated in greater

detail in the sections devoted to examining particular models.)

The Keynesian and monetarist schools employ a different term-

inology, emphasize more recent contexts for observation and

employ reasonable assumptions to generate models of economic

behavior. Clearly a common referent is needed in order to

analyze and compare the different models of inflation in

any meaningful manner.

If the central issue in the study of inflation is the

purchasing power of money , then the appearance of inflation

must associate with particular interactions among three basic

factors: human behavior, money and monetary institutions.

If differences are to be found in models of inflation asso-

ciated with the four economic schools , these differences

must stem from variant views or assumptions with respect to

the three factors. Other factors considered by one or more

schools to be relevant, must ultimately find expression in

terms of one of the basic factors.

Since the classical economists wrote in the late eight-

9
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eenth through the nineteenth centuries , their views of money

and monetary institutions might be expected to reflect these

factors in forms typical of that period. If anything is to

be learned from the study of classical writings, then en-

suing changes in the factors must be carefully noted and the

ramifications of such changes must be examined. Changes in

human behavior may also have occurred since the time of the

classical writings . If so , these changes can only be de-

tected by studying contemporary human behavior in economic

contexts essentially similar to those of the past. The fore-

going considerations J ead to the realization that it is

necessary to examine monetary history in order to relate and

compare the different models in a meaningful way.

There is a further compelling reason for reviewing

historical monetary developments: The basic validation

criterion of any model of inflation is the extent to which

that model corresponds to reality . Reality in this case

appears as the relevant documented , monetary experience of -

the past. While the future may bring changes that render a

particular model obsolete , any currently accepcable model

ought, through some reasonable thought process, to be cap-

• able of explaining the data and events of the past.

Naturally one is reluctant to embark upon a carte

blanche historical study of the interplay of human behavior ,

money and monetary institutions. A thorough treatment of

monetary history alone would require the publication of

volumes. Fortunately , if one poses the proper research

10
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questions , the relevant historical material can be ident-

ified and studied within a treatise of reasonable scope .

Identification of the three basic factors (human be-

havior, money and monetary institutions) as related to the

study of inflation suggests that answers to the following

questions should be sought in researching monetary history:

1. What human institutions were responsible for the
issue , form and quantity of money?

2. Under what conditions did inflation appear as
money evolved?

3. What phenomena of human behavior were associated
with these inflations?

Li.. What significant institutional alterations have
occurred?

5. What were the inflationary implications of mone-
tary and institutional alterations?

Answers to these questions require a literature search that

ranges from the works of numismatic scholars to current fi-

nancial journals and news dispatches .

In seeking answ ers to the research questions , “search

models” have been created to serve as guides. These models

assist in determining the relevant topics and events among

the abundant treatises on monetary and banking history .

The models are simply idealized versions of early money and

monetary institutions . For example , a “free banking model”

has been designed and employed as a conceptual referent, not

to demonstrate how well or poorly banks function in the

real world, but to identify significant changes in banking

practice at various points in history .

The theoretical models are conceptually altered to

11
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correspond to real-world changes. The altered models are

then analyzed for implied results in terms of the interplay

of the three basic factors . The results of analysis serve

as a basis for identifying relevant human behavior and sub-

sequent monetary developments . As this process is iterated

with progressive modification of the free banking and mone-

tary models , an integrated data base of inflation is devel-

oped.

The data base presentation of inflation serves as an

expository device to aid in understanding the classical and

Austrian mo dels as well as a factual standard by which to

validate and compare the mo dels in general . It also serves H
the purposes of:

1. Familiarizing the reader with the operational
terminology of money and banking employe d by
different schools of economi c thought .

2. Assisting the reader in developing historical
perspective in monetary developments .

3. Recapturing knowledge and experience from the past
which may have become lost in subsequent economic
treatises through misinterpretation or omission .

4. Demonstrating the recurrent nature of certain
monetary phenomena thus permitting a qualitative
judgment on the constancy of human behavior in
particular situations .

5. Progressing in both a logical and temporal sequence
from simple to more complex monetary arid banking
models .

6. Presenting and relating recent (1970-76 ) domestic
and international monetary developments .

The literature search for the period beginning in 1970

has been confined primarily to the New York Times Index and

The Wall Street Journal Index for the appropriate years .

12
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Re levant information is to be found under such entry headings

as the names of prominent monetary officials , international

monetary crises , inflation , consumer prices and Federal

Reserve Board actions . Statistical data and graphs depict-

ing various economic indicators have been obtained primarily

from publications prepared by the Federal Reserv e Bank of

St. Louis.

Presentation Format

In order to realize the previously listed benefits of

the data base portion of the thesis (Chapters II-VII) this

material is presented first .  The data base chapters develop

a kind of logical-historical model of inflation and suggest

questions and issues which the general models may subsequently

address .

The classical and Austrian schools both view monetary

theory from a free market or non- interventionist perspective .

While economists of both schools recognize that the state

has practiced (and will doubtless continue to practice)

intervention in the market, the effect of these interventions

is treated with reference to the theoretical operation of

a free market economy .

The Austrian views are , in part more rigorous elabora-

tions of classical views . The similarity of treatment and

logical progression of these schools , suggests a classifica-

tion of “non-interventionist models of inflation” within

which to present both schools of thought .

The Keynesian and Monetarist schools advocate state

13
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intervention in the economy and thus fall within ~he contrast-

ing classification of “ interventionist mo dels ” for purposes

of conceptual treatment . The degree and form of recommended

state intervention is a principle difference between these

two schools , a consideration which further recommends

classification on the basis of interventionism. The

Keynesian model of inflation is based upon the propositions

stated by J. M. Keynes in The General Theory of Employment,

Interest and Money. In this work , Keynes critiqued what he

perceived as deficiencies and special assumptions in the

writings of the classical economists . Consequently the

Keynesian position on inflation is presented as the logical

successor to the non-interventionist position .

The monetarists , in turn, have been somewhat critical

of many of the Keynesian propositions . Also, the growing

popularity of monetarism may be viewed in part as a reaction

to the dominance of Keynesian ideas over the past four

decades . Consequently the monetarist position has been

presented last in the treatment of models of inflation

(Ch apters VIII and IX ) .

The models of inflation derived from the four schools

of thought are first related to the context within which

they were developed. Statements by the founders or eminent

proponents of the different schools of thought are then

used in presenting the set of assumptions or propositions

which constitute the fully developed models of inflation .

Recommended policies as well as predictions concerning

14
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future inflationary developments are also considered. The

development portion of the thesis is completed by a chapter

devoted entirely to comparison of the models in terms of:

1. Methodological Soundness

2. Common Characteristics

3. Significant Differences

4. Strengths

5. Weaknesses

6. Historical Applicability

7. Explanatory Value

8. Predictive Value

In any treatment of a subject as controversial as

inflation , it is important that the reader be kept informed

of the conceptual framework or reference employed by the

researcher . Many treatises allow this reference to remain

implicit thereby obscuring the conceptual and selective

processes which , of necessity , were exercised. An effort

has been made in this presentation to keep the reader con-

stantly aware of -the conceptual framework from which the

presentation is proceeding . The next section introduces the

underlying philosophy of both the research and presentation .

Philosophy of Research and Presentation

It is practically futile to attempt to understand the

contemporary inflationary context unless one has a fair

knowledge of how the present situation came to exist.

Present circumstances have come about , not in a single ob-

vious change, but in small subtle increments extending over

15
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generations . A case can be made that , had the evolutionary

process not been so gradual and subtle , the present monetary

situation might never have been permitted to develop. Con-

sequently , the general models can be realistically evaluated

and compared only on the basis of an examination of the

evolution of money and monetary institutions.

One cannot compare abstractions with abstractions in

order to arrive at an understanding of reality . It is

necessary to compare abstractions with reality . The sub-

sequent six chapters of this thesis are therefore devoted

to describing the realities of the evolutionary process .

These chapters have been referred to in previous discussion

as the “data base.”

The data base is an essential element in understanding

inflation that is missing from the many scholarly works

reviewed during thesis research . Inevitably , there are

irrelevancies in a presentation of this scope . Before

concluding that some particular element in the base is

irrelevant , however , the reader is urged to consider that

element with the following question in mind : What does this

treatment reveal , about human behavior patterns with respect

to the existing political , economi c , and institutional con-

text, that might ultimately lead to an improved understanding

of inflation? The question is intended to include considera-

tion of the motives and attitudes of participants as well as

the more easily identified human activities and institutions.

To aid the reader in answering the foregoing question ,

1.6
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participants in, or close observers of, the events described

have been quoted extensively . These quotations range from

the time when the Roman Emperor Diocletian described one

of the earliest recorded inflations , to present day pro-

nouncements by national monetary and political officials.

Parallels in human behavior , beliefs and attitudes are as

essential in understanding the interaction of man with

institution as any statistical data one might assemble .

Increasingly specific statistical data is introduced

-to augment descriptive material as the stage of historical

development permits. The more elaborate and specific econ-

omic indicators are presented in the final data base chapter

(VII). These indicators serve to illustrate, in quantitative

form, the phenomena previously identified and to familiarize

the reader with some of the data currently relevant to treat-

ment of inflation-related contemporary problems . The contem-

porary context of attitudes, motives and behavior is presented

and related to the economic indicators.

It was previously stated that simple conceptual models

were employed as both research and expository devices in

developing this thesis. If such a model is reasonable , then

one expects to find that results implied by alterations to

the model are similar to actual cffcots of corresponding

real-world institutional alterations. For instance, if a

model has been formed which, upon theoretical analysis,

indicates that bankers ought to behave a certain way in

order to maximize profits , it would be disconcerting to find

17
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that bankers do not actually behave in that way under the

conditions specified.

At certain points in the thesis research the foregoing

kind of disconcerting experience occurred. Evidence con-

tradicting model predictions ‘appeared in the form of widely

accepted “authoritative opinion.” The basis for the model

was re-examined together with the subsequent analysis and

no error could be detected. Under these circumstances a

— modeler might be inclined to present the theoretically implied

results , acknowledge -the existence of contrary opinion, and

leave for others the task of discovering whether the fault

lay in the model and analysis or in the opinion . Of what

value , however , are such implied results when reported to

others? The modeler ought ~to show that his results are

correct and that contrary opinion is erroneous or the results

must be considered a pure assertion of little or no value.

Avoiding assertions of the foregoing kind has been a

dominant concern in the preparation of this thesis. At the

expense , perhaps , of presenting more background , detail and

analysis than some readers might believe justif ied , evidence

necessary to support a contradiction of authoritative opin—

ion has been provided. Contrary opinion has also been em-

ployed at certain points in the thesis as a device for detec-

ting error in theoretical analysis and for delineating the

appropriate research topics to explore.

A writer usually does not contribute to the current

state of understanding or benefit readers by listing scores
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of opinions by authorities. This is particularly true when

the topic for examination is one upon which there is a wide

divergence of authoritative opinions . Inflation is exactly

this sort of subject. It is also inherent in the subject

that the most subtle shift in terminology or viewpoint can

profoundly effect the resultant degree of understanding or

of misunderstanding. Therefore in studying inflation , it

is important to preserve what, -at times, may seem to be

excessively fine distinctions and shades of meaning. To do

less is to run the risk of gross error in subsequent analysis.

Frequently in the development of the monetary and banking

data base, phenomena or situations are described in this

thesis in a manner which is different from that commonly

encountered in contemporary texts on economics . An effort

has been made to call the reader’s attention to such devia-

tions whenever any matter of significance is involved. It

is hoped that at these points the reader will not simply

conclude that the writer has a strange or awkward mode of

expression , but will pause and consider how the point of view

shifts with the mode of expression. If a clearly different

point of view emerges as a result of modifications in termi-

nology or description , then the new viewpoint should be

examined for accuracy and explanatory value rather than

rejected as unconventional.

The reason for this careful consideration of uncommon

points of view should be apparent. The existence of world-

wide inflation is a fact and a problem . If widely held

19 
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viewpoints and conventional wisdom were adequate, the pro-

blem probably would not have developed or would shortly have

been solved. Since -the problems of recurring monetary crises

arid declining purchasing power persist, new or unconventional

viewpoints must be sought in arriving at an understanding of

the problems and in developing solutions . Under these cir-

cumstances few carefully expressed ideas, however unorthodox,

should be casually rejected.

20
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II. Early Monetary Background

The Chase Manhattan Bank Money Museum displays more

than fifty-thousand items that have served as money during

different periods from ancient to modern times. Most of

these items are simply commodities , things which are used

in the satisfaction of various human wants. The durability

of money was greatly improved by the introduction of metals

as money . Crude copper rings were employed by the Egyptians

in about the year 2500 B.C. and small cubes of gold became

popular in China some three-hundred years later.

A significant technical improvement in money was

achieved by the Lydians, a people who inhabited the coastal

region along the western shore of the Aegean Sea and who

served as intermediaries in the trade between the Greek

cities and the Asiatic interior. Lydian traders developed

the practice of placing standardized markings on pellets of

electrum--a natural alloy of gold and silver-- in order to

avoid repetitious weighing . The practice was later officially

adopted when a Lydian king, in the seventh century B.C.,

ordered the striking of the first coins ever to bear the

seal of state.

Near mid-sixth century B.C., the first coins of pure

gold were struck by the Lydians and silver coins began to

circulate extensively among the lonian Greeks. Thereafter,

the practice of casting or striking pieces of metal of

known purity into units of uniform weight and then imprinting

them with a sign of state authority , spread rapidly through-
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out Greece . The invention of coinage was a major contri-

bution of the early Greek civilization, for it marked the

beginning of a monetary technique and policy that persists

to this day (33:10-11).

Numismatists have reported the existence of fraudulent

monetary practices from the time when coins were first minted

to the present (75:42). Coin counterfeiting , clipping and

metallic substitution are different forms of what has come

to be known as debasement , the reduction of monetary metal

in a standard unit of money .

Had debasement been confined to the relatively small

number of individuals , who engaged in counterfeiting or coin

clipping in any particular society and time period, the

phenomenon would be unworthy of further discussion from an

economic standpoint. However debasement has repeatedly

occurred on a massive scale as an act of state. This state-

sanctioned debasement is closely related to inflation from

the standpoint of some schools of economic thought. A brief

examination of early experiences with debasement will serve ,

in particular , to illuminate the way in which the classical

economists thought about inflation.

Early Experiences With Debasement and Inflation
p

The first recorded major debasement occurred as the

result of a decree issued by the Athenian ruler , Solon

(594 B.C.). This decree , known as the “Shaking Off of

Burdens ,” included a de facto reduction in silver content

of the monetary unit by twenty-seven per cent. The

22
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debasement was accomplished by simply allowing debt, denom-

m ated in standard units, to be satisfied by payment in ex-

isting coin of a lesser weight of silver (33:1.6).

Very little reliable information is available on the

results of this debasement and it appears to be a unique

event in the Greek monetary experience. Subsequently, the

Greeks conscientiously maintained both the weight and purity

of their coinage which circulated widely in trade from North

Africa to Asia Minor.

The actual weight of pure gold or silver in a coin was

of great importance to Greek traders. If the intrinsic value

(value of the monetary metal contained in a coin) fell too

far below the face value (certified weight) through wear or

deliberate tampering , the coins were accepted only at a

discount. This discount usually appeared first in foreign

lands where the issuing government could not force accept-

ance of the coins by people who expected full weight

in monetary metal (75 :32).

Unlike the Greeks , the Romans experienced problems

with coinage continuously from the beginning of the Republic

to the final days of the Empire. The Roman experience pro-

vides monetary scholars with an excellent case study in

debasement as a policy of state .

The Romans employed copper as the basic monetary metal

until the third century B.C., in that period Rome issued a

silver coin of approximately -the same weight as the standard

coin of Greece. The debasement of this coin, the denarius ,

23
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has been studied extensively by numismatists who specialize

in ancient coins. Their studies show that the denarius,

originally issued as a coin of 99 per cent pure silver, was

progressively debased by a succession of Roman emperors. By

the time of the Emperor Diocletiari (300 A.D.) it had become

simply a copper wafer lightly washed with silver. These

coins were quite similar -to the “clad” coins introduced in

the United States in 1965, but the latter are coated with —

nickel rather than silver (75:31-61).

The debased denarius was no longer a standard of mone-

tary metal since its face value was far in excess of intrinsic

vlaue. It was merely a “token” which circulated on the basis

of laws requiring acceptance of tokens in payment for goods

and services . Laws of this kind have become known as legal C

tender laws and are an accepted feature of modern societies .

Researchers who have studied price information available

from this period of debasement report continuous increases

until, by the time of Diocletian , prices were soaring. The

situation finally provoked sufficient civil unrest that

Diocletian, in 301 A.D., issued his famous price-fixing

decree in an attempt to pacify Roman Citizens . Detailed

lists of maximum prices and wages were published and prom-

inently displayed throughout Rome .

The preamble of this decree reveals the manner in which

Diocletian acknowledged the existence of inflation to the

populace. Professor Frank Abbot has translated from the

original Latin as follows (75 :66):
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Who is of so hardened a heart and so untouched
by a feeling for humanity that he can be unaware,
that in the sale of the wares which are exchanged
in the market, or dealt with in the daily business
of the cities , an exhorbitant tendency in prices
has spread to such an extent that the unbridled
desire of plundering is held in check neither
by abundance nor by seasons of plenty....

Undeniably , someone was being plundered; but who , and

by whom? Nowhere did the text of the decree hint that the

State, in manipulating the quantity and quality of coinage,

may have been in the least responsible for the dramatic de-

cline in the purchasing power. Inflation was recognized as

an “exorbitant tendency in prices” and as unmitigated “by

abundance or seasons of plenty” but the Roman citizen re-

mained unenlightened on the probable cause of the problem.

Yet Diocletian surely knew that, even before he came to

power, Roman silver money was no longer accepted in trade

beyond the lands under strict Roman control. What foreign

trade remained -to Rome was made possible by the use of un-

debased Greek silver coins or by gold (74:60). For some

reason, Diocletian felt it impolitic to remind the Roman

people of the condition of their coinage.

The implication of the decree was clear: if the citizens

would not accept debased coinage at full face value , the

State would impart value by force . It is probably no ac-

cident that the Roman military wage rate was maintained at

a relatively high level during this period. Apart from any

external threat, the loyalty of the soldiers was needed to

effect such a plan.
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An Example of Sound Coinage

Following the disintegration of the Roman Empire in

476 A .D., came the so-called Dark Ages . With one outstanding

exception , the monetary situation throughout the Dark Ages

was chaotic. Debasement was considered a royal perogative

and rare was the feudal prince who did not routinely transfer

wealth to the royal coffers by this subtle fraud.

The Byzantine Empire , consisting of the eastern half of

the old Roman Empire , was the outstanding exception to the

common practice of debasement . There a gold coin , the bezant ,

was maintained at constant weight and purity for eight-hun-

dred years. The bezant became the accepted medium of ex-

change throughout the civilized world. Due to the universal

desirability of the bezant, foreign traders were anxious to

acquire it in exchange for their.goods . Once the money left

the empire , it was used for hoarding or trade by native

peoples . In England, for instance, payments in bezants, were

routine in transactions involving gold (33 :48-54) .

The Byzantine Empire proved that it is possible to

establish an enduring monetary system and prosperous com- —

mercial society without debasement by the state. This ac-

complishment stood in marked contrast to the experience of

the Romans. The latter were never able for long to establish

a stable monetary system and the people suffered accordingly .

Paper Money

As in the case of gunpowder and printing , the Chinese

of a period at least seven centuries ago , appear to deserve

- - -— - 
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the credit for the first use of paper as a monetary instru-

ment. The best known account of the money system which

existed in China was provided by Marco Polo , the Venetian

traveler. Upon his return to Venice in 1295, Marco Polo

wrote (75 :305):

The Emperor’s mint then is in this same city Hof Cambaluc (Peiping), and the way it is wrought
is such that you might say he has the secret of
alchemy in perfection....When these sheets (of
paper) have been prepared they are cut up into
pieces of different sizes...All these pieces
of paper are issued with as much solemnity and H
authority as if they were of pure gold or silver ;
and on every piece a variety of officials ,
whose duty it is, have to write their names ,
and put their seals . And when all is prepared
duly , the chief officer deputed by the Khan
smears the seal entrusted to him with vermilion,
and impresses it on the paper, so that the form
of the seal remains printed upon it in red; the
money is then authenticated. . .Anyone forging it
would be punished with death...With these
pieces of paper , he causes all payments on his
own account to be made ; and he makes them to
pass current universally over all his kingdoms
and provinces and territories , and witherso-
ever his power and sovereignty extends . And
nobody , however important he may think himself ,
dares to refuse them on pain of death.

The question which naturally arises is why didn’t the

Emperor simply have his men seize whatever he needed rather

than go through this roundabout process of paying bills with

paper of arbitrary value? One can only speculate that patent

theft would have created such a degree of civil unrest that

even the power of this tyrant would have been threatened.

The ceremony tended to divert attention from the confiscation

and to demonstrate that the emperor would limit his issues

to some “reasonable” amount.

The important point to be made is that this paper money

~5J
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was clearly not a natural product of market operation. What-

ever purchasing power it possessed was due to the Emperor’s

life or death power over his subjects . Despite the absolute

authority of the ruler in that society , the system lasted

only about seventy years and ended in the first recorded

paper money hyperinflation . As is typical of such inflations ,

the established monetary system and the government fell at

the same time (75:305-6).

Paper money first came into use on the European conti-

nent in the form of bank notes which appeared in Italy

shortly after the turn of the thirteenth century . These

were promissory claims on gold and silver payable on demand

at the bank of issue . Almost concurrently , government

promissory notes began to circulate in Amsterdam as a sub-

stitute for coins (33:119—20).

The first paper ~1oney to appear in England is attri-

buted to the goldsmiths of the seventeenth century . Because

of the high risk of keeping valuables on hand during the

Puritan Revolution, many of the nobles had adopted the

practice of leaving their money in the care of goldsmiths

who possessed superior safekeeping facilities. In exchange ,

the depositors received what were in effect warehouse re-

ceipts for their money and payed a storage charge . These

receipts were not legal tender in the eyes of the state,

but nevertheless circulated in payment for goods and services

as a matter of convenience and safety (33:120).

With the appearance of paper money in Europe , the stage

28
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was set for a European experiment with paper money inflation .

Credit for this experiment goes to John Law, the son of a

Scotts goldsmith , for Law was among the first to appreciate

the full potential of paper money .

The Theories of John Law

Professor John J. Klein, in writing of John Law and

his contribution to monetary analysis, said (42:274-75):

John Law, aside from his reputation as a
romantic adventurer, financier, and organizer
of’ the Banque Royale in France , is best known
as the author of Money and Trade Considered
(1705). Writing in a period of high unem-
ployment, Law argued that trade depends upon
money . Hence, the more money there was in
the economy , the more likely we are to have
full employment...The more “credit money” in
circulation, he said, the more people will be
employed. In a period of less than full employ-
ment , how would the monetary authority get
more money into circulation and hence induce a
higher level of employment? Law reasoned
that the best way is through the issue of
paper currency by banks. He did not propose
an unlimited issue of paper currency , but a
limited one suited to the needs of trade. Thus,
there would be no danger of over-extending
currency....

This description of Law and his ideas in typical of

those found in textbooks which treat monetary history. While

what is said is accurate , almost without exception , modern

writers omit the most important of John Law’s accomplish-

ments . Law was one of the few economists (along with J. M.

Keynes) to have his ideas implemented as a national experi-

ment and to actually supervise that experiment. When this

experiment fell short of expectations , it was repeated only

seventy years later. Had Law been alive at that time , he

29
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would have witnessed the confirmation of his original results

and might have marveled at the persistence of his ideas.

Indeed, perhaps Law’s ideas persist, in somewhat more sophis-

ticated guise , even today.

As J. M. Keynes observed (73:1):

The ideas of economists and political
philosophers , both when they are right and when
they are wrong, are more powerful than is corn-
nionly understood. Indeed the world is ruled
by little else. Practical men, who believe
themselves to be quite exempt from any intel-
lectual influences , are usually the slaves of
some defunct economist.

Probably to rio other economist in history (with the pos-

sible exception of Smith , Marx, and Keynes) is this obser-

vation so applicable as to John Law. The results of Law’s

ideas and experiment are quite relevant to the study of

inflation , for among the many recorded post-Renaissance

inflations , Law’s so-called Mississippi Scheme was one of

the first and most impressive examples .

The Mississippi Scheme. When France’s profligate king

died in 1715, the Duke of Orleans assumed government lead-

ership as Regent. The finances of the country were in sad

condition with national debt amounting to three-billion

livres (now francs). The yearly expenses of government

amounted to 142 million with revenues of 145 million so that

only 3 million livres remained to pay the annual debt inter-

est.

As a first measure toward alleviating these problems ,

the new Regent debased the coinage by twenty per cent, gaining

seventy-two million livres in the process. This debasement
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caused disruption in commerce of France, but people were

quieted by a slight decrease in taxes. At this point , John

Law, a former friend and confidant of the Regent presented

himself at court and argued that the evils which had be-

fallen France were the result of both the shortage and the

debasement of money . He proposed setting up a bank, to be

administered in the Regent’s name , for the purpose of re-

storing the credit of France . This bank would manage the

royal revenues and issue notes on the basis of these reve-

nues and royal landholdings.

The Regent was persuaded and in 1716, a royal edict

authorized Law to establish a bank, the notes of’ which could

be used in payment of taxes. The capital of the bank was

fixed at six million livres consisting of one and a half

million in specie (coin of the realm) with the remainder in

state notes .

Law immediately announced , in a well publicized state-

ment, that any banker, who issued paper without the necessary

specie to pay on demand, deserved death. He then established,

as a policy of the new bank, that all notes would be payable

on sight in coin current at the time the notes were issued.

Such a policy , if honored , meant that holders of the notes

no longer need fear debasement by the state. Consequently ,

the notes immediately began to exchange at a one per cent

premium over specie. By the end of the first year , the

notes were selling at a fifteen per cent premium at the

same time government bills were being c~iscounted approxi-
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mately eighty per cent in terms of specie.

The Regent was favorably impressed and gradually came

to believe that paper notes might well supplant coinage. As

a result, the Regent favored Law’s bank with monopolies in

several areas of commerce and redesignated it the Royal Bank

of France.

As soon as the bank became a royal establishment, the

Regent ordered the issue of an additional billion livres in

bank notes. Since Law had by this time achieved a reputation

as a master of finance, and industry and trade had begun to

increase, this and subsequent issues of paper were well re-

ceived. However , some members of Parliament were dubious of

both Law and the wisdom of issuing bank notes . Such opposi-

tion was soon quelled by the arrest of the President and two

councillors , who were sent to distant prisons . Also, the

Chancellor was replaced by a man more amenable to the Regent’s

wishes.

— Law, who seemed to have forgotten his own words concern-

ing the appropriate fate for bankers guilty of issuing exces-

sive notes, continued to assist by sanctioning the Regent’s

every action. In return, Law obtained the privilege of es-

tablishing a company which was to have the exclusive privilege

of trading on the great Mississippi river and in the province

of Louisiana . In 1719, an edict was published, granting to

Law’s Mississippi Company the exclusive privilege of trading

to the East Indies , China , the South Seas, and to all the

possessions of the French East India Company .
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Law issued two-hundred arid fifty-thousand shares in

his new company and promised to pay an effective dividend

of twenty per cent. So great was his reputation , that the

shares were quickly sold and began to climb rapidly in

price . Subsequent issues of stock were made and the

French public , aware of how well the first issue had

performed, hastened to subscribe .

The Regent had, by the end of 1719, become convinced

that a system which produced such prosperity could never be

carried to excess . Fortunes were being made throughout

the country and the Regent and Law were the subjects of

praise and poetry. Paris became a center of elegance arid

luxury. Art objects and commodities poured in from

foreign countries. Luxuries that had previously been en-

joyed only by the nobility became commonplace among

the middle class.

The Royal Bank of France continued to issue notes and

the stock of the Mississippi Company soared. A general

opinion arose that the secret of abundance had finally been

discovered and prosperity would last forever. The most

unpopular citizens of the time were those rare senior states-

men and members of Parliament who warned that France was in

imminent danger of bankruptcy and chaos. These few, faced

with constant derision , gradually learned to keep silent and

began to look to the preservation of their own estates.

Most of the population were convinced that, since the

bank notes were convertible into Mississippi Company stock

33
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at a specified exchange rate and the stock represented own-

ership of vast mineral and productive resources in the New

World , there could be no question of the soundness of the

financial structure. The resources of France had been mon-

etized in accordance with Law’s ideas and, when put to work ,

this liquid capital must bring abundance to all, or so it

was thought at the time .

The first small sign that all was not well appeared in

early 1720 when a wealthy nobleman sent three wagon loads of

notes to the bank and demanded payment in coin. Law, aware

of what might follow if others decided to imitate this act,

appealed to the Regent for help . The latter, perceiving the

danger, ordered the nobleman to pay back two-thirds of the

coins withdrawn or suffer the royal displeasure. This strat-

egy succeeded and a major challenge to the soundness of the

bank was averted.

Some of the more astute financiers , however , became

wary of the growing speculation , and quietly converted bank

notes into coins which were then transported to England and

Holland. Many farmers and tradesmen must also have become

distrustful for they hid or buried coins about their property .

As a result of this surreptitious coin hoarding, a sudden

acute coin shortage developed and people began to complain

about the difficulty of conducting small transactions.

Determined to alleviate the coin shortage , the Regent

first consulted Law and then issued an edict reducing the

~~ value of coin , in terms of paper, by five per cent. When
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this brought no change, the depreciation was increased to

ten per cent arid bank payments of specie were restricted to

one hundred livres gold and ten silver .

At this time a noticeable increase in all prices took

place. The rise was particularly apparent in the financial

districts of Paris where rents increased to twelve times the

rates existing in more tranquil times . Mississippi stock

sometimes advanced ten or twenty per cent in the course of

a few hours and labor became expensive as workmen and ser-

vants quit their tasks to become speculators and brokers .

The coin shortage persisted until nearly all coins

disappeared from circulation and trade almost ceased. In

desperation , the Regent issued an edict forbidding any person

from having more than five hundred livres in coin in his

possession under pain of heavy fine and confiscation of all

sums discovered. It was also forbidden to buy up jewelry,

silverware , or gems and informers were encouraged to aid in

the search for offenders by the promise of a one-half share

in resultant confiscations (47:1-30).

The effect of this decree is best described in the words

of the British author and journalist Charles Mackay (47 :30-31):

The whole country sent up a cry of distress
at this unheard-of tryanny....The privacy of
families was violated by the intrusion of informers
and their agents. The most virtuous and honest
were denounced for the crime of having been
seen with a louis d’or (gold coin) in their
possession... .Com , to any amount above five
hundred livres , was an illegal tender, and
nobody would take paper if he could help it.
No one knew to-day what his notes would be
worth to—morrow. . .It is inconceivable to those
who look back upon them now as on a dream,
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that a sudden revolution did not break out--
that Law and the Regent did not perish by a
tragical death . They were both held in
horror, but the people confined themselves to
complaints ; a sombre and timid despair, a
stupid consternation, had seized upon all,
and men’s minds were too vile even to be
capable of a courageous crime .

The picture Mackay paints is one of a people utterly

demoralized and of a relatively free society turned into a

police state . The value of Mississippi stock had shrunk to

nothing along with the purchasing power of notes issued by

the Royal Bank of France. No amount of subsequent coercion

on the part of a desparate tyrant succeeded in raising the

value of the paper which had been issued with such abandon ,

and goods could only be obtained by force or a surreptitious

offer of specie. Formal recognition that the monetary system

had failed came in October of 1720 with a decree that the

notes of the bank were no longer legal tender , and that pay-

ments must be made with gold or silver (47:30-31).

Fiat Paper Mop~y

By mid-eighteenth century , paper money was in extensive

use throughout Europe. In most times and places it served

as a substitute for precious metal deposited with goldsmiths

and private or state banks. The temptation was always pre-

sent, as in the case of the Mississippi Scheme , to issue

substitutes in excess of the precious metal in storage .

But when too many notes were in circulation , depositors

tended to become suspicious and precipitated a “run ” on the

bank. If the resultant demand for specie were too great,
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that is, if more notes were presented than could be redeemed,

the establishment usually failed with losses to the depositors

last in line to present their claims .

The thought must have occurred to many that if paper

money were not a claim upon precious metals , but could be

made to circulate on the basis of state decree (fiat) or

mutual agreement within a society , then precious metals

could be diverted to non-monetary uses. An interesting

study in the application of this notion was provided by the

French nation only seventy years after the collapse of John

Law’s Mississippi shares and the Royal Bank of France.

Probably the best account of this experience in the use

of “fiat money” is that of Andrew Dickson White , a founder

and the first president of Cornell University . White studied

the official documents and contemporary accounts of the

French experience and later published his own account in a

classic essay entitled Fiat Money Inflation in France (85).

White ’s study is of special significance , since it was

originally delivered as a lecture before the House of Repre-

sentatives and Senate of the United States in 1876. At that

time the United States was still on a fiat money standard

as a result of resorting to Greenbacks (page52) as a means

of financing the Civil War . White ’s study was perceived by

some congressmen to have relevance in this debate in view of

the close parallels that could be drawn between the French

economy of 1790 and that of the United States at the close

of the Civil War (85:7-9). One hopes to gain from a study
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such as White ’s a recognition of general parallels and pat-

terns of human action on the often useful premise that his-

tory tends to repeat .

Assignats. In 1789 the French “National Assembly” was

formed, and promptly declared that France would henceforth

be governed by a constitution . France was, as in 1719,

deeply in debt and experiencing serious deficits . Proposals

arose in the National Assembly calling for the issue of

paper money as a way of “securing resources without paying

interest” (85:24). Some argued that the business stagnation

was caused by a scarcity of coins and therefore , paper money

should be made legal tender. Also , such a money would bind

citizen’s interests more closely to the public good than

would metal coins which were not so controllable or intimately

tied to the welfare of the government.

Naturally there were those who recalled the Mississippi

Scheme of John Law and raised the spectre of a possible re-

enactment of that dismal experience . In answer to this warn-

ing, proponents argued that times and circumstances had

changed , that France had become a nation with a constitution ,

governed by the will of the people rather than the whims of

a capricious tyrant. It was also asserted that the paper of

John Law had actually achieved its purpose of restoring pros-

perity and ultimately failed only because of abuses made

possible by despotism . Some argued that the Mississippi

Scheme had taught France a valuable lesson in limiting the

quantity of paper issued so that it was inconceivable the
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previous error would be repeated.

As part of revolutionary reform , land belonging to the

Church was seized. Since the Church had originally owned

approximately one-third of the entire real property of

France, the market value of the seized land was sizable .

Paper money proponents finally won the debate by proposing

that this land serve as backing for the notes to be issued.

Notes would be issued for the purchase of land, thus limiting

the quantity of paper to the value of nationalized land

available .

With the debate won , passage of a bill brought the first

issue of four hundred millions of livres in paper money early

in 1790. This sum was issued in assignats——notes secured

by a pledge of productive real estate and bearing interest

to the holder at three per cent.

The National Assembly duly issued a statement asserting

that the new currency would bring back prosperity not only

in the public treasury , but in all branches of industry and

commerce. The people were also assured that the terrible

evils resulting from John Law’s notes would be avoided be—

cause the new money not only possessed a value derived from

national authority , but a real and immutable value derived

from land that would enable it to compete with the precious

metals.

At first, the result of the assignat issue conformed

to the most optimistic expectations . The treasury was

relieved, a portion of the public debt repaid, and credit
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revived. With the passage of the assignats into the hands

of the people , trade increased and those in debt found it

easier to meet their obligations . Only five months after

the initial issue , however, the government had spent the

last of the assignats and was again in difficulty .

Soon the previous financial problems began to reappear

and a public outcry arose concerning the shortage of money .

Speeches were made in the National Assembly urging a further

issue of assignats. It was pointed out that none of the

dire predictions made by those opposed to paper money had

in fact been borne out . Indeed, the results had proved most

beneficial. One powerful former opponent of paper money

declared that his initial reluctance had been vanquished by

the apparent serviceability of the assignats and that there

must be one more large issue of paper, guaranteed by the

national lands and the good faith of the French nation.

Many declared that gold would shortly lose all value

since future exchanges would be made with this admirable ,

guaranteed paper. Therefore coins would come forth from the

hiding places into which they seemed to have disappeared.

An influential newspaper of the time treated with contempt

the notion that gold was needed as backing for currency and

extolled real estate as the only true basis for money (85~46).

Under mounting public pressure the National Assembly

passed a bill authorizing the issue of eight hundred million

new assignats , but solemnly declared that the entire amount

in circulation would never be allowed to exceed one billion
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two hundred million. The bill also provided that the new

issue would bear no interest and assignats payed to the

treasury for land would be burned upon receipt (85:25-47).

As one might suspect , the new issue also proved in-

adequate for the long term needs of government arid commerce.

It was followed by another , and then another until, by 1796,

forty billion assignats were in circulation . The new issues

came at irregular intervals and in varying amounts , depending

upon the needs of the moment and the resolution of political

conflicts (85:113-16).

After 1791 each additional issue brought a rapid esca-

lation in prices . The typical price performance data presented

in Table I enable one to appreciate the economic forecasting

problem faced by the French investor or tradesman.

Table I.
Typical Price Increases in France from 1790—1795

Market Item 1790 Price 1795 Price Increase
(market lot) (francs) (francs) (%)  

—

Flour 2 225 11,150

Butter 14 560 3,900

Shoes 5 200 3,900

Hat 14 500 3,470

Gold (coin) 25 1200 4,700

(Data Source : 85 :88-89)

Table I also suggests why gold coin disappeared from

circulation early in the inflation . The original twenty-

five franc coin maintained purchasing power so that the

owner’s savings were effectively protected from assignat
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depreciation . Evidently many citizens anticipated this de-

velopment .

Now that the background arid mechanism of this fiat

money inflation have been described , it is helpful to con-

clude this section by listing some of the phenomena and

consequences noted by White (85:71-110):

1. Arguments against the issue of fiat money were
presented before the National Assembly, in public
debates, and through signed or anonymous pamphlets.
Most were not satisfactorily answered--simply
ignored.

2. Trade and employment increased for a time after the
early issues of assignats. Before long , however,
both began a rapid decline toward pre-issue levels .

3. Coins of silver, gold, and finally, copper dis-
appeared early in the inflation. In spite of ef-
forts to reestablish specie circulation by coining
confiscated metal--even to the point of melting
down church bells--coins remained hidden or were
smuggled to other countries.

4. Despite official declarations that gold and silver
had been rendered obsolete and replaced by a su-
perior paper currency , the precious metals were
hoarded and maintained their relative purchasing
power throughout the inflation.

5. Although the quantity of assignats increased
rapidly , the populace complained of a chronic
shortage of money .

6. As inflation progressed, manufacturing and com-
merce began to collaspe resulting in a large in-
crease in unemployment. Due to increased competi-
tion for jobs , a decline in wages occurred despite
a rapid rise in goods prices.

7. As manufacturing and commerce collapsed, specula-
tion in land, stocks , and commodities increased.
The professional speculator often prospered while
the ordinary buyer lost purchasing power . The
rich were able to protect themselves by means of
their own financial acumen and by using the5r
status to obtain large amounts of credit. By the
end of 1795, the paper money was almost exclusively
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in the hands of the working classes and small
tradesmen whose wealth and credit were insufficient
to procure stores of commodities or land.

8. Corruption grew in government circles as it became
necessary to buy official protection or privileges
in order to prosper.

9. With each issue of assignats, the idea grew that
the needs of government might be met by means of
paper currency ; that taxes might be dispensed with .

10. Government regulation became increasingly harsh
and restrictive . By 1792, price controls were in
effect and in 1793, it became illegal to differ-
entiate between paper and specie in trade under
penalty of heavy fine. Later in 1793 the penalty
was changed to deabh . In 1794, it became a guil-
lotine offense to ask, before a transaction was

- - concluded, in what money payment was to be made .
In the end , however, all of these measures proved
of no avail and assignat purchasing power vanished.

When Napoleon Bonaparte came to power in 1799, the econ-

omy of France was in ruins ; the government bankrupt and an

immense debt unpaid. The further collection of taxes seemed

impossible . At the first cabinet meeting , Bonaparte was

asked what he intended to do. He replied, “I will pay cash

or pay nothing.” (85:110)

At a later time , when the Empire was at war with the

first great European coalition , someone proposed that

Napoleon meet his pressing financial obligations by issuing

paper money . In reply , he wrote to his minister , “While I

live , I will never resort to irredeemable paper.” He never

did and when war subsequently came to French soil after the

Battle of Waterloo, despite heavy expenses for war and

indemnities , France remained on a specie basis and experi-

enced no problems with her monetary system (85:111).
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The early French experiments with money afford an

opportunity for some observations that may have relevance

even in the modern world. It is noteworthy , for example,

that in the case of the Mississippi Scheme , a currency con-

vertible into specie was eagerly accepted by the public and

served quite well until it was issued in excessive quantities.

Over-issue was accompanied by the disappearance of specie

from circulation , increasing speculative activity in stocks

and gradually increasing prices. When it became clear to

the French public that excessive issues were likely to con-

tinue, the paper currency lost purchasing power rapidly and

eventually ceased to circulate altogether. All of this

occurred in peacetime under a stable monarchy .

A nearly identical experiment was conducted by a

republican form of government in the setting of a revolution

only eight decades later. The elapsed time was just suf-

ficiently long that the earlier experience had largely faded

from national memory . Those who were familiar with the his-

tory of the earlier experience were not able to overcome

the argument that the government, the times , and the setting

had changed. Early success of the venture tended to further —

weaken the opposition so that the issue of increasing quan-

tities of paper money met with progressively less resistance.

Ultimately the second experiment ended, in the same way as

the first, with a hyperinflation and total collapse of the

monetary system . In both cases precious metal coins were

recognized as the official money following the demise of the
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paper currency.

The French misfortunes in monetary affairs were far

from unique . As the chapter which follows will show, the

American colonies as well as the new American central

government were concurrently conducting their own experi-

ments with paper money.
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III. The Early American Monetary System

During the seventeenth century, economic development

in the American colonies was sufficiently primitive that

colonies relied on the most widely produced, and hence most

marketable , commodities to serve as money . Although the

English government forbade the establishment of a mint and

the import of coin from England , foreign coins were available

in urban centers and for foreign trade. The colonies used

the English pound sterling (4.44 Spanish dollars in weight

ratio of silver) as a basis for accounting so that it was

necessary to. employ conversion factors when other foreign

coins were exchanged.

The mercantilist philosophy of encouraging exports was

widely held in the colonies and the first debasement for

this purpose occurred in 1642 when Massachusetts arbitrarily

devalued the pound in terms of the Spanish dollar. Devalua-

tion caused Massachusetts goods to be less expensive for

foreign dollar holders and thus amounted to an export sub-

sidy . Of course, the price of imports increased concomitantly

at the expense of colony consumers . The practice spread

until devaluations between the colonies became quite compe-

titive---much to the consternation of British creditors, whose

debts were denominated in devalued English money (68:127).

With an early start in the manipulation of money stand-

ards and wide prevalence of the mercantilist view that more

money is tantamount to more wealth , it is not surprising

that the introduction of paper money in Europe attracted
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favorable attention in the colonies . As early as 1682, the

influential Reverend John Woodbridge of Massachusetts wrote

that increased money , “multiplies trading ; increaseth manu-

facture and provisions for domestic use and foreign return;

abateth interest (68:129).

Shortly thereafter, the Massachusetts colony produced

the first government-issued paper money in the western world.

In 1690, Massachusetts issued seven-thousand pounds (sterling)

in paper notes to pay for an unsuccessful military expedition

against Quebec. As an inducement for public acceptance of

the notes , the colony pledged to limit their issue and to

redeem in specie from future revenues.

These notes began to depreciate in terms of specie al-

most immediately. Depreciation accelerated when, only a

year later, forty thousand additional pounds were placed in

circulation to pay colony debts . Pamphlets were issued blam-

ing depreciation on the colonists for being ; “so sottish as

to deny credit to the government , when tis of their own

choosing” (68:131). In 1692, the colony government made the

notes compulsory legal tender for all debts and then began

to expand the quantity rapidly .

The attempt to force notes to maintain a face value

equivalent with specie caused the phenomenon known as

Gresham’s law to occur . This “law ,” attributed to Sir Thomas

Gresham of sixteenth century England , but apparently first

formulated by Copernicus , holds that bad money tends to

drive good money from circulation (2 :66). It is based on
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the observation that when currencies having different

metallic values but identical face values are placed in

simultaneous circulation , there is a tendency for the more

valuable currency to disappear into hoards or exports leaving

the less valuable to circulate.

Thus in 1690, before the issue of paper money began,

it is estimated that two-hundred thousand pounds in silver

money were available in New England. By 1714, two-hundred

and fifty-thousand pounds in paper money had been issued in

New England , but the circulation of silver had ceased (68:

131—32). The other American colonies rapidly proceeded

along the monetary course charted by Massachusetts and all

colonial paper money was eventually made legal tender. The

legal tender was issued at face value in specie, but

coercion in the form of fines, imprisonment and confiscation

proved inadequate to prevent a severe depreciation in

purchasing power.

Yet, despite the fact that monetary circulation had

risen continuously , complaints of a scarcity of money per-

sisted throughout the colonies during the period from 1695

to 17711. (68:133). These complaints have mis—led some

economic historians into concluding that in fact there was

a shortage of coins in the colonies which made the issue of

paper money beneficial, if not completely necessary. (For

example see 81:62.)

By 1775, America was a fairly wealthy land, producing

approximately fifteen per cent of annual world output of
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iron and possessing ample supplies of food arid textiles (13:

135). The Continental Congress did not , however, have adequate

taxing authority to conduct a major war effort. Therefore ,

the Congress and the states elected to finance the war

primarily by the issuance of a paper currency which came

to be known as the “Continental.”

The first issue of Continentals occurred in 1775, was

limited to the sum of three million dollars , and was to be

redeemed in Spanish silver dollars or an equivalent value

in gold or silver upon presentation by the bearer. The date

of precious metal delivery was unspecified, but was sup-

posedly to follow shortly after sucessful conclusion of the

war. Another three million dollars was issued by the end of

the year and ever larger sums followed annually thereafter.

By the end of 1779, approximately 200 million dollars

of Continentals and an equivalent sum in state notes had

been issued. A qualitative answer to the question of price

performance was provided by George Washington , who wrote in

1779: “A wagon load of money will scarcely purchase a

wagon load of provisions” (13:138-42). -

In contrast with Washington’s experience the British,

purchasing exclusively with specie , were well fed, housed,

and supplied throughout the war. Many were living graciously

in Philadelphia at the very time Washington’s troops were

shivering in Valley Forge .

In the case of the Continental , as with earlier paper

money experiences that have been described, the following

14.9
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results ensued (13 :138-45):

1. A limited issue of paper became practically un-
limited.

2. Prices rose slowly at first, then at an increasing
rate .

3. Specie disappeared (Gresham’s law).

4. Speculative activities increased substantially .

5. Price controls were established (1777).

6. Penalties were imposed for discounting paper in
terms of specie.

7. Purchasing power of the currency became almost nil.

8. The currency ceased to circulate and was replaced
by specie .

The principle victims of the inflation were those who

accepted the Continentals in good faith and held them during

the war, or who were restricted to dealing in Continentals

by occupation or personal circumstance . Josiah Quincy , a

Boston lawyer, voiced his disapproval in a personal letter

to General Washington (13:143):

I am firmly of the opinion , and think it
entirely defensible , that there never was a paper
pound , a paper dollar, or a paper promise of any
kind, that ever yet obtained a general currency ,
but by force or fraud, generally by both . That
the army has been grossly cheated; that creditors
have been infamously defrauded...in consequence
of our disgraceful depreciated paper currency....

There was one highly salutary consequence of the Con- 
S

tinental experience : most people had seen enough of un-

restricted paper money . Consequently , in drawing up the

new Federal Constitution in 1787, a conscious effort was

made to insure that such monetary policies would not be

repeated.
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According to Article I, section 10 of the Constitution ,

the states were denied the authority to “coin money , emit

bills of credit; make anything but gold and silver coin a

tender in payment of debts .” The Constitution reserved the

coining of money exclusively to the Congress and conspicuously

omitted any mention of paper money.

On August 15, 1787, the Constitutional Convention debated

the subject of authorizing the new government to issue paper

money . James Madison’s convention notes represent the views

of members Elseworth of Connecticut , Wilson of Pennsylvania,

and Butler of South Carolina as follows (79 :557):

Mr. Elseworth thought this a favorable moment
to shut and bar the door against paper money . The
misehiefs of the various experiments which had been
made , were now fresh in the public mind and had
excited the disgust of all the respectable part of
America . By withholding the power from the new
Government , more friends of influence would be
gained to it than by almost any thing else . Paper
money can in no case be necessary. Give the
Government credit , and other resources will offer.
The power may do harm , never good.

Mr. Wilson . It will have a most salutary
influence on the credit of the United States to
remove the possibility of paper money . This
expedient can never succeed whilst its mischiefs
are remembered, and as long as it can be resorted
to, it will be a bar to other resources.

Mr. Butler remarked that paper was a legal
tender in no Country in Europe . He was urgent
for disarming the Government of such a power .

When the final resolution on this question of authority

was voted , only New Jersey and Maryland were recorded in

favor. This meant , so the framers of the Constitution

thought , that the United States could never emit a paper

money not redeemable in gold or silver coin without passage

of an authorizing amendment .
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The Constitutional intent was later implemented in the

Coin Act of 1792, establishing an equivalent to the Spanish

silver dollar as the standard unit. All silver, gold and

copper coin to be issued were specified as to face value ,

weight and purity, and a policy of free coinage (page 21)

was established (63:19). It thus appeared that America had

established a monetary policy in the Byzantine rather than

the Roman tradition .

The Greenback

In December of 1861, eight months after the outbreak of

the Civil War , the Government along with principal banking

institutions suspended payment in specie. Banks had become

overinvested in Government bonds and could not find buyers

when it became apparent that the war would be expensive and

the Government , perhaps, unable to repay its war debts . Un-

willing or unable to increase taxes and pay exhorbitant in-

terest rates on bonded debt , the Government resorted to the

issue of so-called “greenbacks.” These were simply non-

interest bearing , non-redeemable , Government notes printed

with green ink and endowed with legal tender status.

In prior years , repeated attempts to establish a gov-

ernment fiat money had either failed to pass Congress or had

been defeated in court . But in 1862, under appeal to the

exigencies of war, the act of Congress which created green-

backs was passed hastily and practically unopposed. Promises

came from the House , the Senate , and the President that the

f irs t  issue would be the last, but within six months a second
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issue was called for. By the end of the war, 431 million

dollars in greenbacks were in circulation along with 236

million in interest bearing legal tender notes; these were

pledged against an estimated 28.3 million dollars in

specie ( 3 :132).

This was not really a large expansion of the money

supply in terms of typical fiat money inflations. But the

greenback inflation is one of the first for which substan-

tial statistical data has been recorded and therefore affords

an opportunity for additional insights.

The rapid depreciation of greenbacks appears in Table

II as a rise in the relative price level of commodities and

gold. Although much of the interest on Government debt was

paid in gold, that metal nearly disappeared from circulation

S 
for eighteen years ( 3 :73). Table II also reveals the rush

into gold which occurred in 1863 when it became apparent

that the war would not end quickly and that additional issues

of greenbacks would be forthcoming . When Lee surrendered in

1865, the gold price quickly fell to the level of other corn-

• modities. During the period from 1865 and 1869, a substan-

tial speculation in commodities developed and doubts persisted

that payment in specie would be resumed. After 1875, when

the Resumption Act was passed, preparation for resumption of

specie payment began in earnest as reflected in the decreas-

ing gold premium . In December of 1878 greenbacks touched

par with gold for the first time since their issue in 1862

(3:227.
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Table II

Relative First Quarter Prices of Gold and
Wholesale Cominodites for Selected Years (1861-1880 )

Year Gold Commodites Year Gold Commodites
1861 100.0 100 1868 138.5 158
1862 102.5 100 1870 121.3 147
1863 145.1 125 1872 109.1 133
1864 155.5 156 1874 111.4 130
1865 216.2 216 1876 112.8 117
1866 140.1 182 1878 102.1 99
1867 134.6 169 1880 100.0 108

(1860 price in greenbacks 100) (Data Source: 3 :Table B)

Professor Irving Fisher , in his classic , The Purchasing

Power of Money ( pages 259-62), used Civil War price and

money supply data to support the quantity theory of money .

According to this theory, changes in the purchasing power of

greenbacks were caused by changes in the quantity in circula-

tion or anticipations of such changes . On this hypothesis,

the sharp break in prices in 1865 could be accounted for by

the expectation that no further greenbacks would be issued.

While one might expect such a sharp drop in prices to

S cause many business failures to occur, this was not the case.

An explanation is suggested in an article written by a

prominent bus inessman of the time (3 :117):

When the war ended, we all knew we should
have a panic. Some of us, lik e Mr. Hoar , expected
that greenbacks and volunteers would be disbanded
together. Others expected gold to fall to 101
or 102 in a few days. Others saw a collapse of
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manufacturing industries, owing to a cessation
of government purchases. But we all knew a
crisis was coming , and having set our houses
in order accordingly , the ‘crisis’ of course
never came .

Most wage-earners did not fare well during the infla-

tion . As the paper standard depreciated, prices rose rapidly,

while wages lagged behind. Table III reveals this effect on

relative real wage rates for employees of eastern iuanufac-

turing companies . With the rapid fall in prices that oc-

curred after 1865, however , real wage rates shortly returned

to pre-war levels.

Table III

Relative Real Wages (1860 = 100)

Year Real Wage Year Real Wage
1860 100 18611- 80
1861 90 1865 85
1862 82 1866 93
1863 81 1867 102

(Data Source : 3 :124)

Lenders who made loans early in the war and were repaid

later in greenbacks, suffered a substantial loss in purchas-

ing power on the principal. But lenders of 1864 gained as

much as 40% in purchasing power when prices fell in 1865.

— 
Only a slight increase in interest rates occurred during

the war, so anyone dependent upon interest income suffered

a substantial decline in real income (3 :122).

After the Resumption Act the fiat money system was
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returned to a metallic currency basis under President Hayes

and a strong upward movement in business activity began.

The Hayes administration was given credit for returning the

country to a sound currency basis arid easily won re-election

( 1880) (3 :246).

- The importance of the greenbacks episode goes beyond

the relatively small inflation and economic dislocations 
S

which occurred. The greenbacks represented a departure from

the monetary provisions of the Constitution that had not

previously been tolerated. The public became accustomed to

thinking of money as certificates of debt and that way of

thinking became the dominant view in the course of events

to come .

The Gold Standard

Although gold coins date back to ancient Greece , the

gold standard is of comparatively recent origin. In 1816

all Engli sh money , including paper notes and silver coins ,

was made convertible into gold coin and the pound sterling

was redefined as a fixed amount of gold. Nearly all of

Europe had adopted the “new gold standard” by 1875 but the

United States, while on a de facto gold standard, continued

to experiment with bimetallism until the Gold Standard Act

was passed in 1900 (81 :348).

Major national currency units were defined in terms of

a specific weight of gold and were convertible into that

amount of gold on demand. By calculating the weight ratios

of gold in the standard units of different nations , one
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arrived at the exchange ratios of their currencies .

Dr. Melchior Palyi, chief economist in 1928 for the

largest European financial institution , the Deutsche Bank,

has written concerning the establishment of an international

gold standard as follows (59 :8—9):

By 1914, few people questioned that the
gold standard, as they knew it was here to stay ;
it was the epitome of monetary wisdom. It had
been accepted wherever financial order had been
established...The role of the gold standard in
unifying the economy of the civilized world can
scarcely be overestimated.

In other words , the establishment of gold as an inter-

national money tended to unite the different national markets

into a single world market. Deomestic money supplies became

dependent upon gold movements since any imbalance of exports

and imports was compensated for by a net gain or loss of

gold. If imports ‘exceeded exports for any length of time ,

a loss of gold resulted. This loss was experienced as a

reduction in the money supply and, other factors constant,

caused a fall in domestic prices . The fall in domestic

prices attracted foreign buying resulting, in turn, in a net

inflow of gold. The balancing feature of this system in 
S

Palyi’s words: “brought about a relative uniformity,

coordination , and integration of respective national price

level trends , sustaining a degree of world-wide stability

that was unparalleled before or since” (59:10).

It should be noted, at this point , that the widely

accepted practice of keeping only a small percentage of

deposits on hand (fractional reserve banking) resulted in the
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existence of a supply of circulating media generally far

in excess of the stock of gold. Within a given country ,

currency held by the public together with bank deposits

might amount to several times the gold stock. If a war or

crisis occurred with an ensuing run on commercial or central

• banks , it was often discovered that the gold was not

really there . This practice of issuing money substitutes

in excess of gold was instrumental in the destruction of

the gold standard during World War I.

At the outbreak of World War I, there existed a

widespread corviction that the war would be brief due to

the tremendous financial requirements . It was believed

that the belligerent governments would soon cease to be

credit-worthy , and threatened with bankruptcy , would seek

a negotiated rather than a battlefield resolution of the

conflict ( 5 9 : 2 ) .

In reality every country involved in the war suspended

gold convertibility of domestic currency. By so doing

gover~ments were able to finance the war, in the tradition

of United States greenbacks, by issuing vast amounts of

money substitutes . Not only was the war probably

lengthened by this means , but the increase in money supply

was accompanied by increased prices.

Table IV displays the percentage change in prices and

narrowly defined money supply (currency in circulation

plus demand deposits) that occurred in five major countries

over the war years .
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Table IV

Changes in Money Supply and Prices 1913-1919

Country Money Supply Wholesale Prices
% Increase % Increase

United States 73 106
Japan 123 115
Great Britain 144 15?
France 265 230
Germany 726 703

(Data Source:59 :33)

The victorious and neutral nations made preparations

to return ‘to the gold standard at the end of the war.

Germany , however, launched upon a paper money hyperinflation

that by 1923 reduced the mark to one-trillionth of its pre-

war purchasing power C 7 :39).

Developments Following World War I. The United States

had acquired substantial amounts of European gold. during the

war , but delayed resuming convertibility for almost a year

after the war’s end. Britain was not ready to return to

gold until the end of 1925 and France delayed until 1928.

Both financial and political factors were responsible for

-the slow return to gold in most countries and some , primarily

through resort to additional expansion of currency and credit ,

were never able to reestablish convertibility .

In resuming convertibility the United States actually

returned to a full gold coin standard as specified in the

Gold Standard Act of 1900. This meant that gold coins were

the standard money and United States notes, called “goldbacks ,” 
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accordingly bore such legends as:

THIS CERTIFIES THAT THERE HAVE BEEN
DEPOSITED IN THE TREASURY OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA TEN DOLLARS IN GOLD COIN
PAYABLE TO THE BEARER ON DEMAND

In effect, the note was a warehouse receipt for a

citizen’s money , deposited at the United States Treasury for

the sake of convenience and safety. The dollar at that time

was one twentieth of a troy ounce of gold. The price of

gold was not twenty dollars per ounce ; twenty dollars was

one ounce of gold and this remained true until 1933 .

England, on the other hand, did not return to a gold

coin standard but to a bullion standard. English citizens

could claim their gold but only in the form of heavy bars.

Since a person of average means could hardly afford one bar--

and having acquired one would find it difficult to store ,

transport, protect , or exchange--such a standard tended to

discourage both circulation of the monetary metal and bank

runs.

The bullion standard was not an incidental choice on

the part of England but was born in the attempt to establish

parity of the pound with gold at prewar levels , or in terms

of the dollar , at $4.86. This implied a reduction in the

supply of money substitutes and in prices , which was very

difficult to achieve . In fact England was not able to main-

tain the former parity beyond 1931 at which time convertibility

was again suspended.

Most countries able to return to gold after World War I

adopted the gold exchange standard. Under such an arrangement

60
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the currency of one country is convertible into drafts pay-

able in the currency of another country that is on a gold

bullion or coin standard. The international monetary stand-

ard, after the Genoa Conference of 1922 was, in fact, a gold

exchange standard with the dollar and later the pound serving

• as the basic convertible currencies. A standard of this

sort permits in effect  “double counting ” of gold, as foreign

currency is issued on the basis of the convertible currency

which , if kept at par in the domestic market, represents a

claim on total domestic gold stock. Thus two claims to the

same quantity of gold can exist and the international supply

of currency can be effectively doubled (71~ 26).

In 1931, following the collapse of several prominent

Ew’-opean banks, England went off the gold standard just two

days after the Governor of the Bank of England gave assurance

the standard would be maintained. American banks suffered

losses from the European failures and these losses together

with the suddenness with which England abandoned gold, created

doubt about America ’s ability to maintain a convertible do l-

lar (67 :228).

Concern about the Government ’s ability to redeem currency

apparently became widespread among American s shortly after S

the stock market collapse in 1929, for gold coins began -‘

noticeably to disappear at about that time . In 1932 , millions

of ten and twenty dollar gold coins were minted but quickly

vanished while the public clamored for more . The Treasury

finally abandoned attempts to meet the demand and ceased
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minting gold coins in 1933 ( 9 :109-111). Gresham ’s Law

(page 47 ) was apparently still operative .

The Gold Reserve Act of 1934. In January of 1933

foreigners withdrew a large amount of gold from the United

States and many Americans began withdrawing their money from

banks to be stored at home or in safety deposit vaults. By

mid-February , one state after another declared a “bank

holiday :” banks were closing everywhere . On March 6, Pres-

ident Roosevelt , citing as authority an act which had been

passed during World War I , declared a state of emergency

and ordered the closing of all banks .

President Roosevelt ’s emergency proclamation described

the existing problems as follows:

WHEREAS There have been heavy and unwar-
ranted withdrawals of gold and currency from our
banking institutions for the purpose of hoarding;
and

WHEREAS continuous and increasingly extensive
speculative activity abroad in foreign exchange
has resulted in severe drains on the Nation ’s
stocks of gold; and

WHEREAS it is in the best interests of all
bank depositors that a period of respite be
provided. . . .

The text of the Presidential Proclamation clearly implied

that the United States of America, the world’s economic

giant, had been brought to grief by a group of hoarders and

speculators .

Only one month after the above proclamation an Executive

Order was issued demanding the surrender of gold coin , gold-

backs, and bullion to the Federal Reserve System. Failure

to comply with the order was punishable by a ten-thousand
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dollar fine or ten years in prison , or both . A subsequent

Executive Order banned all exports of gold, making it clear

that the United States did not envision an early return to

convertibility .

Within three months of the embargo on gold exports, the

gold exchange value of the dollar had decreased by f i f ty  per

cent and subsequently underwent large fluctuations as inter-

national currency traders attempted to guess United States

Government intentions . When the period of variation was

ended by passage of the Gold Reserve Act of 1934, the

President specified an exchange rate of thirty-five dollars

per ounce of gold. The dollar had been debased to fifty nine

per cent of original weight and the Government had gained

three billion dollars of paper ~ioney that could be issued

on the basis of existing gold stock (29:465—70).

The Gold Reserve Act placed the United States on a

gold bullion standard internationally. Domestically , United

States citizens were forbidden possession of gold other than

in minor amounts as in jewelry or rare coins .

The Bretton Woods Conference. In 1944, just prior to

the end of World War II ,  more than forty nations sent repre-

sentatives to a conference held in Bretton Woods , New

Hampshire . The purpose of the meeting was to dismantle some

of the wartime trade barriers and to establish generally

stable currency exchange rates without reducing the large

quantity of money substitutes generated by war financing.

Assistant Treasury Secretary , Harry Dexter White , represented
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the United States , while the dominant figure at the meeting

was John Maynard Keynes representing Great Britain . Two

significant results emerged from this meeting : creation of

the International Monetary Fund (IMF ) and establishment of

a new gold exchange standard (36 :529-31).

• Under -the Bretton Woods agreements , each IMF member

country would pay an initial quota into the Fund consisting

of 25 per cent in gold and 75 per cent domestic currency .

Thereafter a country would maintain an official par value

for its currency expressed in terms of the American dollar .

If domestic currency subsequently fell more than one per cent

below par , the country was obligated to buy dollars or, after

consultation with the Fund, to devalue its currency if

“fundamental disequilibrium” existed. For the purpose of

maintaining par value , a member country was permitted to

call upon a line of credit in other currencies with which to

temporarily support its own (3 6 : 529- 3 1) .

Thus the currencies of each of the one hun dred countries

that ultimately became members of the IMF were tied at a

fixed rate to the dollar. The dollar was to serve as the

sole link with gold , convertible on demand into gold at the

rate of $35 per ounce . Even this semblance of the gold

standard was strictly limited , for the United States was

required to pay gold only to national central banks or other

official  institutions.

There was some disagreement among Bretton Woods conferees

as to exactly what sort of system had been established. Upon

~ 
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his return from Bretton Woods , White explained to the United

States Congress that the new arrangements would work very

much like the . gold standard with its historic contributions

to stability and discipline . Keynes, on the other hand,

reported to the British Parliament that the arrangements

• would have no similarity to the gold standard and would not

impose on the member countries the intolerable restraints

inherent in the gold standard (36 :531). Subsequent develop-

ments showed that Keynes was essentially correct.

The Bretton Woods Aftermath. Apparently the Bretton

Woods agreement was hardly more than a formalized and

slightly modified version of the gold exchange standard

which came into existence after World War I .  Little incen-

tive existed for any member of the IMF to hold gold. Since

dollars were equivalent to gold for reserve purposes, each

country would logically prefer to hold dollars in the form

of interest paying , dollar denominated, United States Treas-

ury notes or bonds rather than to exchange them for gold.

To envision the system in terms of a simple model, one

need only look upon the United States as the world’s bank

in which was secured a portion of world gold. Each dollar

issued by that bank represented a “claim” on 1/35 of an

ounce of the nearly 575 million ounces on deposit in 1945 .

Upon acquiring one of these claims, a country effectively

became a bank depositor and might issue a fixed number of

domestic claims called pounds, francs , or pesos for example .

Should the need have arisen , the country could theoretically
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have exchanged all accumulated dollar claims for gold and

with that amount plus any gold already on hand, redeemed

domestic claims .

Thus the link of the dollar to gold served as a

theoretical constraint upon growth of the world’s supply of

currencies. Whether this link would be preserved depended
V

in large part upon an institution to be considered in the

section which follows : the American banking system .

‘S
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IV. Early American Banking

In reviewing the background material relevant to infla-

tion, one needs to consider the conditions and purposes which

led to establishment of a very important institution , the

United States Federal Reserve System. Professor Paul

Samuelson provides a concise statement of typical contem-

porary views in his widely used undergraduate economics

text (73 :276):

In 1913, the Federal Reserve Act was passed
by Congress and signed by President Wilson . It
sprang from the panic of 1907, with its alarming
epidemic of bank failures: the country was fed up
once and for all with the anarchy of unstable
private banking . After half a dozen years ’
agitation and discussion by both parties, the
Federal Reserve System was formed--in face of
strong banker opposition .

Samuelson’s statement suggests the following questions :

1. What conditions would lead to an “epidemic of bank
failures?”

2. How did such conditions come to exist?

3. Why was private banking “unstable?”

4. Why was the country not “fed up ” with the “anarchy”
of other industries such as automobile manufactur-
ing?

5. Why would establishment of the System face “strong
banker opposition?”

6. In a country so innovative in most respects , why
was a well established institution like central
banking so delayed in acceptance as the obvious
solution to a widely discussed and recognized
problem?

Perhaps questions five and six above answer each other;

delayed establishment of central banking may have been due

to persistent opposition by bankers . But to determine whether
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this was the case and to answer the remaining questions , one

must review banking as it evolved in the United States. As

a reference point, it is helpful to consider a bank in the

original form of a market-established money warehouse in

the British goldsmith tradition .

Free Banking

As discussed in Chapter II, banks originally served as

• repositories for coined money known as specie. The receipt

for this money was a storage certificate . It no more repre-

sented a transfer of ownership to the bank than a receipt

for soiled clothing signifies that a laundry has become the

new owner . The owner retained title and expected to receive

or effect a transfer of his money whenever he desired. In

exchange for storage and transfer service , as with any other

market-provided service , the owner paid a fee .

A client of one bank could conveniently transfer money

to the client of another bank by simply writing an order in

the recipient’s name and leaving the two banks to effect the

physical transfer. If one client wrote a transfer order

naming another client of the same bank, then only transfer

entries were made in the bank’s own accounts .

The receipts issued by such banks were known as bank

notes and often changed hands as money substitutes many times

before returning to the bank to be exchanged for money . The

transfer orders were checks , differing from notes only by

the more specific nature of the transfer process. Clearly ,

both notes and checks were substitutes for specie .
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There are three limiting market factors on the usage

of such money substitutes:

1. The extent to which people use banks rather than
specie .

2. The number of bank customers who do not use the
same bank.

3. Confidence among customers in the integrity of
their bankers.

If people insist upon using specie in transactions, the •

quantity of substitutes will shrink to zero . If each bank

has only a few customers , more physical transportation of

specie will necessarily occur . Should customers completely

lose confidence in their banks, all specie would be demanded

in exchange for outstanding notes and checks , and again, the

quantity of money substitutes would shrink to zero (69:867-70).

These three market factors tend to raise the quality of

services in a way similar to any other competitive enter-

prise.

In a “free banking system ,” any bank which spends money

belonging to clients would be guilty of misappropriation in

a way analagous to the laundry , which sells clothing left

for cleaning or a household goods warehouse, which auctions

a client ’s furniture . Such misappropriations are treated

as breaches of trust in most nations and would ordinarily

provoke legal action against the perpetrator. But this is

only , ex post facto , a check upon the issuance of money

substitutes . Since money is homogeneous , misappropriation

of minor amounts would not be detected unless one of two

things happened: either most of the bank’s clients presented
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a majority of the outstanding substitutes for redemption

simultaneously , or the substitutes were paid to customers

of other banks which subsequently called upon the issuing

bank to redeem .

The former event is the most effective market power

in the hands of consumers : a concerted consumer action known

as the “ bank run .” The bank run stands as a constant threat

a to dishonest bankers and encourages individual banks to

develop and maintain a reputation for safeguarding clients’

money .

The second most effective market deterrent to mis-

appropriation by bankers is the existence of competition .

When a large number of independent banks exist , they must

compete not only in terms of reputation and service , but

each must stand ready to meet large demands for money

transfers from non-client banks. In other words , the more

banks that exist having different sets of clients , the more

money will be transferred, for banks cannot expect to meet

the demands of their own depositors for specie with notes

issued by another bank.

The reader should be cautioned at this point that what

has been described is a simplified conceptual model which

has been termed free banking . It is a private banking

system entirely free from intervention by the state other

than in cases where fraud has been discovered following a

bank run or inability of a bank to meet competitor’s demands

for payment. Such a system may also be characterized as
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operating on a “100 per cent reserve” basis since any issue

of money substitutes exceeding specie holdings (reserves)

would be viewed as fraudulent, and hence, proscribed.

The purpose of presenting this model is to provide a

ref erent for analyzing American banking as actually prac-

ticed.

The First Bank of the United States

• 

- 

The First Bank of the United States was established

by act of Congress in 1791, largely as a result of the

efforts of Alexander Hamilton . Hamilton , an advocate of

strong central government , was opposed by Thomas Jefferson

and his supporters who argued that a central bank was

unconstitutional and, as a monopoly establishment , would

discourage development of a sound private banking system.

Oppostion to the First Bank remained strong and thwarted

renewal of the Bank ’s charter in 1811.

Since the capital stock of the First Bank was owned

in part by Americans and foreigners as well as the Govern-

ment , the Bank was nominally a publicly owned institution ,

rather than a simple extension of government. It functioned

as a central bank, however , attempting to regulate the is~ue

of bank notes by state chartered banks, holding federal ‘

funds and acting as fiscal agent for the Treasury (42:127-29).

Thus the First Bank, in performing these functions , was

actually the first central bank of the United States.

The Second United States Bank

Following closure of the First Bank in 1811, repeated
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attempts were made to reestablish a central bank through

new Congressional enactments . The provicions for establish-

ment of such a bank were the subject of heated controversy

in 1814 and authorizing legislation of that year was soundly

defeated (46:14). Eventually , the drive for resumption of
a specie payments led to establishment of the Second Bank

of the United States in 1816 (42:130).

• One of the most influential and admired Congressmen

of the times was the renowned lawyer and orator, Daniel

Webster. Webster eloquently articulated the feelings of

many who were concerned about the nature and purpose of

a central bank of the sort envisioned in the legislation

before Congress. These concerns are worthy of consideration

in detail as the practice of central banking is a critical

issue in the context of contemporary world-wide inflation.

The following are selected portions of Webster’s

“Speech Against the Second Bank” as recorded in the

Congressional Record of January, 1815 (8 3 : 35-4 7) :

What sort of an institution, Sir , is this?
It looks less like a bank than a department of
government. It will be properly the paper-money
department. Its capital is government debts ; the
amount of its issues will depend on government
necessities; government , in effect , absolves it-
self from its own debts to the bank, and, by way
of compensation , absolves the bank from its own
contracts with others . This is, indeed, a wonder-
ful scheme of finance . The government is to grow
rich , because it is to borrow without the obliga-
tion of repaying , and is to borrow of a bank which
issues paper without liability to redeem it. If
this bank, like other institutions which dull

- - plodding common sense has erected, were to pay
its debts, it must have some limits to its issues
of paper, and therefore there would be a point
beyond which it could not make loans to government.
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This would fall short of the wishes of the contrivers
of this system . They provide for an unlimited issue
of paper in an entire exemption from payment. They
found their bank, in the first place, on the dis-
credit of government, and then hope to enrich gov-
ernment out of the insolvency of their bank. With
them, poverty itself is the main source of supply,
and bankruptcy a mine of inexhaustible treasure .
They trust not in the ability of the bank, but in its - -

beggary ; not in gold and silver collected in its
vaults, to pay its debts, and fulfil its promises ,
but in its locks and bars, provided by statute, to
fasten its doors against the solicitations and
clamors of importunate creditors...

a .. .A wise and systematic economy , and a settled
and substantial revenue , are the means to be relied
on; not excessive issues of bank-notes, a forced
circulation , and all the miserable contrivances to
which political folly can resort, with the idle
expectation of giving to mere paper the quality of
money . These are all the inventions of a short-
sighted policy , vexed and goaded by the necessities
of the moment, and thinking less of a permanent
remedy than of shifts and expedients to avoid the
present distress. They have been a thousand times
adopted, and a thousand times exploded as delusive
and ruinous, as destructive of all solid revenue ,
and incompatible with the security of private
property...

.Whenever bank-notes are not convertible
into gold and silver at the will of the holder ,
they become of less value than gold and silver .
All experiments on this subject have come to the
same result. it is so clear, and has been so
universally admitted , that it would be waste of time
to dwell on it. The depreciation may not be sensibly
perceived the first day, or the first week, it
takes place. It will first be discerned in what
is called the rise of specie; it will next be seen
in the increased price of all commodities. The
circulating medium of a commercial community must
be ‘that which is also the circulating medium of other
commercial communities , or must be capable of being
converted into that medium without loss. It must
be able , not only to pass in payments and receipts
among individuals of the same society and nation ,
but to adjust and discharge the balance of exchanges
between different nations. It must be something
which has a value abroad , as well as at home , and
by which foreign as well as domestic debts can be
satisfied. The precious metals alone answer these
purposes . They alone , therefore , are money , and
whatever else is to perform the offices of money must
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be their representative , and capable of being turned
— into them at will. So long as bank paper retains

this quality , it is a substitute for money ; divested
of this, nothing can give it that character. No
solidity of funds, no sufficiency of assets , no
confidence in the solvency of banking institutions ,
has ever enabled ‘them to keep up their paper to the
value of gold and silver any longer than they paid
gold and silver for it, on demand....

...something must be discovered which has
a hitherto escaped the observation of mankind, before

you can give to paper intended for circulation the
value of a metallic currency, any longer ‘than it
represents that currency , and is convertible into it ,
at the will of the holder . The paper of this bank,
if you make it, will be depreciated, for the same
reason that the paper of other banks that have gone
before it, and of those which now exist around us,
has been depreciated, because it is not to pay
specie for its notes . Other institutions, setting
out perhaps on honest principles , have fallen into
discredit, through mismanagement or misfortune .
But this bank is to begin with insolvency....

...It will be altogether unpardonable in us, if,
with this as well as all other experience before us ,
we continue to pursue a system which must inevitably
lead us through depreciation of currency , paper-
money, tender-laws, and all the contemptible and
miserable contrivances of disordered finance and
national insolvency , to complete and entire bankruptcy
in the end . I hope the House will recommit the bill
for amendment .

Although Webster’s speech was much admired and the bank

bill was subsequently amended in an attempt to eliminate the

dangers of which he warned, the Second Bank was, in sub-

stance, very similar to the First. The Second Bank

expanded the quantity of notes rapidly and the Bank’s

first president was shortly discovered to be speculating in

Bank stock (42:130).

One of the primary reasons for establishing the Second

Bank had been to accomplish resumption of payment in specie

and end the inflation caused by excessive issue of state

bank notes . That inflation was not ended , primarily
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because the Secretary of the Treasury pressured the Bank

into accepting notes of tottering state banks in order to

avoid losses to the Treasury should these overextended

banks have failed (42:130).

In 1818 the Bank finally reduced the rate of note

issue and there ensued the depression of 1818-20. The

Bank received most of the blame for this depression and

attempts were made to repeal its charter. From 1820 to

1833, the bank was operated on a reasonably sound basis and

through attempts to suppress the note issues of state

banks succeeded to a large extent in restoring specie

payments and ending inflation (42:130-31).

From 1833 to 1837 the quantity of notes was again

inflated with an accompanying rapid rise in prices.

Widespread speculative activity , particularly in real

estate, reached a peak in 1836 and prompted President

Jackson to issue a decree that all payments for public

land were to be made in specie rather than notes (61:165).

During the 1830’s the dominant political issue was

• banking . Access to bank credit meant the ability to

command resources and demands for credit were widespread

in the rapidly growing economy . But state banks, while

increasing in number , were strictly limited to privileged

groups by the requirement for a charter. Thus many

J entrepreneurs found that credit went to favored competitors

who were clients of the Second Bank or state banks. This

created hostility toward the monopoly banking system and
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resulted in widespread demands for abolition of both the

Second Bank and prejudicial regulations . Consequently ,

both political parties of the time attempted to pin the

lable of “bank party” on each other (6 :80-81).

Andrew Jackson, as a presidential candidate , had been

particularly vociferous in the anti-bank campaign. Jackson

claimed to represent the “true Jeffersonian principles of

democracy against the corrupt money interests of the East”

(15:110). When elected, therefore , he proceeded in earnest

upon the task of dismantling the Second Bank and informed

the Bank president , “I do not dislike your bank more than

all banks, but ever since I read the history of the South

Sea Bubble I have been afraid of banks” (15:114).

America ’s second experience with central banking thus

ended with closure of the Second Bank in 1836. It should

be noted that abolition of this Bank occurred under the

leadership of a Democratic president widely regarded as

a champion of the working man and small farmer in opposition

to eastern banking interests.

During the period of termination of the Second Bank a

rapid contraction in the supply of money substitutes took

place in company with the depression of 1837-41. The void

in issuance of substitutes created by the demise of the

Second Bank would, however , shortly be eliminated by growth

in the number of State Banks and bank note issues.

State Banking

In the period following closure of the First Bank, the
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growth of state-chartered banks increased rapidly. be-

tween 1811 and 1816, the quantity of notes issued- by these

banks is estimated to have tripled. The increase was ac-

companied by inflation and wide-spread speculative activity .

As a result of this excessive issue of notes, banks were

unable to meet demands for specie and in 1814, note redemp-

tion was suspended (42:129). The expansion of notes was

in large part due to Government needs in financing the War

of 1812. Since the Government had no central bank to which

to turn for financing following closure of the First Bank,

S state banks were encouraged to purchase Government secu-

rities . For this purpose , the banks issued and employed

notes (81:115).

Many banks in New England were unsympathetic to

America ’s entry into the war and consequently , the Govern-

ment was forced to conduct most borrowing operations from

state banks in other sections of the country . The note-

printing banks were , therefore , soon called upon for re-

demption when these notes accumulated at banks in the

Northeast where a major portion of war goods were purchased.

The inability to redeem resulted in declaration of a nation-

wide two-year suspension of specie payment. This suspension

encouraged the establishment of many new banks all anxious

to issue paper notes without the need to redeem in gold

or silver .

The suspension that occurred in 1814 set a precedent

for what was to occur in subsequent crises. For example,
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in 1819, 1837, and 1862 specie payments were officially sus-

pended for extended periods . The natural result of this

“approved” suspension of payment was the development of an

understanding and tradition that extensive bank failures

would not be permitted to occur . Bankers came to realize

that so long as note issues were expanded at approximately

the same rate by each bank, there was no great threat to

• 
- solvency . If over-expansion occurred, an emergency (run)

experienced by one bank was apt to spread to other banks

and this would result in suspension of payment rather than

declaration of bankruptcy. Unlike most other businesses

unable to meet obligations , banks were privileged to con-

duct business in the customary manner despite the discovery

of breach of contract. Moreover, since federal, state and

municipal governments commonly relied upon state banks for

the purchase of large quantities of government securities,

precipitation of or participation in a bank run was often

represented by both bankers and government officials as

being irresponsible and unpatriotic. Some states went so

far as to pass laws forbidding the instigation or encour-

agement of bank runs.

The sanction of default on note redemption amounted

to an exact reversal of the role of government envisioned

under the free banking mo del. Instead of protecting the

consumer , the state and federal governments protected the

bankers from consumers . With the probability of bank runs

substantially reduced , the primary market check on the over-
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issue and lending of bank notes was weakened. This weakening

of a market constraint, corruption and favoritism in the issue

of state charters , and limited competition , encouraged the

growth of banks known as “wildcats ,”--sometimes little more

than an office equipped with a printing press. The variety

of banknotes issued often ran into the thousands with dif-

ferent discounts on various note issues from the same and

different banks (81:113; 42:132).

These discounts were experienced by bank customers as

inflation. Concern about inflation was widespread during

the rapid price rise that occurred from 1834 to 1837 and the

cause was correctly identified in a popular saying of the

time : “As the currency expands , the loaf contracts” (6:75-76).

In a similar vein, an 1838 issue of the Weekly Ohio Statesman

gave the following reply to the question of whether wages

rose proportionately to prices (6:77):

They do not , and from the circumstances of
the case , they can not. And the reason is obvious.
The bankers who cause the expansion , and consequent
depreciation of paper, (or increase of prices, just
as you choose--the meaning is the same) are incor-
porated--connected--concentrated. They act simul-
taneously and immediately . But mechanics and
laborers are simply individuals...pursuing different
occupations , and frequently waging opposite pursuits.

Besides providing notes , safekeeping facilities and

checking accounts , banks also granted credit. The practice

of credit should not be confused with issuing spurious notes

in the specie-based monetary system of nineteenth century

America . In a credit transaction , money or other property

owned by a lender is exchanged for a certificate of

5_•
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indebtedness (IOU) which represents a future good. That

future good is ordinarily a sum of money to be paid at

some specified date (or in parts over a series of dates) of

sufficient amount to induce the lender to part with the

original sum. The rate at which the future amount is

• discounted over the specified time period so as to equal

the present amount is the lender ’s rate of interest. During

that period , the money is the property of the borrower per

agreement.

A bank note , on the other hand is a receipt for money

held in safekeeping and available to the owner , in theory ,

instantaneously. To lend money which one does not own by

issuing a note or a checking account credit to a borrower

is to “create” credit and the resultant general process is

properly termed “credit expansion.” While note expansion

and credit expansion generally occur together or in tandem,

either can occur without the other .

As seen, expansion of notes and credit was commonly

practiced throughout the early banking history of the United

States both during and following the periods of central bank

existence. The unsatisfactory banking and currency situation

precipitated a further attempt at improvement in the form of

the National Banking Acts of 1863 and 1864.

The National Banking System

There is some implication in Samuelson’s description of

the American banking system ( page 67 ) ,  as it existed prior

to 1913, that the system was one of unregulated private
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S 
enterprise ; of anarchy in a system allowed to run amuck

probably due to the existence of an underlying laissez-

faire attitude toward government. As the reader has seen,

this portrayal of early American banking is not accurate ,

however commonly accepted it may be. There is no question

that the system was one of disorder, deceit and corruption,

but not from any want of state and federal intervention.

It cannot be concluded, however , that a free market system

of banking would have performed in a superior manner or

even as well as the extant system . All that can be said

with conviction is that the free banking model was not

closely approached in general practice .

Revision of the banking system could have proceeded in

either of two directions in America of the mid-nineteenth

century: toward non-intervention through abolition of the

charter system and enforcement of market checks on excessive

expansion; or toward increased intervention through enlarge-

ment and increased centralization of banking authority .

The latter course was chosen.

- The National Banking Acts of 1863 and 1864 were designed

for the expressed goals of establishing a safe currency

system and assisting the Treasury in financing the Civil

War. The Acts provided for the establishment of national

banks through issuance of charters obtainable from the

Comptroller of the Currency in Washington , D.C. The overall

system was to be one of state and nationally chartered banks

with both permitted to issue notes on the basis of specie and
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government securities holdings (42:1 34— 35) .

The period which followed the establishment of the

National Banking System has already been described in a

previous section entitled “The Greenback.” It suffices to

recall that the “safe currencies” underwent an immediate

and substantial depreciation which persisted until shortly

after the Resumption Act of 1875. The goal of financing the

S Civil War had been achieved, but the resultant currency was

not of a character to inspire confidence . The War had been

financed in part by direct taxation and in part by hidden

taxation in the form of currency depreciation.

The capability for coordinated expansion of the supply

of money substitutes was substantially improved. Increased

expansion became possible because two market constraints

on the issue of substitutes , the bank run and loss of

depositor confidence , were further weakened. Also, the

monetization of debt certificates (Treasury securities)

against which Daniel Webster inveighed in 1815, was legiti-

matized by permitting banks to treat these certificates as

• the equivalent of money in storage.

Despite the increased capability for substitute and

• 
credit expansion made possible by the Banking Acts as well

as a substantial increase in checking account (demand)

deposit.s which occurred following the War , the system has

been criticized on the basis of an alleged “inelasticity in

the supply of currency” (42:138). In other words , the market

checks on note and credit expansion , though weakened, continued 
- 
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to operate and caused contraction of the substitute supply

to occur at some point following each expansion.

In July, 1893 there occurred a crisis: a run on banks

resulted in suspension of currency payments (not bank-

ruptcies) by 360 national and state banks (29:lO9f). The

• banking system had evolved beyond concerns with ability

to redeem in specie . The problem had become one of main-

• tam ing sufficient amounts of paper notes on hand to master

emergencies arising from the creation of accounting entries .

The problem was the essence of complaints that the currency

was not sufficiently elastic. It seems the mercantilistic

complaint of a shortage of money is one of the few con-

stants in human experience .

Intervention and the Panic of 1907

In the years between the crisis of 1893 and the panic

of 1907 several relatively minor periods of bank difficulties

were experienced. For example in 1899 a rapid decline

occurred in the stock market and subsequently a number

of banks and financial institutions failed (42:148). In

S 
that year an attempt was made by the United States Treasury

to ameliorate the banks ’ liquidity problems and halt rapidly

rising interest rates by furnishing additional currency to 
a

the banking system. This was accomplished by purchasing

more than $14 million in government securities in the

securities market at a higher than market price . Again in

1902 when similar problems arose the treasury purchased

nearly $8 million in bonds , deposited $5 million of Treasury
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revenues in the national banks , arid prepaid interest due on

g’vernment bonds (42:149f).

The Treasury Secretary in 1902, Leslie Shaw, was an

enthusiastic advocate of using Treasury powers to influence

interest rates and the supply of currency . Under his guid-

ance Treasury interventions increased, reaching a peak in

1906. Various devices , including those already mentioned,

were employed in this intervention and facilitated expansion

of the stock of money substitutes by 45 per cent in the
years between 1902 and 1907 (42 :149-53).

A statement by Secretary Shaw in his report to Congress

at the end of 1906 indicates the degree of efficacy that he

felt had been developed by the Treasury in the course of

four years of experience in interventionism (14’2 :149-50):

If the Secretary of the Treasury were
given $100,000,000 to be deposited with the
banks or withdrawn as he might deem expedient ,
and if in addition he were clothed with authority
over the reserves of the several banks , with
power to contract the national-bank circulation
at pleasure , in my judgement no panic...could
threaten either the United States or Europe
that he could not avert. No central or Govern-
ment bank in the world can so readily influence
financial conditions throughout the world as can
the Secretary under the authority with which he
is now clothed.

It is quite possible that Treasury actions did thwart
I

a banking emergency in 1903. In any event, no substantial

contraction in substitutes occurred and the index of whole-

sale prices underwent no great decrease as was the case

during previous more severe contractions . The period from

1903 to 1907 was one of sustained economic growth with the
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nominal money stock increasing at an annual rate slightly

in excess of 7 per cent and annual price increases of 2 per

cent (42:152-53).

With such prosperity and an apparently abundant supply

• of money , it is not surprising that speculative activity in

• the stock market increased rapidly . Early in 1906 the

Treasury acted to relieve a sudden escalation of interest
a

• rates that began primarily in the market for stock brokers’

loans. Again in late 1906 the Treasury acted to relieve an

apparent shortage of money among the New York Banks (42:155f).

But despite Treasury efforts to maintain “easy money” con-

ditions , a severe contraction began in 1907 in conjunction

with (if not the result of) an external drain on gold re-

serves.

The contraction of 1907 began with a banking panic

that culminated in widespread refusal of banks to convert

deposits into paper currency or specie at the request of

depositors . Concerted effort by the Treasury to halt the

panic failed and the overall contraction was one of the

most severe in American history , with prices and production

falling while business failures increased sharply . Just

one year later , however , banks were able to resume currency

payments and a few months thereafter economic recovery

began (42:157).

The noteworthy point for purposes of establishing

banking background is this: one of the severest banking

emergencies in United States history occurred following

-
~~ increased central banking authority and intervention in the
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monetary system . This central authority was exercised by

the Treasury through the National Banking System and had

the effect of further weakening market constraints on

note and credit expansion . As in previous significant

expansions of money substitutes , including the assignats,

• continentals and greenbacks , Gresham’s Law was observed to

oDerate . A secular rise in prices occurred , and speculative

• activity increased.

Following the panic of 1907 the American banking system

faced two basic possible alternative courses of action: a

move toward the free banking model with maintenance of

full market constraints on note and credit expansion, or a

further centralization arid strengthening of control over

-
- 

the banking system with near elimination of market constraints.

Again , the centralization alternative was chosen with im-

plementation in the form of the Federal Reserve Act of 1913.

In a quotation presen-ted earlier in this chapter

Professor Samuelson asserted that the Federal Reserve System

was formed “in face of strong banker opposition .” But if

./ the history of nineteenth century American banking has been

developed and presented accurately in this thesis, it hardly

seems probable that bankers would object to further weakening

of market constraints on note and credit expansion. If one

occupies a firmly entrenched position in a profession to

which access is limited by a licensing (state and national

charter) system and increases one’s profit in proportion ~o

the number of loans one is able to make, then any system which
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promised to increase the capability to expand credit while

reducing the probability of failure due to market constraints

should not appear entirely undesirable. It would seem that

either Samuelson’s assertion is misleading or that bankers

of the early 1900’s were blind to their own best interests.

This question can only be resolved by examination of the

form in which such opposition, if any, was actually manifest.

4 
Probably the first significant impetus for monetary

reform , fcllowing the Panic of 1907, came from the National

Civic Federation (NCF). The NCF was an organization dom-

inated by large business and financial interests and stood

in opposition to the National Association of Manufacturers

(NAIVI), primarily an association of various merchants and

small businessmen (8Li~:3-6). In December of 1907 the NC?

passed a resolution urging that Congress take action on the

creation of an elastic currency and NC? members offered

general support for measures to increase centralization of

banking. The Board Chairman of one of the largest American

railroads urged establishment of a central clearing house

association to provide “intelligent control over the credit

situation through a board of leading bankers under govern-

merit supervision and control” (8k:29).

Congress responded to the pressure for revision by

appointing the National Monetary Commission of 1908. The

Commission held hearings with representatives from many

groups but was unable to arrive at concrete recommendations

that satisfied different waring factions of the banking
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industry. The New York bankers wished to achieve more

centralized control while many of the smaller state

banks preferred the status quo . The one goal common to

all the banking factions was that of achieving a more

elastic currency . Due to the internecine struggle, the

problems of the banking community were not immediately

resolved, but banking reform had been made a political

issue by that group most vitally concerned with a favorable

resolution , the bankers themselves (k ~ : 153- 58) .

In 1911 a proposal for revision of the banking

system known as the Aldrich Plan was prepared. The Plan

received significant banking and business support and

was endorsed by the American Bankers Association (ABA).

President Taft, however, objected to banker control of the

proposed system and consequently the Plan, when presented to

Congress in the form of a bill, received very little

publicity and never came to a vote. At that point banking

reform appeared to be a dead issue (L~~:189).

During 1912, however, the issue of banking reform

was revived by the Pujo Subcommittee which was charged by

the House of Representatives with the task of investigating

the “Money Trust.” The committee succeeded in arousing

public concern by revealing that five banking firms had

substantial influence on corporations with an aggregate

capitalization of $22 billion . The newspapers used this

information in an anti-Wall Street campaign for banking

reform , entirely overlooking the fact that the most
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ardent advocates of banking reform were bankers. Many

bankers, by this time , had become quite concerned about

a real trend toward decentralization in finance and in-

creased their own efforts toward reform (~~ i 220).

• With new momentum in the reform movement Congressmen,

• in close consultation with banking interests, began

to prepare banking bills. When these bills were publicized,

bankers would often issue public denunciations in an

attempt to win favoral le concessions . But in hearings

before subcommittees on banking reform, prominent bankers

agreed in general that centralization of control was

needed. For instance, A. Barton Hepburn , a well known

New York banker stated in subcommittee hearings that the

American Bankers Association would cooperate on any good

measure that led to elasticity and cooperation in the

management of monetary reserves . And J.P. Morgan

avowed that comprehensive and thorough banking legislation

was needed (L~.L~.:226-238).

When the Federal Reserve Act was ultimately passed in

December of 1913, Paul Warburg, a partner in one of the

major New York banking firms and later Federal Reserve

Board member , wrote his friend Senator Glass that “the

fundamental thoughts for the victory of which some of us

have worked for so many years, have won out” (Zj.Lj.:2L1.2). The

Federal Reserve Act as finally passed differed little from

the Aldrich Plan of 1911.

The authorizing legislation did not pass completely
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uncriticized and unopposed in the Congress. A dissident

group of Representatives noted the similarity of the Act

to the old Aldrich Plan and a spokesman for the group,

Congressman Eagle of Texas, alleged that the banks were

“to be guaranteed against loss by the establishment of a

paternalistic relationship” (~ 4:23&L.). When one considers

Congressman Eagle’s claim , the nature of the principal

organizations which sought banking reform (NC? and ABA) arid

the remarks and testimony of many prominent bankers and

financiers of the time , the picture of anarchistic bankers

seeking to escape their responsibility to an increasingly

disgusted public through opposition to remedial legislation

emerges as less than convincing. The situation is probably

more accurately reflected by a message which one banker sent

to his senator (114s238-39)z

It is not true that the bankers are opposing
legislation. On the contrary , they, themselves,
have brought about the demand for currency reform
and there has been , and is now , a general apathy
on the part of the public on this question.

Development of American Banking: A Summary

• Bearing in mind the preceding discussion of the forces

which shaped American banking through the time when the

• Federal Reserve Act was passed, one may posit answers to

the questions posed in the context of Professor Sainuelson’s

background remarks on the Federal Reserve System.

Restating those questions in declarative mode suggests

• the following summary:

1. Epidemics of bank failures resulted from the
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operation of market (consumer) constraints upon
the expansion of money substitutes arid credit.

2. The conditions of overexpansion resulted from
the practice of fractional reserve banking in an
increasingly coordinated effort to maximize profit
on credit grants. Greater intervention by the
Government, the monetization of debt certificates
and increased use of demand deposit banking created
a secular trend toward ever larger expansions.

3. Private banking appeared unstable principally as
a result of the phenomena noted in the above two
answers. It should also be remembered that the
state and federal governments intervened in the
system by limiting entry , by excusing banks from
market obligations, and by employment of the banks
as instruments of monetary policy and as primary
markets for government securities. Therefore, the
descriptive term “private” should be used only
with reservations and the term “free banking”
definitely should be avoided in systemic descrip-
tions. 3,

~~
.. The country was not “fed up” with the banking

system . Most people were indifferent to proposed
changes in the system. Primarily , change was
called for by vested interests seeking to maintain
privileged competitive positions and to increase
profits .

5. In principle, the Federal Reserve System was not
opposed but planned and welcomed by bankers.
Naturally , conflicts of interest existed which
required resolution , and some banking support was
withheld in order to obtain concessions , particu-
larly with regard to increased banker control of
the proposed system.

6. America experimented twice with central banks prior
to passage of the Federal Reserve Act . In neither
case did the results prove generally beneficial.
Many thoughtful nineteenth century Americans believed
central banking to be not only unconstitutional but
dangerous from both an economic and political view-
point. These individuals were quite effective in

• preventing or abolishing central banking in America
despite widespread acceptance of the practice in
the rest of the world.
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V. The Federal Reserve System

The structural and technical details of the Federal

Reserve System are beyond the scope of this thesis but are

easily pursued in any of numerous Federal Reserve Board

publications or contemporary texts dealing with American

money and banking (29, 36, 49, or 80). Policies and mone-

tary control mechanisms , as provided for in the Federal

Reserve Act of 1913 and evolved through the years, are

important in the study of inflation and are treated in the

sections which follow.

Early Operation and Policy of the Federal Reserve System

In compliance with the Federal Reserve Act , twelve

district Federal Reserve Banks were established in 1914 and

beg - operation under supervision of the Board of Governors

(FRB) in Washington , D.C. The professed goals, which the

Federal Reserve System was created t’~ achieve , are inscribed

on a wall within the entrance to the Federal Reserve Building.

The wording is by Senator Carter Glass, who helped draft and

introduced the legislation which established the Reserve

System. The inscription format and content is as follows:

IN THE FEDERAL RESERVE ACT WE INSTIT UTED
• A GREAT AND VITAL BANKING SYSTEM

NOT MERELY TO CORRECT AND CURE
• PERIODICAL FINANCIAL DEBAUCHES

NOT SIMPLY INDEED TO AID
THE BANKING COMMUNITY ALONE BUT TO GIVE
VISION AND SCOPE AND SECURITY TO COMMERCE
AND AMPLIFY THE OPPORTUNITIES
AS WELL AS TO INCREASE
THE CAPABILITIES OF OUR INDUSTRIAL LIFE
AT HO~~ AND AMONG FOREIGN NATIONS

AN ADVENTURE IN CONSTRUCTIVE FINANCE
CARTER GLASS
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To this writer ’s knowledge , bank runs are the only

“periodical financial debauches ” that appear in United States

banking history; unless Glass intended his words to mean

periodical over-expansion of credit and money substitutes .

The latter meaning seems unlikely in view of the background

of the legislation and nature of the resultant institution.

It appears that in Glass’s view the primary goal of the
a

Federal Reserve Act was to protect banking and commercial

• interests from the ill effects of bank runs . These interests

at least would benefit if bank runs could in some way be

deterred.

However , it must be acknowledged that authors of Federal

Reserve Publications and economics texts do not often speak

of “financial debauches” or “deterring bank runs.” The

latter action is commonly referred to as “correcting

inelasticity of currency” (80:113 and 42:113) or averting a

“crisis of liquidation” (40:207).

According to an FRB publication of 1939 the broad

objective was “to maintain sound banking conditions and sri

adequate supply of credit at reasonable cost for use in

commerce, industry and agriculture” ( 8 0 : 1 5) . To accomplish

this objective , the System was equipped with several institu-

tional and regulatory devices as follows (49:23-49 and 80:

47—52):

1. Discount Mechanism: All reserves of member banks
are pooled at the district Federal Reserve Bank.
Should a bank experience a shortage of reserve
funds, reserves may be replenished by borrowing
from the Federal Reserve. Non-member banks may
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also invoke this privilege under conditions of
financial stress. A “needy” bank may simply offer
a commercial note or issue a promissory note to
the Federal Reserve which , when discounted, yields
an effective rate of interest on that note known
as the “discount rate.” By raising the discount
rate, the FRB discourages borrowi~~ by member banks.It is not intended that banks borrow reserve funds
for the purpose of purchasing government securities
yielding more than the FRB-established discount
rate.

2. Open Market Operations: These were the most
powerful tool for controlling the supply of money
but were not widely used prior to 1922. Since the
reserves of the System consist largely of govern-
ment securities, the purchase of these securities
from securities dealers or banks results in an
increase in deposits in commercial banks. The
banks then send the funds deposited to the district
Reserve Bank arid receive credit in their respective
reserve accounts. On the basis of the added re-
serves, the banks can then further expand out-
standing credit.

3. Reserve Requirements: This requirement limits the
amount a bank may lend on the basis of its own
reserves, or reserve credit at the district Reserve
Bank. The size of the reserve requirement depends
upon the classification of a bank under rules deter-
mined by the FRB or statute. When reserve require-
ments are increased, the capability for credit
expansion is decreased and credit and the money
supply may contract.

4. Selective Controls: These have varied from time
to time but, in general, are limits on credit
extension for specific purposes. Reserve author-
ities are instructed by statute to keep themselves
informed as to whether “undue use is being made of
bank credit” for speculation in securities real
estate or commodities . In particular, the FRB
may increase margin requirements on securities
loans in order to curb stock market activity .

4

The foregoing list reveals that the Federal Reserve

Board possesses a formidable array of tools with which to

intervene in the American economy . But the reader may not

fully appreciate the credit expansion potential in this
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system ; it is of a magnitude in comparison with which that

of the former National Banking system pales to insignificance.

In the words of an FRB publication (80:68):

Additional reserve funds that enable the
individual bank to enlarge its own loans by an
almost equal amount , enable the banking system =

as a whole to enlarge the aggregate of loans by
• several times as much .

Treasury debt is, in effect , “monetized” by the Federal

• Reserv e System , by treating Treasury bonds and notes as H

system assets . The pooling of fractional reserves allows

systemic multiplication of any addition to reserves by a

factor typically ranging from five to eight, depending upon

the reserve requirement.

The discount mechanism, listed above as a device of

FRB intervention, provides an additional capacity to

monetize debt ; but in this case the debt is of private

rather than governmental origin. Whatever the source of

debt, the capability to transform a liability into an asset

was ably characterized by Daniel Webster in his speech

against the Second Bank (page 72): “ .. . poverty itself
is the main source of supply , and bankruptcy a mine of

inexhaustable treasure.”

By constantly increasing the supply of credit money

in the system, the government can obtain goods and services

from the private sector without the necessity of raising

taxes. To the extent that interest rates are depressed by

increasing the supply of credit money , the interest burden

of the government is reduced. As the credit structure grows,

95 
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however , the cost of servicing debt must lead to either

increased taxes or ever larger issue’s of credit money .

Having seen how credit, based upon credit, can be

expanded through employment of the devices available to the

Federal Reserve , it is next reasonable to consider to what

extent the three market constraints upon expansion might

continue to operate . One constraint was the number of
I

• independent banks in existence ; the greater the number , the

more effective this constraint.

It is clear that the Reserve System eliminated this

check on expansion, at least domestically . The Reserve Sys-

tem effectively monopolized the issuance of currency and

through inter-bank lending of “excess reserves” was able to

insure that credit expansion was quite uniformly distributed

throughout the System. Whether people used one bank, or many ,

did not matter, for the transfer of funds could be accomplished

practically as needed.

Customer confidence (sometimes misplaced) in the integ-

rity of individual bankers , a second constraint , was replaced

by confidence in the ability of the government, as central

bank operator and controller, to maintain a sound banking

• system. The bank customer felt in large measure relieved of

the responsibility to scrutinize the record and current

activities of the local banker. People believed that

government experts would insure a high level of banker

integrity and the maintenance of sound banking practices .

The remaining constraint, the extent to which people
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use banks rather than hold coins or paper currency ,

remained relatively intact. Clients might still rush to

their banks to demand currencj and, prior to 1934, gold

coins. While the System might supply currency in nearly

unlimited amounts, time would be required to employ the

appropriate Reserve System devices. Additionally , the

demand for money in the form of gold coin could present

a redemption problem . Therefore , according to the free-

banking-market-constraint model , the potential for a banking

crisis replete with runs and suspensions was still present

in the banking system. The next logical question is:

how well did the Reserve System fulfill the professed

objectives of maintaining sound banking conditions and

protecting banking arid commercial interests from the ill

effects of bank runs?

Prior to 1929 the answer to this question might have

been , “adequately” . By April of 1917 when America entered

World War I, the Federal Reserve System had become fully

operative . This was fortunate for the United States

Treasury , as the burdens of war finance were substantial

and Federal Reserve devices were employed for a major

portion of this financing (85:8-9).

The process of partial war financing by Reserve

System purchases of “Liberty Bonds” was accompanied by a

23 per cent increase in wholesale prices over the eight-

month duration of America’s war involvement . But govern-

• ment spending and debt monitization continued at a high
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level for two years after the War ended. During the

period from June of 1914 through May of 1920, one nom-

inal measure of the stock of money and substitutes ~n-

creased by 115 per cent while wholesale prices increased

147 per cent (29:206).

A fundamental difference of opinion arose between the

Treasury and the FRB on the cause of the wartime price

increases. Assistant Treasury Secretary Leffingwell,

as financial spokesman for the Treasury, discounted

quantity theory exp~anations with the following statement

(85 :21):

All of those people who believe in the quantity
theory of money in its extreme form choose to call
bank deposits money , but bank deposits are not money.
Bank deposits cannot be paid out without money .
Money which can be paid out over the counter cannot
be gotten just by writing an entry into a book.

Leffingwell attributed the wartime price increase to

“excess demand over supply of commodities” (85 :20), result-

ing from government expenditures. He maintained that the

supply of money simply accommodated itself to the increase

in expenditures (85:20):

When an excess of demand over supply exists
for a considerable period of time an increase in
the quantity of money must follow as the effect of
that excess unless the currency and credit structure
breaks down and catastrophe results.

This statement leads one to wonder in what form the

Government succeeded in expressing demand for goods since

Leffingwell’s explanation divorces demand from the means

of purchase.
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The FRB, on the other hand , resented Treasury use of

the Reserve System to finance government expenditures and

the Federal Reserve Bulletin of June, 1918 offered the

following alternative view (85:22):

Creation of additional bank credit, for the
purpose of buying bonds...by obtaining bank
accommodations rather than by saving, results only
in a technical increase of purchasing power, since
it is not based upon a commensurate increase in the
production of goods...The consequence of making
such additions to bank credits is necessarily an
increased tendency toward the bidding up of prices,
and results in the menace called inflation.

The FRB view of inflation in 1918 agreed essentially

with the classical model of inflation to be discussed in

Chapter VIII. In essence the FRB argued that an increase

• in the means by which to effect purchases, without an in-

crease in goods available for purchase, would cause

higher prices.

Between 1919 and 1920, the discount rate was sharply

increased to encourage a decrease in the rate of expansion.

• By mid-1920, expansion turned into one of the sharpest

contractions in American history . Over a period of

thirteen months ending in June of 1921, wholesale prices

fell 56 per cent (29:231-2). Although an increase in

bank failures occurred, no real banking crisis developed.

It appeared that the Federal Reserve Act had eliminated

the bank run as a major threat to the banking and f in-

ancial community .

The Period of the Great Depression

Both early experience and theory indicate that the
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Federal Reserve Act increased banking system capabilities

for credit money expansion . Following the sharp contraction

which ended in June 1921, came the “great boom” of the 1920’s.

This boom period served to indicate how large and sustained

an expansion could occur under the Federal Reserve System.

From 1921 through 1929, the total gold reserves of the

Treasury and Federal Reserve increased by 58 million ounces

or $1.16 billion. Total dollar claims on gold, however, in-

creased by $27.1 billion. The increase in Federal Reserve

gold over the eight-year period was 15 per cent while dollar

claims on gold increased 63 per cent (69:89).

Paper currency in circulation increased only slightly

during this period. Almost the entire 63 per cent inflation

of the nominal money supply occurred in the form of bank

deposits and other monetary credit. The mechanism and cause

• of this expansion are beyond the scope of this paper.

However, Professor Murray Rothbard has shown that it was

in large part brought about by a de facto reduction in

reserve requirements coupled with an increase in System

reserves, principally in the form of bills and acceptances
e

discounted ( 6 9 :9 2 — i l l ) .

Speculative activity in the stock market was encouraged

by maintenance of relatively low interest rates on broker’s

• loans and optimistic statements by government officials.

For example , in 1927 Treasury Secretary Mellon observed

that, “There is an abundant supply of easy money which

should take care of any contingencies that might arise”

(69 : 116—17).
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As an additional aid to expansion , banks held more govern-

ment debt in 1928 than they had during World War I (69:125).

One feature of the expansionary period following 1921

is particularly noteworthy : if one takes the Wholesale

Price Index of the Bureau of Labor Statistics as a measure

of inflation, there was none. This index was nearly the

same in 1929 as in 1921. An even broader measure of prices ,

the Snyder Index of the General Price Level, showed an

increase of only 13 per cent in the seven-year period

following 1921. The level of stock prices on the other hand

more than quadrupled during the boom of the 1920’s (69:154).

Whether intentional or not, the policies of the FRB had

resulted in the maintenance of relatively stable commodities

prices over a period of nearly ten years . For advocates of

a stable price level , this represented a praiseworthy achieve-

ment. John Maynard Keynes observed that the successful

management of the dollar by the Federal Reserve Board from

1923 to 1928 was a “triumph” for currency management (69:156).

If one holds to a theory that credit expansion generally

leads to an increase in prices, clearly a major exception

to such theory exists and must be dealt with by theoretical

models .

Another issue to consider is how well the Federal Reserve

System fulfilled its purpose of averting bank runs. The

answer, of course , is almost too well known to b 6r repeating.

It is sufficient to take note of a few statistics which

characterize the period following the cessation of credit
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• expansion in 1.928 (29:301):

1. Unemployment increased from less than 2 million in
1927 to more than 8 million in 1931. The unemploy-
ment figure remained at or above 8 million through
1940 (80:616).

2. Bank suspensions rose from a total of 500 in 1928
to 2,294 in 1931 and more than 4,000 in 1933 (80:
593). Many of those who had placed blind trust in

• the banking system lost the accumulated savings
• of a lifetime. By March of 1933, the governors

of all the states had declared “banking moratoriums”
in order to prevent a complete collapse of the

• banking system. The state moratoriums were followed
by the national “Bank Holiday” ordered by President
Franklin Roosvelt.

3. Bank runs occurred on a large scale in three sep-
arately identifiable banking crises from 1930
through 1933. Public currency holdings increased
by nearly 50 per cent and total deposits of com-
mercial banks decreased by 40 per cent (29:302).

4. Total dollar income declined by 53 per cent over
the four-year period beginning in 1929 and one
measure of purchasing-power income fell by 36 per

• cent.

The above statistics imply that prior to World War II

the Federal Reserve System did not achieve the goals of

sound banking and avoidance of crisis which were the osten-

sible reasons for its creation.

The “great contraction” (29:299) as Professor Milton

Friedman has characterized the period of credit liquidation

in the 1930’s, demonstrated that the United States Banking

System had not fully eliminated market constraints upon

credit expansion. Though independent banks were rio longer

a factor , apparently customers might still lose confidence

in the System and demand payment in currency or coin, there-

by revealing that the banks were insolvent. A concerted
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effort was needed to further improve the elasticity of the

currency and to increase public confidence in the banking

system.

Increasing the confidence of bank clientele was easily

• accomplished through creation of the Federal Deposit Insurance

• Corporation (FDIC) under the Banking Act of 1933. Banks

“insured” by the FDIC meet certain qualifying requirements

• and then are entitled to display an emblem assuring clients

• that, in the event of bank failure, the Federal Government

will pay all claims of depositors up to some limiting amount,

as of this writing, $40,000. Assessments on individual banks

based upon funds deposited provide income for the Corporation .

The surplus on hand is designated as the Deposit Insurance

Fund. The Insurance Fund has never amounted to more than

one to three per cent of insured deposits but an additional

$3 billion may be borrowed temporarily from the Treasury .

According to the annual Report of the FDIC in 1971, the

amount of the Insurance Fund was $4.7 billion on a deposit

total of $393 billion. It is therefore obvious that the

• FDIC is not capable of dealing with serious bank runs unless

some other source of funds is made available . Widely ex-

pressed confidence in the FDIC since its inception indicates

public acceptance of the idea that whatever funds are neces-

sary to deal with banking emergencies will be forthcoming.

It must be concluded , therefore , that the FDIC has adequately

served the purpose for which it was created (29:440-41).

The problem of currency elasticity was not so easily
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solved. Large withdrawals of foreign gold and extensive

gold hoarding by American citizens occurred in 1932-33

as previously discussed on page 61. The sudden manufacture

of Federal Reserve and Treasury notes would not go unnoticed

by a public already alarmed by the recurrent banking erises

of the early depression stages and could provoke a massive

demand for gold in the face of an already diminished gold

stock. It was apparent that in order to resume credit

expansion the tie to gold must either be severed or the

dollar must be debased. The latter course was chosen,

but only after the confiscation of domestic gold holdings

as decreed in 1933 .

Following the confiscation of domestic gold, American

citizens who held gold in preference to government notes,

became criminals--subject to fine and imprisonment. Never-

theless, the degree of success of the gold surrender order

is debatable. Based upon Federal Reserve statistics of

1933, approximately 50 per cent of the gold coin in circula-

tion was actually surrendered to the Federal Reserve (51:461-

462). This figure can be regarded as remarkable from either

of two extreme points of view . From one standpoint , the

• American people did not cooperate well with their government ,

surrendering only 50 per cent of outstanding gold coin

• despite government declarations that a national financial

crisis existed. From a different standpoint , the confisca-

tion was remarkable in that never before in human history

had so large a quantity of gold been taken from so many by
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so few with such slight protest.

Since American citizens were no longer permitted to

use gold as money and solid confidence in the banking system

had been achieved through government guarantee of deposits ,

it would seem that all constraints on credit expansion had

finally been abolished. The dollar had surely become pure

fiat money and one ought at this point to drop the cumber-

some term “money substitute” and refer to bank notes and
• accounting-entry dollars, in the modern vernacular , as

• “money.” The accuracy of these views is a subject for

further examination.

• The Aftermath of the Great Depression

Under the Gold Reserve Act of 1934 , the dollar was

redefined as 1/35 of an ounce of gold and all gold coins

surrendered were melted down and added to the stock of

bullion. Title to all American gold was vested in the

United States Government and no further gold coins were

minted. The fact that United States citizens could no

longer legally possess monetary gold has led to the common

misconception that gold was at that point demonitized and

the dollar was no longer “as good as gold.”

On the contrary , all that really occurred in the 1933

gold confiscation was transfer of title from citizens to

government together with a substantial decline in world

gold demand. A reduction in demand resulted from removal

of Americans, who accounted for a large share of the world’s

wealth, from the gold market by means of a gold prohibition.
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Prior to 1933 foreign dollar holders may have doubted

the capability of the United States to redeem . Such doubt

was relieved by three factors resulting from the Reserve

Act in 1934:

1. Loss of American citizens’ right to claim gold in
• exchange for dollars.

• 2. Reduction in the gold content of each claim
(dollar) by nearly 43 per cent (from 1/20 ounce
to 1/35 ounce).

• 3. Availability of all but 40 per cent of American
gold stock to meet foreign claims .

It appears that gold had been considerably undervalued in

terms of paper currency , or was overvalued after 1933, as

domestic gold production nearly tripled from 1933 to 1940

and gold stock in the Treasury showed a corresponding in-

crease (29:473). The latter increase may have been in part

attributable to the developing threat of war in Europe in

the late 1930’s. The final result of these developments

was the emergence of the dollar as “better than gold” for

foreign claimants. -

The Great Depression continued for many Americans

throughout World War II. Neither those living abroad in

tents nor those who remained at home and accumulated War

Bonds and ration coupons can be regarded as enjoying a

substantially improved standard of living. However the

postponed spending was not to result in the degree of im-

provement in living standards which many expected following

the end of the War in 1945. From 1939 through 1945 the

Consumer Price Index increased by 30 per cent and the
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Wholesale Index by nearly 40 per cent (29:589). Thus the

saved dollars depreciated in purchasing power by a percentage

greater than the interest return on War Bonds. Once again

war expenses had been partially met by depreciation of the

• currency .

• By the end of World War II, the United States held nearly

60 per cent of world monetary gold reserves. In the postwar

period, the Marshall Plan and other foreign aid programs

• and investments caused the continuing transfer of dollar

credits and currency abroad , but despite this drain, monetary

gold holdings mounted to a peak of 24.6 billion dollars in

1949 (49:4).

Following World War II a significant change in the goals

of Federal Reserve monetary policy occurred. During World

War I the primary goal had been the sale of government

securities , while during World War II the goal altered

slightly to that of maintaining stable prices for government

securities (49:6). However a new mandate for government

intervention in the American economy came with passage of

the Employment Act of 1946. Although fiscal policy--

changes in government expenditures and tax receipts-- ini-

tially received emphasis in government efforts to reduce

unemployment and insure prosperity , inevitably monetary

policy began to receive increased emphasis. By 1950 the

Federal Reserve had clearly stated goals of (49:3-5):

1. Economic growth

2. Price stability
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3. Balance of payments equilibrium

4. Full employment

An indication of which of these four goals actually

prevailed was provided by Senate Finance Committee hearings

conducted in 1958 . Senator Robert S. Kerr represented a

small group of senators and congressmen who were critical

of Federal Reserve policy . During the hearings, Senator

Kerr asserted that the Employment Act of 1946 was actually

• “ a message to the Federal Reserve Board.” There ensued a

dialogue between then Federal Reserve Board Chairman,

William McChesney Martin, and Senator Kerr as follows (17:

650):

Sen. Kerr: You cannot point to any specific
language (in the 19L4.6~Emp1oyment Act) that says to
the Federal Reserve bank ‘maintain the stable
value of the dollar,’ can you?

Mr. Martin: .. .It is not in the Act as c
but--

Sen. Kerr: ... Now I want to ast you a
question : Which do you regard as the ~oreimportant, stabilized value of the dollar or
stabilized maximum employment?

Mr. Martin: Maximum employment, every time .
No question about it.

As a rough indication of Reserve System performance

during the period of 1950-60, selected statistics are sum-

marized in Table V. Table V indicates that price stability ,

if one takes this term to mean no change in prices, was not

a characteristic of the period covered. Another data-based 
•

observation is that “price stability” depends in large

measure on the selection of prices to be included in the

index. The change in Gross National Product Index was

nearly double that of the Wholesale Price Index, a point
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which will be discussed below in considering meaningfulness

of aggregate indicators in general. Perhaps the most sig-

nificant change during the period was the 28 per cent decrease

in gold stock. This decrease accompanied a total balance of

payments deficit for the period of $22 billion (49:Table 1.1)

Table V
‘

a

Indicator Charge Per Cent
Real Gross National Product 37
Consumer Price Index 23
Wholesale Price Index 16
Gross National Product Price Index 29
Demand Deposits 26
Time Deposits 88
Gold Stock 28d

d indicates decrease (Data Source: 60:Table 4.1 and
49:Table 1.1)

During the eighteen years following 1948 , a balance of

payments surplus occurred only in 1957, and that surplus

was negligible in amount . The existence of this balance

• of payments factor and gold drain did not, however , create

concern serious enough to provoke immediate corrective

• action by the Government.

The change in the ratio of demand and time deposits

revealed by Table V is also significant. Since reserve

requirements on time deposits have always been lower than

on demand deposits , this relative change had the effect of
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supplying additional reserves to the system, thereby

expanding the base for credit expansion. The paper and

accounting-entry money supply had been expanding rapidly

at the same time gold stock was shrinking. By 1960 the

gold stock stood at $17.8 billion (49:Table 1.1) while the

amount of money substitutes, in the form of currency and

demand deposits (M1), was $141 billion. A broader measure

inclusive of time and savings deposits (M2) amounted to
a

nearly $300 billion (73:266). It required no sophisticated

calculations to perceive that if the trends extant in the

1950’s were to continue , a point would soon be reached

when dollar convertibility into gold would again be in

doubt.

The major post-war developments through 1960 may be

briefly summarized as follows:

1. Federal Reserve System goals shifted from emphasis
on funding government debt to influencing American
economic development through monetary intervention.

2. Immediately following the War , the United States
held a majority of world gold stock, most of which
(60 per cent) was available to meet international
claims on the dollar.

3. The quantity of foreign claims upon American gold
(dollar holdings) grew rapidly after 1950.

4. A secular balance of payments deficit developed
and was accompanied by a substantial drain upon
United States’ gold stock.

The Developing Monetary Crisis of the 1960’s

The background material required for understanding the

critical monetary situation which became apparent in the

1960’s has already been presented. It is simply necessary
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to recall that under the Bretton Woods Agreement (page 63 ),

the United States became the principle “gold bank” of the

IMP member nations.

Countries receiving dollars, by whatever means, might

elect to spend the dollars in the United States, to retain

them as domestic reserves , or to exchange them for gold at

the rate of 1/35 ounce per dollar. The dollar was an inter-

national money substitute and as such , subject to the usual

market constraints upon substitute issue. The central banks ‘1
of other countries may be viewed as essentially independent

• banks, holding gold and claims upon United States’ gold as

a basis upon which to issue their own notes. Should these

• banks elect to hold all gold and no substitutes , ‘i hen the

quantity of dollars held abroad (officially) would shrink

‘to zero. If confidence in the ability of the United States

to redeem were lost, then one would expect a “run” on the

gold stock of the American central bank and treasury.

There are only three basic ways to deal with such a

run:

1. By redemption of all claims presented, thereby
subduing the run and restoring lost confidence.

• 2. By devaluation, so that the existing gold stock
• can be “stretched” to cover the claims presented.

3. Through delay or outright refusal to redeem
thereby revealing the existence of insolvency .

Both the second and third responses to a run would generally

provoke the animosity of foreign dollar holders. Devaluation

of an international reserve currency cannot be taken lightly

as there results a de facto reduction in gold reserves in
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all countries holding that currency. This factor can

cause world-wide domestic currency problems and impair

confidence to such an extent that the reserve currency

is no longer acceptable for reserve purposes (36:537).

It requires only a decrease in the level of confidence

for a chronic balance-of-payments deficit to become a full-

scale run. As discussed in the preceding section, the

United States experienced this kind of deficit throughout

• the 1950s. But runs require precipitating events , however

subtle those events may be.

One such event occurred in 1958 when most European

currencies again became convertible into gold. Restoration

of convertibility in Europe implied a weakening of demand

for dollar reserves and an increased demand for gold

reserves. The 1958 return to power of Charles de Gaulle

as President of France also played a part in the devel-

oping dollar crisis .

De Gaulle , in the tradition of Napoleon, chose to

restore order in a monetarily and politically chaotic

France by balancing budgets and paying cash. The selection
C—

of Jacques Rueff , a stanch advocate of the international

gold standard , as presidential financial advisor implied

that de Gaulle intended to establish the franc as a cur-

rency solidly backed by gold.

Rueff was one of the first monetary economists to

publicly criticize the gold exchange standard. In a 1965

interview with a British periodical , The Economist,
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Rueff said (71 :76-83):

.As early as 16 March 1961 I made clear to
him (General de Gaulle) that we had more or less
stabilized the franc in terms of the dollar and
that we were strongly interested in the stability
and the solvency of the dollar itself. And there-
fore , that we had not only the right, but the duty
to see that there was no danger in the money standard
that was the base of our own money...I wrote in
1961 that the West was risking a credit collapse and
that the gold-exchange standard was a great danger
for Western Civilization. If I did so, it is
because I am convinced--and I am very emphatic on
this point--that the gold-exchange standard attains

• to such a degree of absurdity that no human brain
having the power to reason can defend it. What is
the essence of the system, and what is its difference
from the gold standard? It is that when a country
with a key currency runs a balance-of-payments def-
icit--that is to say, the United States, for example--
it pays the creditor country dollars, which end up
with the latter’s central bank. But the dollars are
of no use in Bonn or in Tokyo or in Paris. The very
same day, they are reloaned to the New York money
market, so that they return to the place of origin.
Thus the debtor country does not lose what the
creditor country has gained. So the key-currency coun-
try never feels the effect of a deficit in its
balance of payments. And the main consequence is
that there is no reason whatever for the deficit
to disappear , because it does not appear. . .my friends
in Washington told me in 1962 that I was wrong in
thinking that the deficit of the balance of payments

• in the United States would survive as long as the
gold-exchange standard survived. They told me they had
a timetable according to which the deficit would be
reduced by one-half at the end of 1962, and disappear
at the end of 1963. But it did not; it could not,
because the very essence of the gold-exchange stan- a
dard is to maintain the deficit of’ reserve currency
countries...I am absolutely convinced that the deficit
of the balance of payments of the United States will
not disappear as long as we maintain the gold-
exchange standard .

As a partial solution to what he perceived as devel-

oping international monetary problems, Rueff suggested a

50 per cent devalutaion of the dollar and a gradual re-

turn to an international gold standard. His views were

• 11.3
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widely represented in the United States as an attack

upon the dollar and as representative of the innate hos-

tility of the de Gaulle regime toward American policy .

Neglecting domestic considerations , this appears a strange

reception for a proposal that would have effectively

doubled United States gold reserves while reducing by

one-half French claims upon those reserves. However

unwelcome Rueff’s proposals, his predictions were sub-

sequently realized.

Although domestic market constraints on expansionist

monetary policy in the United States had been largely

eliminated, there existed legal constraints. There was,

for instance, the 40 per cent gold backing required for

Federal Reserve notes. The history of’ these legal

constraints is summarized in Table VI.

Table VI

Summary History of Legal Constraints

on Domestic Monetary Expansion

‘1 
Date Requirement

• 1934 Federal Reserve System must hold 40 per
cent of outstanding notes and 35 per

• cent of other liabilities in gold.

1945 Liability holding requirement reduced
to 25 per cent.

• 1965 Liability holding requirement eliminated.

March , 1968 All gold holding requirements eliminated.

June, 1968 Redemption in silver no longer required.

‘4
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• As each reserve requirement was reached or exceeded in the

course of expansion, that limit was removed. In 1968 the

final dollar link with precious metal was s~~ red, permitting

expansion to continue substantially uninhibited by domestic

legal constraints.

It may be inferred from action taken by the Kennedy

administration in 1961 that a significant number of Americans

were becoming aware of the impending dollar crisis. In

that year the Office of Domestic Gold and Silver Operations

was created by the United States Treasury to issue regulations

controlling the acquisition and disposal of gold and silver

in bullion or coin form. Also , an executive order was

issued forbidding Americans the ownership of gold in foreign

countries and requiring that any gold already owned be sold

at once. The issuance of this order made no sense unless

Treasury officials had knowledge of a significant move into

gold by American investors who were anticipating devaluation.

Since the possession of gold outside of the United States

would mean payment of storage charges and loss of interest

for Americans , there must have existed a strong opinion

that devaluation would occur .

A further occurrence of the 1960’ s was a rapid expansion

of the domestic dollar supply . This expansion was not a sim-

ple product of converging economic events, but was based

upon a conscious policy of the Johnson Administration popu-

larized as “ providing both guns and butter” at the height of

the war effort in Southeast Asia. This policy translated
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into maintenance of a high level of government spending with

no increase in taxes. The Federal Reserve System , therefore,

was called upon to monetize the resultant government deficits .

In the three years following initiation of this policy in

1965, Federal Reserve holdings of government securities

increased by 50 per cent and currency in circulation in-

creased 20 per cent (60~154).

• 
The Consumer Price Index, which one would not expect 

a

to immediately reflect an increase in demand , rose at an

• annual rate of more than 6 per cent from 1966 through 1970

(36 :381). This rapid rise in the domestic price structure

was greater than in much of the rest of the industrialized

world and discouraged the purchase of American goods , further

aggravating the balance of payments problem .

The final, probably inevitable , result of the events

and circumstances discussed above was a run on the United

States’ gold stock. The run became of such magnitude that

in 1971, the United States Government was forced to choose

between continuing redemption , with probable exhaustion of

the remaining $10 billion in gold stock , or refusing further

redemption . The latter course was chosen. President Nixon

“ closed the gold window ” with his Executive Statement of

• August 15, 1971. Justification for the suspension of con-

vertibility appears in the following extract from that

statement:

In the past seven years there has been an
average of an international monetary crisis every
year. Who gains from the crises? Not the work-
ingman ; not the investor; and not the real
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producers of wealth . The gainers are interna-
tional money speculators. Because they thrive
on crises, they help create them.

In recent weeks , the speculators have been
waging an all-out war on the American dollar.
The strength of a nation ’s currency is based on the
strength of that nation ’s economy--and the American
economy is by far the strongest in the world.
Accordingly , I have directed the Secretary of the

• Treasury to take the action necessary to defend the
dollar against the speculators...to suspend ,
temporarily , the convertibility of the dollar

• into gold or other reserve assets, except in amounts
and conditions determined to be in the interest
of monetary stability and in the best interest
of the United States.

• • Now , what is this action, which is very
technical? What does it mean for you? Let me

• lay to rest the bugaboo of what is called devaluation.
If you want to buy a foreign car or take a

trip abroad , market conditions may cause your
dollar to buy slightly less. Bu’~ if you are amongthe overwhelming majority of Americans who buy
American-made products in America, your dollar
will be worth just as much tomorrow as it is
today. The effect of ‘this action, in other words ,
will be to stabilize the dollar.

The reader may detect a similarity of tone and

implication in this statement to that of the decree

issued by Diocletian in 301 A.D.  ( page 25) and President

Roosevelt’s emergency proclamation of 1933 (page 62).

It appears that once again the forces of greed arid

speculation had been brought to bear on state-issued

money causing great distress -to the state and necessitating

drastic remedial measures. The question which logically

follows is: why have greedy and short-sighted speculators

been able for more than 6oo years to launch “wars” on
money issued by governments and why haven ’t governments

eliminated such activities? The answer is as simple,

or as complex, as human nature.
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Speculators are simply individuals or groups attempting

to predict events to come . After arriving at an estimate of

the future , speculators act in what they , correctly or in-

correctly , perceive to be their best interests . To this

writer’s knowledge, neither the threat of guillotine nor

firing squad has been successful in sustained suppression

of this practice .

Chapter III was concluded with the observation that

preservation of the link of the dollar with gold would

depend in large measure upon the performance of the

American banking system, specifically , the Federal Reserve.

Whether through accident or intent, this link was ultimately

severed in 1971. In attempting to understand the contem-

porary inflationary environment , one needs to have some

idea of how this recent change in the status of the dollar

may effect future purchasing power . It is possible that

certain monetary relationships which have appeared statis-

tically significant over the past half-century or so , will

no longer hold in this changed environment. In the course

of attempting to discover the implications of the change,

one may also arrive at an estimate of the validity , if any,

of President Nixon’s assertion that the effect of inconver-

tibility would be “to stabilize the dollar” (page 117).
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VI . Contemporary Monetary Developments (1961-1971)

• The suspension of dollar convertibility in 1971 and

the circumstances leading thereto have been discussed

previously . However no consideration was given to efforts

by the world’s major governments and the IMP, to avert

the impending monetary crisis.

One of the most important of these efforts originated

in a development largely unnoticed by the public and hardly

mentioned by the popular press. The London market price

• of gold increased from $35.25 per ounce in September of

1960 to $41.00 in October. An increase of 16 per cent in

this brief period signaled that market traders had become

dubious of the United States’ pledge to exchange one ounce

of gold for 35 paper dollars. The signal was observed

by government officials who reacted, not with an effort

to correct underlying monetary problems, but with an

attack upon the signal. For the purpose of discussing

recent monetary developments , therefore , the term

“contemporary” will be considered as that period beginning

with official efforts to suppress the gold signal in the

early 1960s .

The Gold Pool

When the price of gold on the London market exceeded

$40 per ounce , officials of the Bank of England held

hasty telephone conferences with gold experts at the

Federal Reserve Bank of New York . An agreement was
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reached that the Bank of England would immediately sell

gold on the market in sufficient quantities to drive

the price back to the usual level of $35.17 per ounce

(3 1:117—8 ).

By the end of 1967, the Gold Pool had been forced

to sell over $3.5 billion of member holdings to private
purchasers ; still the demand persisted (36 2 541). By

March of 1968 demand reached unprecedented proportions and

the United States, which had been supplying 59 per cent

of Pool requirements following the withdrawal of France,

had been reduced to a gold reserve level of $10 billion .

On March 15, in response to urgent requests from the

Federal Reserve in Washington , the British government

agreed to temporarily close the London gold market while

central bankers determined what should be done. When

the market opened again two weeks later, the

Gold Pool had vanished, to be replaced by the Two-tiered

Gold System (31:118-9).

The Two-tiered Gold System
4 A new set of monetary rules resulted from the meeting

of central bankers held in the wake of’ the Gold Pool’s

collapse. Under those rules the United States Government

would continue to redeem dollars at the previous rate

(one tier) but only in transactions with monetary author-

ities. The market price of gold (second tier) would then

be allowed to fluctuate without further sales of central
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bank holdings.

Other than by abandonment of attempts to control the

market price of gold , it is not immediately obvious how

the dollar-gold relationship under the Two-tiered System

differed from its predecessor. For a suggestion on the

nature and purpose of the new system , it is instructive

to refer to an article by Jacques Rueff , the French

economist whose early predictions on the balance of payments a

• problem had been proven accurate. In the February , 1970

issue of Le Monde , Rueff wrote (71:184—5,187):

Thus the ultimate goal and underlying reason
of the reforms of 17 March 1968 become clear.
Their purpose is to force anybody seeking to convert
dollars into gold to go through the narrow channel
of some U.S. monetary authority , thereby making the
request for conversion obvious and conspicuous . The
steps taken enable the American authorities to
watch with alertness and exert “friendly” pressure
on non-American monetary officials , so that they
will refrain from requesting conversion operations
that they would like to effect. In other words, so
that they will agree to hold on to the dollars that
they were tempted to get rid of , and while keeping
them , invest them in the U.S. market.

This kind of control was not feasible as long
as the London and related gold markets existed.
From now on , such panicky unloadings of dollars as
occurred in the early part of 1968 will be impossible
to the extent- -but only to the extent--that the
pressure exerted by the U.S. authorities on non-
U.S. monetary authorities holding dollars remains
effective. The dollar will have become an incon-
vertible currency for all countries that are under

• U.S. influence because they need American military
protection (like Germany) or want U.S. friendship
for political reasons or depend on the United States
economically . . .What would happen if residual re-
quests for conversion of dollars into foreign ex-
change or gold in excess of offsetting operations in
exchange markets were more than the United States
could satisfy? Clearly , the only conversion window
still open--i.e., the one run by the American mone-
tary authorities--would have to be closed.
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The view expressed by Rueff involves in part an

assessment of ‘the motives of others and to that extent is

subjective and non-verifiable . The essential point is

that the new system did permit selective and discriminatory

control of dollar conversion and could be employed as a

• device to postpone default or devaluation. Rueff’s

warning of impending default preceded the event by six

months and came at a time when central bankers and
a

governments were unanimously declaring that dollar

convertibility and the Two-tiered System would endure.

Special Drawing Rights

The extensive loss of Gold Pool reserves that re-

sulted from the run on the dollar in the late 1960s

prompted a search for some additional means by which to

support the more rapidly depreciating national curren-

cies. In 1970 an instrument was created that would help

coordinate credit expansion on an international scale ,

Special Drawing Rights (SDR’s).

SDR’s were brought into existence by the International

Monetary Fund (IMP ) through accounting entries , -that is,

• an international fiat money was created. The first issue

• of $3.5 billion, was to be succeeded by an issue of

$3 billion in each of the years 1971 and 1972. Further

expansion would require approval by 85 per cent of the

total IMP member vote . The new SDR credits were divided

among IMP members in proportion to each member ’s original
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credit with the Fund . Should one country need foreign

currency with which to support the exchange rate of its

own currency , SDR credits m ight be used to acquire the

desired currency.

The reader, having become familiar with the theories

of John Law, may be inclined toward the conclusion that

SDR ’s were no more than internationalized assignats . It

is necessary to caution against this conclusion and to ‘

interpose , at this point , the prevailing contemporary C

view as expressed in a 1971 text on money and banking

(36 :544):

The importance of SDR ’s should be clear.
They represent a net addition to the world’s supply
of international reserves and have the potential,
at least, to solve future liquidity problems....
If the SDR experiment succeeds , the long-time
bellwether of international finance--gold--may be
on the way out. For if the supply of SDR’s should
be increased by $3 billion per year, its total will
soon surpass the world’s official gold stocks.
(Underlining is by the writer)

This quotation agrees with officially stated views on the

SDR . Britain ’s Chancellor of the Exchequer hailed

creation of the new reserve asset as “the most important
£ 

step forward in monetary cooperation since the Bretton

Woods conference of 1944”(31:223). The United States

view was represented by Undersecretary of the Treasury ,

Paul Volcker , quoted in the September 21, 1972 issue of

Commercial and Financial Chronicle as follows :

The two-tier gold system has been one means of
coming to grips with destabilizing speculation in
gold markets. The adoption of the SDR gave explicit
international acknowledgement to the fact that new
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means needed to be found to provide an orderly and
satisfactory means of assuring appropriate growth
in world reserves.

It would indeed seem that by means of this new

“asset,” the barriers to unlimited liquidity had been

substantially reduced. The central banks of the world

had been united, through IMP pledges and mechanisms , in

mutual support of national currencies--thus smoothing

imbalances in inter-bank expansion rates. The constraint

of maintaining gold convertibility was removed by United

States suspension of payment in 1971. As long as

central bank cooperation could be maintained there existed

only one significant market constraint on the expansion of

credit: the extent to which individuals were willing to

accept fiat money in exchange for goods and services .

The Fiat Dollar: A Question for the Future

The term “money substitutes” has been persistently

employed in earlier portions of this thesis in reference

to paper currency , bank notes, checks and accounting

entries. This usage stemmed , not from any personal

preference for the language of Daniel Webster (pages 72-74)

or the classical economists , but the need to preserve

technical accuracy as well as to avoid semantic bias

in the presentation of early views on the subject of

money .

Prior to 1971, the United States dollar was defined

by law as a specific weight of gold. There existed no
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intervening legislation which redefined the dollar as

• a numeral on a signed slip of paper or an accounting

entry . Therefore , the latter items were substitutes

for gold, the actual money . The process of transforming

the dollar into fiat money extended over a period of 38

years and was accomplished by gradually broadening the

scope of default to include an ever larger number of

claim or substitute holders . 
a

• As long as there existed a mechanism for redeeming

dollar claims in a specified weight of gold and the

dollar was not redefined by legislation , gold was the

money of the United States and was so considered by much

of the world. This important distinction should be

preserved, for there is no question of’ the serviceability

of gold as money ; it has been so employed for more than

two-thousand years. Nor is there a question of the

utility of money substitutes, which have been in use for

nearly as long.

The vital question to be considered in the wake of

the 1971 suspension is this: have conditions , as well as

human values and knowledge, so altered in the recent past

that it is now possible to establish an enduring world-

wide fiat money system? The writer believes that to a

respond with certainty to this question would presuppose

a level of knowledge which mankind has yet to attain. It

has not been a purpose of this review to suggest an

answer , but to develop and clarify this question. If the
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reader has received an impression that the preceding

material has been biased through employmen c of antiquated

terminology and selective editing of monetary history,

that impression is unfortunate . The intent throughout

has been to counter an apparent widespread contemporary

conviction that the question was answered affirmatively,

long ago .

It is hoped , at this point, that the words “adventure

in creative finance”(page 92) and “experiment” (page 123 )

have taken on new meaning for the reader and that the

contemporary world economic situation is viewed in just

such terms . It is also hoped that a basis has been

provided for objective evaluation of the recent monetary

developments to be considered next , as well as the

inflation models to follow.

Political Factors Bearing upon Monetary and Credit Expansion

Since the market and legal constraints upon expansion

had been progressively weakened , first on a national ,

then on an international level , political factors assumed

a increased importance . Some of these factors encouraged ,

while others retarded , the progress of expansion thus

providing a convenient analytical division for further

consideration .

• Expansionist Political Factors. It is not the present

purpose to explore the depth or longevity of the prosperity

which seems to result from an increase in the rate of
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monetary or credit expansion. The reader has seen that,

historically , a strong case can be made for the existence

of this phenomenon . But historical evidence is not re-

quired to support the case that low interest rates--

popularly termed “easy money”--are widely held to promote

investment, production and consumption (a boom) . •The

existence of this opinion is a fact subject to daily

verification in financial journals.

Since economic prosperity is almost a prerequisite

of political popularity , there exists a strong motive

among those who aspire to remain in political office

-to promote domestic expansion. This holds true for both

elected officials and their dependent appointees .

Because most major governments of the Western World, as

well as Japan, consist in part of elected officials ,

particularly in -the highest offices , there is a “built-

in” impetus for expansion in the world monetary system .

This impetus becomes especially powerful in the period

immediately preceding general elections in each country .

It is also a fact that over the past few decades ,

• most governments have assumed the -task of providing

• increased services for their people in such forms as

welfare payments, health care , unemployment benefits ,

• research programs etc . Since those services must be

• payed fcr and taxes are always an unpopular method of

financing , there exists a motive for further creation and

monetization of government debt . This motive becomes

• 127
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even more powerful in times of war, natural disaster or

recession

Private interests also may benefit from their ability

• to exert concerted political pressure upon the existing

government monetary and regulatory agencies. There are

several large private groups which can directly benefit

from expansionism:

1. Large net debtors benefit through the ability to

satisfy previously incurred debt with money of decreased

purchasing power.

2. Industries which produce items sold largely on

credit (for example , heavy appliances , automobiles and

houses) benefit from low interest rates and ready avail-

ability of consumer credit, Leaders in these industries

can hardly be expected to urge maintenance of a slow

expansion rate.

• 3. Exporters or firms haVing large foreign markets for

their products have a vested interest in a low foreign

ex- hange value for domestic currency .

4. Banking interests benefit from lower reserve
S e

requirements and, other factors constant, a decrease in

interest rates. Low interest rates stimulate both consumer
$ 

and commercial borrowing thus encouraging credit expansion

• and increasing the revenues from loan activity .

5. Labor unions may also exert political pressure

for expansionist policies, but in this case the effect

is more indirect and dependent upon the extent to which
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certain theories predominate within the higher echelons

of organized labor. In general, labor unions have favored

increased government expenditures--which may or may not

be expansionist, depending upon the method of financing--

and easy credit policies . Consequently, labor political

support has tended toward those candidates favoring

expansion.

The degree to which any of the foregoing private

interests are successful in bringing about expansion , either

through direct political pressure or support of appropriate

political candidates , is a function of the existing

intellectual climate . If economists as intellectuals

sanction expansion, either actively or through failure to

express disapproval , the climate is highly favorable for

successful promotion by direct beneficiaries .

Anti-expansionist Political Factors. The potential

direct beneficiaries of expansion are numerous and

often -politically effective. But even more numerous and

potentially effective are those who are not directly ben-

efited. Of these , by far the most important category
I

• is the consumer . This group consists of every citizen

of a given country , and with reference to the world

monetary system , of every person in the world who purchases

goods by means of fiat money . In this sense even direct

beneficiaries of expansion are included in a potential

opposition class,

In fact, although the potential is great, the con-
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sumer class is usually not politically effective in

retarding expansion for the following reasons :

1. Consumers , as such , have no direct interest in
• expansion apart from the extent to which they believe

prices are thereby increased.

2. Prices may not increase during a period of’
expansion, but if there is an increase, it may not
be of sufficient magnitude to attract consumer

• attention.

3. If a general price increase is noticed in the
course of a sustained expansion it may not be attri-

• buted to that expansion.

4. If an expansion is of such magnitude and duration
that a large increase in prices occurs , it may still
be possible to divert adverse consumer reaction by
identifying and propagandizing other factors as
causal.

5. Consumers who associate a rise in prices with an
expansionist monetary policy may, correctly or
incorrectly , believe themselves to be net beneficiaries
of that policy , and consequently abstain from polit-
ical opposition.

An additional political factor that may deter a

relatively extreme rate of expansion by one or a small

number of nations is the existence of a large amount of

foreign-held debt. While individual citizens may be

relatively ineffective in preventing loss of purchasing

power on securities issued by their government , foreign

central banks holding large amounts of these securities

are not. A central bank creditor is inclined to notice

any rapid decline in purchasing power of currencies and

securities in its reserves and may threaten to “dump”

these holdings on the market unless the expansionist

country agrees to revise domestic monetary policy .
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Since the dumping of large amounts of a nation’s currency

and securities can, under the right circumstances,

totally ruin the credit of that nation, such a threat when

credible , may be effective . To actually carry out the

threat would mean that the IMP currency support agreements

had broken down, that is, the system had failed and some

new arrangements would have to be sought. The threat of

dumping or of simply refusing to further support the

currency of a highly expansionist country can thus be

used by more conservative countries as a brake on

• national expansion rates. -

The Political Implications of a Market Constraint. As

long as countries practiced monetary expansion at comparable

rates, or at least supported weaker currencies so that

exchange rates remained relatively fixed, the political

factors were biased heavily in favor of global expansion.

The consumer class would come into effective play as a

retarding political factor only as the result of undesirable

effects of such expansion, namely , a noticeable increase

in the general price level. But if the general price
p

level were to increase beyond a certain critical rate ,

or from a different aspect, if currencies were perceived to

be depreciating rapidly, a market constraint might come

into play.

The discussion on SDR ’s was concluded with the

observation that the remaining significant market constraint

on credit expansion , in the new world monetary system,
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was the willingness of individuals to accept fiat money in

exchange for goods (page 124). While this constraint is

based upon the expressed preferences of individuals and

groups in market transactions , the political implications

of the constraint are of sufficient significance to merit

consideration within a political context.

Historically , every government monetary system based

purely upon fiat money has been destroyed in a compari-

tively brief period. The final stage of destruction is known

as the “flight into goods .” This expression was coined

by the Germans in characterizing their experience with the

paper mark in the early 1920’s (52:427). The reader has

seen that this phenomenon was observed in the last days

of the Roman denarius (page 25)~ 
the French livres

(page 35), the assignats (page 41) and the continental

(page 49). In more recent times the flight into goods

occurred in Germany in 1923, in China in 1947 and in

Hungary and Austria following World War II. The phenomenon

is also known as the flight from money and is simply

the market expression of the unwillingness of individuals

to accept fiat money in exchange for goods.

When this constraint has become operative , the

political consequences have been--with only few exceptions--

revo lutionary . Many a dictator , including Napoleon ,

Hitler and Mao Tse Tung , has come into power in the wake

• of such an occurrence . It is the one market constraint

on expansion which no government, however democratic or
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tyrannical, has been able to surmount . Where the phenomenon

has become almost a routine periodic condition , as in

South America, great political instability exists and

governments are overthrown frequently , occasionally

with great violence .

One should not be misled, through accounts of

previous experiences with fiat money , into believing that

the total loss of purchasing power is a sudden spectacular

event. The process is subtle at first, appearing usually

over a period of years as a gradual loss of purchasing

power. It is in the final stage of currency disintegration ,

usually of only a few weeks duration , that the stories of

wheelbarrows full of money exchanging for a loaf of

bread originate. This stage signals a realization by

nearly everyone that the currency will shortly cease to

serve as money.

Thus it is seen that the increasing refusal to accept

a fiat money in exchange for goods (experienced as a secular

decline in the purchasing power of money) serves as an

early warning that expansion is proceeding at too great

a rate. If perceived and correctly interpreted by monetary

officials , such a signal would perhaps prompt sufficient

political concern to bring a reduction in the rate of ‘

expansion. The question would then become one of deter-

mining how long such a reduction could be maintained and

the probable consequences .
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The Aftermath of Convertibility Suspension

The various political factors which influence the

rate of credit expansion were treated in the preceding

section on a rather speculative and abstract level.

While the writer believes the preceding analysis to be

logical and reasonable , it is necessary to examine what

actually happened in the period following conversion of the

dollar into fiat money to determine if the facts suggest

• • that the analysis applies.

Unfortunately, the sources of information broaden

at this point to include isolated accounts in newspapers,

financial journals and magazine articles. While central

banks and government agencies publish vast amounts of’

statistical data, neither central bankers nor political

• leaders are inclined to publicly discuss plans, policies ,

closed-door conferences and impending crises in other than

general, usually optimistic terms. One must therefore

supplement a conventional research approach with items

which tend to indirectly reveal official views and concerns .

The Smithsonian Agreement. When President Nixon
V

suspended convertibility of the dollar in August of 1971 , he

simultaneously imposed a 10 per cent surcharge on all

• imports. The imposition of this duty could be viewed as

an attempt to correct the United States balance of payments

deficit by decreasing the attractivness of foreign goods . H

It might also be used as a bargaining tool in subsequent

• negotiations.
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On December 17, 1971, representatives of the world’s

major financial powers convened at the Smithsonian

Institution in Washington D.C. The meeting was heavily

guarded and reporters were required to remain in a separate

room without access to telephones . According to a

Wall Street Journal article of that date, the United

States would not agree to remove the 10 per cent surcharge

unless trade concessions were forthcoming from the other

conferees and other major currencies were revalued upward

• by 10 to 15 per cent (53:3).

There issued from this meeting the “Smithsonian

Agreement” which President Nixon hailed as “the most

significant monetary agreement in the history of the

world.” The United States achieved the pre-ineeting goal

of an upward revaluation of other major currencies and

in turn devalued the dollar in terms of gold to $38 per

ounce . The latter step was primarily sri accounting pro-

cedure since the United States gave no indication that

• convertibility would be re-established.

The major question, unresolved by the Smithsonian

Agreement , was that of the disposition of billions of

dollars rapidly accumulating in foreign central bank

reserves as private holders rushed to exchange dollars for

other currencies. At the beginning of 1971 foreign

central bank holdings of United States Government securities

totaled $11.3 billion . By the end of the year that total

had increased to nearly $27 billion (22:10).
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Exporting Inflation. At approximately that same

time the Smithsonian Agreement was reached, the remark was

commonly heard abroad that the United States was guilty

of “exporting inflation .” The meaning of this charge

was made clear by Dr. Alfred Schaefer , Chairman of the

Board of Switzerland’s largest commercial bank. Dr.

Schaefer expressed his views as follows (74:14): a

The world’s money supply is to a large extent
determined in Washington, and partly in accordance
with domestic policy considerations . The banker to
the world has become a dollar factory that pays
its debts with paper money . Budget and balance- H
of-payments deficits obviate the need for deflationary
adjustment policies. The central banks must be
satisfied with passive, technical cooperation .
What spells liquidity for one nation spells inflation
for another....The loosening of the “chain of gold”
has de facto led to the dollar standard. The in-
flationary effects of special drawing rights could
be avoided only if a supra-national control board
existed—-which it does not. Political, not objective
criteria are the godfather of this new monetary
creation. Through the use of special drawing rights ,
certain nations will be rewarded for their economic
inactivity.

In recent years the Bretton Woods system has
begun to teeter as a result of creeping inflation.
Worldwide inflation is the most dangerous medicament
for remedying ailing payment balances. The market
and the public have very little faith left in
monetary conferences, promises or denials--neither
in those issued by the central banks, nor by
governments which the public trusts even less. a

Schaefer captured the essence of his views at another

point in the presentation by observing that “the nation

that prints the most money must not be allowed to have the

most purchasing power (74~14).” Schaefer’s perception of

the Bretton Woods Agreement, the IMP currency support

mechanisms and the role of gold as a constraint upon
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expansion is in substantial agreement with that of the

French economist Jacques Rueff (page 113).

The important point is not whether this perception is

• correct, but that it exists . If two prominent European

financial authorities believe that the United States is

a engaged in the process of transferring wealth by means of

the printing press, the belief may well be shared by

foreign central bankers. Belief that there are no con- 
a

I

straints on dollar production , could lead central bankers

to act in their narrowly conceived national interest by

liquidation of’ dollar holdings . The grave implications

of such an action for the purchasing power of the dollar

are apparent.

Schaefer’s assertion , that “domestic policy consider-

ations” are a factor in determining the world’s money

supply , should be noted; for in the discussion of political

factors (pages 126-31) theoretical considerations suggested

t}-~e dominance of expansionist domestic factors. The task

Len , is one of finding opinion and evidence to support

ol refute the assertion by Schaefer as well as the 
a

theoretically implied viewpoint .

One pertinent opinion on the relationship between

expansionism and domestic politics is provided by William

Rees-Mogg, sri astute political observer and long-time

editor of The London Times. According to Rees-Mogg :

In a democracy , with elections occurring
frequently and regularly , there is always a powerful
pressure for short-term expediency . Economic manage-
ment is subordinated to the need to win elections ;
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some critics consider it is being so subordinated
now; it certainly was so subordinated in every
election since 1955, with the exception only of
1970, which was lost by the government of the day.
Perhaps 1974 is a special case; the money supply
was increased irresponsibly earlier in the Parliament
but the election, also lost, was fought by the
government on the issue of inflation (64:107).

Rees-Mogg speaks with authority from the British point

• 

C 

of view, but a supporting view is needed from America, the

source of the paper dollars of which Schaefer (page 136 )

was so critical. Support appears in a statement by

Nathaniel Samuels , partner in a large New York banking firm

(Kuhn, Loeb and Co.)--coincidentally , the same firm of which

the early central banking advocate Paul Warburg (page 89 )
was a partner . Samuels (then Deputy Under Secretary of

State for Economic Affairs) spoke during an IMP conference

in Washington in 1972. He was quoted in the New York Times

of October 1, 1972 as follows:

Hitherto , and perhaps even yet, the prevalent
attitude has been that it was countries in deficit
that had the obligation to undertake monetary and
fiscal policies , or to undertake a fundamental
restructuring of important sectors of their deficits
and restore equilibrium to the system. Since sharp
and prolonged deflationary policies have sometimes
been necessary to achieve this goal and since such
policies are no longer acceptable in any major a

country , a system based on such a limited view
cannot function....Moreover, a situation in which
the United States...is in prolonged deficit, part-
ially for reasons that arise out of its role in
the present international political , economic and
security system , renders this narrow concept no
longer viable.

Samuels confirms the Schaefer , and Rees-Mogg thesis

that domestic policy takes precedence over balance of pay-

ments deficits , but invokes the world leadership role of
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the United States as justification. Perhaps the burdens of

leadership do justify the existence of perpetual deficits,

but this situation certainly does not foster restraint in

the creation of international monetary reserves.

It is clear that substantial authoritative support exists

for the analytical model of expansionist bias in the monetary

system. There remains the task of relating seemingly isolated

real-world occurrences in a meaningful pattern of expansionist

mechanisms and effects. This will be attempted in the next

chapter in conjunction with a brief presentation of’ recent

monetary developments .

a
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VII A Scenario in Variable Rates of Expansion (1971—1976)

On February 8, 1972, less than two months after the

Smithsonian Agreement , the following Associated Press news

dispatch appeared in newspapers throughout the United States:

• Money Growth Pushed 
• 

- .

WASHINGTON (AP)-- The Federal Reserve System
disclosed yesterday it began 1972 fostering a
policy of sharper expansion of the nation’s money
supply to sustain growth of the economy. The
system’s Open Market Committee , which by its

• action has much to say on whether the nation goes
through easy or tight money periods , voted in

• - December to promote ‘greater growth’ in the money
supply in the month ahead . ...Several members of the
committee noted in December that more aggressive• action was needed to stimulate the economy and
expand employment. ‘In their judgement the risk o±~rekindling inflationary pressures and expectation
by such action was considerably less now than it
had been earlier in the year,’ the minutes of the
December meeting said. President Nixon is looking
for a strong assist from the Federal Reserve to
deliver the ‘very good year’ he has promised for
the nation’s economy in 1972. His economic advisers
have said they expected an accommodating monetary
policy to be pursued by the Federal Reserve .

This Associated Press dispatch , when reviewed for his-

toric perspective , suggests the following questions :

• 1. Why might President Nixon have desired that 1972
be a “very good year?”

• 2. Did the Federal Reserve expand the money supply?

3. Was 1972 a good year for the economy and if so, in
what respects?

• 4. From an economic standpoint, what occurred during a

the three years following 1972?

The first of these questions is readily answered; 1972

was an election year. In November American citizens were to

decide whether to return an incumbent President to office

The thought that an appearance of economic prosperity might
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help insure re-election may never have occurred to

• President Nixon , but the incentive was present. To

determine whether the Federal Reserve was successful in

fostering expansion and a prosperous 1972, it is necessary

to review some economic indicators for that year.
6

• The Year of Rapid Expansion ( 1972)

Figure 1 indicates that the Federal Reserve increased

the money supply (Ml) at an annual rate in excess of 8.5

per cent in the year preceding the November 1972 election,

the sharpest sustained increase since the United States

entered the Korean War in 1950.
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(

• Based upon historical observations one would expect the

rapid injection of fiat money into an economy to induce a

• decline in interest rates. Figure 2 confirms this expecta-

tion. Short term (3- to 6-month) interest rates declined

sharply from November of 1971 through the first quarter of

• 1972 and then increased gradually , reaching an approximate

median level by the end of the year.
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* Fig. 2. Selected Interest Rates
0

As the new money diffused through the economy , one

would expect consumers to increase purchases. Consumer

buying should be reflected in an increase in retail sales,

an expectation which can be verified by reference to
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Figure 3. For the entire 1972 calendar year, retail sales

increased by 14 per cent , an advance substantially in

excess of the secular trend.
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Fig. 3. Retail Sales

If the period preceding the increase in consumer

spending were one of relatively depressed sales, then one

might expect that manufacturers and retailers possessed

inventories of which they had been unable to dispose.

The shaded area in Figure 4 depicts such a period in the

year 1970. Figure L. further displays a graph of the ratio

of inventories (in total dollar value) to dollar-sales

- 
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volume . This ratio declined rapidly during 1972 as con-

sumer buying increased and inventories declined.
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Fig. 4. Inventories Compared With Monthly Sales*

Declining inventories and an increased volume of sales

• should prompt retailers to seek financing for the purchase

of goods and the employment of additional personnel. Manu-

facturers should, in turn, seek financing in response to

improving order volume so that idle capacity could be

brought into production and additional workers hired. The

availability of low-interest money in combination with the
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increased need for financing should result in an increased

loan volume .

Figure 5 provides a ratio-scale graph of loans out-

standing for all commercial banks. As the graph indicates ,

loan volume accelerated in mid-1972 increasing at an annual

rate of 22.5 per cent for the subsequent 12-month period .

The early months of 1972 served to: liquidate excess inven-

tory , convince retailers and manufacturers that a sustained

increase in demand had occurred and provide time for devel-

oping expansion plans. The relative lag that occurred in

loan expansion thus appears entirely reasonable .
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It is clear at this point that retailing , manufacturing,

and banking interests ought to have benefited from the ex-

pansion of 1972. If one considers that labor, as a class,

benefits from a reduction in unemployment , then 1972 was

also a good year for labor. Figure 6 depicts unemployment

rates in per cent of total civilian labor force and total

number of heads of households for the years 1968-76. It B

is seen that unemployment declined during the first half

of 1972 and then fell sharply in the final quarter, approx-

imately in concert with the increase in commercial loan

volume depicted in Figure 5.
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In the analysis of expansionist political factors

(pages 126-29) several classifications of private interests

were shown to directly benefit from expansion. That analysis,

however , was oriented toward the existence of a long term

policy of expansionism rather than a relatively brief one-

year period. From the immediately preceding discussion it

appears that everyone--including the reelected President--

was a beneficiary of the monetary expansion which was

brought about in 1972.

Since such salutary effects were achieved by the simple

act of printing treasury securities and creating accounting

entries , there was surely ample incentive to continue , if

not accelerate , the process. The election was past, it is

true, but even had this been a motive for initiating the

expansion, no political incumbent desires to become unpop-

ular while in office . There appeared to be every reason to

proceed upon an expansionist course and thereby insure that

the tempocary prosperity became permanent.

Yet the rate of creation of fiat money gradually began

to decline in January of 1973, as depicted in Figure 2; a

• decline which persisted into the first quarter of 1975. The

natural question to raise is: why did the Federal Reserve
• 

reduce the expansion rate following 1972?

The Years of Declining Expansion (1973-1975)

To resolve the question posed in the preceding section

one should persist in the previous manner by searching for

operation of the anti-expansionist political factors con-
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• ceptually developed on pages 129-131. Those factors were,

in brief:

1. Refusal by foreign central banks to honor currency
• support agreements.

2. Disatisfaction among members of the consumer class.

3. The appearance of a “flight into goods.”

The first of these factors would appear in the form of

a so—called “run” or “crisis” in some one or more of the

currencies actively traded on world markets . A crisis of

this sort signals that private traders and financial inter-

ests have come to believe that a currency is overvalued in

terms of other currencies. A persistent large-scale run

might incline stronger currency countries to cease pur-

chasing the weaker currency , resulting in a failure of the

fixed-exchange rate system reaffirmed by the Smithsonian

Agreement. Currency runs or crises then, serve as an early

indication that the currency support factor may come into

play.

International Currency Crises. The first major currency

crisis came only six months after creation of the Smithsonian
IF A

Agreement . The immediate casualty was the British pound

rather than the dollar. This crisis stemmed largely from

• two factors : a rapid increase in Britain’s dollar holdings

and refusal of British monetary authorities to halt rapid

growth in the domestic supply of money .

By June of 1972, the British economy was moving in pace

with that of America. The unemployment rate was falling as
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consumer and capital spending increased. Exports of

British goods to America were at a high level and dollar

reserves had grown to nearly double those of the preceding

year. The domestic money supply was expanding at an

annual rate of 20 per cent, the highest rate in British

history (78:24).

This rapid growth in the money supply attracted

international attention and aroused speculation that

Britain might shortly be forced to devalue the pound.

From the British point of view , however , the growth was

in large part justified by the increase in dollar re-

serves. Britain, like other countries was continuing to

treat the dollar as equivalent to a gold reserve holding .

Thus each dollar held in reserve justified a multiple

issue of pounds . Additionally , the Chancellor of the

Exchequer revealed the dominance of domestic considerations

by stating that the government would not allow exchange

rates to stand in the way of Britain’s economic recovery

(78~24).

In the latter part of June a massive run on the

pound developed. In the hectic foreign exchange trading

of that period several billion dollars in reserves flowed
4 from London in a matter of days. On June 23, the central 

C

banks of Britain and other major countries refused further

support for the pound so that it became a “floating

currency .” Floating meant that the pound would move to

a relative value determined primarily by market trading
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rather than central bank intervention . By July 3, the

pound had sunk seven per cent below its previous formal

exchange rate (8:1).

A floating pound signified the disintegration of

“the most significant monetary agreement in the history of

the world” less than a year after formal accord was

reached. The pound support operations had required the e

outlay of billions of dollars by central banks. The focus of

world attention therefore shifted to the value of the

dollar. The major question on the foreign exchange mar-

kets became : when would the dollar be devalued?

In order to stem the flood of dollars, many foreign

countries imposed exchange controls . Switzerland went

so far as to impose a negative interest rate on dollar

deposits from abroad. The domestic money supply was

increasing rapidly throughout the nations of Western

Europe . IMP figures for the year ending in August 1972

• showed a growth of 13 per cent in West Germany , 42 percent

in Britain , 16 per cent in Italy , 12 per cent in France

and 20 per cent in Switzerland (1:1). These countries

were major purchasers of dollars , primarily as a result

of honoring the Smithsonian Agreement and of yielding to

domestic pressure for maintenance of low dollar prices on A

export goods .

Dollar crises were the hallmark of late 1972 and

early 1973 , but central banks continued to support the

• dollar. An Associated Press dispatch of February 2, 1973,
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captured the crisis atmosphere of the time and reported the

first major break in the dollar support agreements

as follows:

LONDON (AP) -- At least 6 European central
banks were obliged to support the dollar yesterday
to keep it from falling below its Smithsonian trading
limits. An over-all estimate of the amount of support

A 
was difficult, but a consensus was that the total
exceeded $300 million possibly by a substantial

• margin. In what has now become a familiar crisis
atmosphere in the European interbank market, the
dollar remained under pressure all day. Just before

• central banks were to close for the day, commercial
banks started selling dollars , presumably to avoid
taking an exchange risk by holding dollars any
longer. Dealers estimated that the West German
Bundesbank absorbed between $100 million and $200
million , the Belgian national bank between $40
million and $60 million...Earlier in Tokyo , the
Bank of Japan also had to support the dollar, ab-
sorbing an estimated. total of $80 million...Despite
this massive rescue operation , the dollar fell to
new lows in Zurich and Frankfurt and closed at or
below its floor level...After weeks of steady im-
provement as the Vietnam cease-fire agreement neared,
the dollar weakened about 15 days ago . Then , within
roughly one week, it was hit by a spate of bad news ;
--The worst foreign trade deficit in U.S. history .
A big budget deficit forecast by President Nixon. --
International monetary fund experts meeting in Paris
appeared no nearer an agreement on any reform of the
monetary system that would help U.S. trade difficulties .
The Swiss government refused to go on absorbing
unwanted dollars and floated its franc...

The refusal by Switzerland to engage in further

dollar support operations was especially significant.

The United States served as a major market for the pro-

ducts of many Swiss manufacturers and food processors .

Several large Swiss exporters as well as the tourist

industry would suffer a loss of business if the franc

were to appreciate relative to the dollar. Additionally ,

Switzerland held substantial amounts of United States
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Government obligations and currency . Those holdings

would decline in relative value if the dollar weakened

further. Thus suspension of dollar support implied an

assessment by Swiss officials that the Smithsonian

exchange rates could not be maintained.

On February 13, 1973, the dollar was devalued an

additional 10 per cent to $42.22 per ounce of gold.

One might at first suppose that this accomplished

nothing. The United States had previously refused to a

redeem the dollar at a rate of 1/38 of an ounce of gold

and by devaluing , would simply refuse to redeem at 1/42

• of an ounce. The devaluation served, however, to in-

crease the dollar value of domestic and IMP gold reserves.

Additionally it created the clear impression that United

States monetary officials were still thinking of the

dollar in terms of gold and might be considering re-

establishment of convertibility . It was hoped that this

devaluation would remove some of the pressure on the

dollar in foreign exchange markets .

On February 24, a new run developed amid persistent

rumors that the Common Market countries would withdraw

further support for the dollar and allow their currencies

to float. On March 1, more than 3.5 billion dollars

was dumped on foreign exchange markets. Official

exchange markets were closed the following day and did not

reopen until 17 days later. In the meantime, monetary

officials met in Brussels, Paris and London to debate
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what should be done .

Treasury Undersecretary , Paul Volcker, known as the

Nixon Administration’s top money expert, represented the

United States at a conference in Brussels . Volcker faced

demands by Common Market countries that the United States;

resume support of the dollar by intervention in exchange

markets, limit the outflow o± dollars and pursue tight

money policies domestically (19:15). The demand for

tight money is simply another way of stating that the

United States would be expected to reduce the rate of

domestic monetary expansion in exchange for further foreign

support of the dollar.

Details of the agreements reached in the March

meetings were not released to the press. It is therefore

difficult to determine how successful foreign central

banks were in influencing domestic monetary expansion ,

other than by inference . Figure 2 on page 142 indicates

that short term interest rates were increased sharply

during the second quarteiS of 1973. The significance of

domestic interest rates for foreign currency traders is

• revealed in a United Press International dispatch issued

on March 22, 1973, shortly after currency markets reopened:

BRUSSELS (UPI) --The American dollar picked up
strength on European currency exchanges yesterday
and some money experts said it may be “finding its
right position .” ...Financial experts in Paris said
they expected the foreign exchange market to remain
listless while speculators await news from the
United States of a raise in bank rates or some
other measure designed to stem the outflow of dollars.
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The result of the Brussels conference was not so much

the creation of a new monetary system as formal recognition

of failure of the existing system. The dollar was to be

• allowed to float--as it had been since closure of the

official exchange markets--and foreign central banks and

the Federal Reserve would intervene in the future on a

discretionary basis.

While the floating of currencies was looked upon

favorably by United States Treasury officials , Ludwig

• Erhard, former West German economics minister and chancellor ,

• said that the float of European currencies “may grant the

participating countries a certain breathing pause , but

• will probably not be sufficient or even usable as a final

solution to regain a functioning international monetary

system” (56:10). Erhard further opposed relating currencies

to drawing rights in the IMP since such a course would

accelerate worldwide inflation. He said, “If it is

justified to cri~icize the multiplication of the surfeit

of vagabond dollars , then perhaps even larger amounts

of money created via the (International) Monetary Fund

would contribute even less toward stabilizing the

international monetary system” (56~1O).

In May, 1973, the dollar strengthened when the

United States reported a balance of trade surplus for

April. The dollar had by this time depreciated to a

point at which American prices appeared attractive to

foreign buyers. Dollars were returning to America,
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not to claim gold , for this option was no longer available,

but to claim American goods , land, and companies .

This favorable trade balance strengthened the dollar

internationally but implications for the domestic price

structure were not so favorable .
I

Rapidly Increasing Prices. The preceding section

described the operation of an international political

• factor upon domestic monetary expansion by the Federal

• Reserve . The threat by foreign central banks to refuse

further support for the dollar could have been adequate

to cause a slowing of monetary expansion in America, but

may not have been. It was obvious that with foreign

central banks holding reserves of $60 billion by mid-1973,

that several countries (especially West Germany) would

suffer immense losses if the dollar were permitted to

fall precipitously . Thus through the remainder of

1973 up to the time of writing of this thesis, the

stronger currency countries (principally West Germany ,

Holland, Switzerland and Japan) continued to intervene

in support of the dollar. The resultant monetary sit-

uation has been described as a “dirty float,” meaning

that currency exchange rates have been in part determined

by market forces and in part by central bank support

operations.

The international exchange value of the dollar was

not the only concern of United States monetary authorities

• - in 1973. In the second quarter of that year an American
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consumer might aptly have noted , in the words of Diocletian ,

that “in the sale of the wares which are exchanged in the

market an exhorbitant tendency in prices has spread”

(page 25). In order to establish popular recognition of

the problem and the form of suggested curative measures ,

it is instructive to review an Associated Press news

release dated April 21, 1973:

WASHINGTON (AP) -- Consumer prices in March
• increased at the highest rate in 22 years, driven up

by a record 3.2 percent jump in grocery prices , the
government said yesterday . President Nixon’s
economic advisers, although dismayed by the “un-
welcome advance in prices overall ,” said the Labor
Dept .’s report contained “the first encouraging
signs” to indicate price relief in the coming months...
Prices for all commodities rose 1.3 percent , biggest
gain since 1956. With food left out , the jump in
commodities prices was 0.5 percent. ...AFL—CIO
President George Meany said the report, reflecting
the first three months under the Administration’s
voluntary Phase 3 wage-price controls , is proof
positive of the complete failure of Mr. Nixon’s
economic policies . “These latest record—breaking
figures mean that the American consumer , housewife
and workers are going to pay , pay and keep on paying
for these failures,” said Meany, who again warned
unions will ignore the Administration’s 5.5 percent
wage increase guidelines at the bargaining table this
year....Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey , D-Minn., called
Phase 3 controls “a license to increase prices.”

As the news release indicates, the United States was at

that time in Phase Three of a series of wage and price con-

trols first implemented in 1971 in conjunction with the

suspension of dollar convertibility. During the 1968 a

presidential campaign President Nixon had stated:

The imposition of price and wage controls
• during peacetime is an abdication of fiscal re-

sponsibility . Such controls treat symptoms ~ndnot causes. Experience has indicated that they
do not work , can never be administered equitably
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and are not compatible with a free economy.

By 1972, however, President Nixon was moved to observe that

he had become a “Keynesian.” The “New Economic Policy ,” as

Phases One through Four came to be known, was certainly

indicative of some kind of metamorphosis.

• , The views of Mr. Meany and Senator Humphrey , as

expressed in the news release, were representative of

widespread sentiment. In nationally televised broadcasts,

the views of the farmer, trucker, butcher , corporate official

and housewife were aired. The responsibility for increasing

food prices was alternately shifted from farmers to retailers

to labor unions and finally to ravenous consumers. Absent

from most press releases and public discussions was any

suggestion that the monetary expansion of 1972, the inter-

national dollar crisis and soaring consumer prices might be

in some way related.

A common question for debate in 1973 became : how

extensive and restrictive should wage and price controls be?

Some consumers were unwilling to await government action on

price controls . These individuals began to boycott certain

retai l establishments and pro ducts . Particularly militant

were the meat—price protestors who could be observed in

front of supermarkets bearing signs urging other consumers

to refrain from meat consumption.

In a televised statement to the Nation on June 13, 1973,

President Nixon responded to widespread expression of con-

sumer displeasure by revealing an intermediate phase of the

a
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New Economic Policy . Noting that voluntary restraint had

failed, the President ordered an immediate sixty-day

• limitation on wages and prices. One provision of this

order mandated Internal Revenue Service monitoring of

prices with “roll-backs” to occur where price increases

could not be justified. The President also requested

authority from Congress to restrict export of foodstuffs to

protect the American consumer.

The request for export controls was a particularly

interesting development. For years many American economists

and government officials had been insisting that the value

of the dollar derived not from its gold backing, but from

the agricultural and industrial capacity of the United States

economy . The distinction was never made that the paper

dollars were issued by the Government whereas the capital

and consumer goods were largely owned by citizens . When

the dollar claims were presented by foreigners , American

citizens became increasingly reluctant to back Government

dollars with privately owned goods . Of course this was

not the way the situation was commonly described. The

orthodox view was: American consumers ought to have access

to domestic goods at reasonable prices before allowing

- 

. 
export to occur .

Figure 7 depicts consumer and wholesale price index

performance from 1968 through the first quarter of 1976.

As can be seen wholesale commodity prices began to increase

sharply in the last quarter of 1972. By mid-1973, a sharp
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increase in consumer prices occurred, shortly after the

appearance of a balance of trade surplus in April.
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• There was ample evidence in the popular press during

1973 and early 1974 that the consumer class had become

disatisfied by the obvious increase in prices and was actively

voicing its disapproval. It appeared that the second of the

two political constraints upon expansion (page 148) had

finally begun to operate. But what of the ultimate con-

straint, the flight into goods? As the next section will
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show , there is evidence that this constraint also came into

play.

Symptoms of a Flight Into Goods. On August 2, 1974,

the Los Angeles Times-Washington Post Service released the

following press dispatch:
IF

London--The rush for gold due to inflation
...led to a 508-ton increase last year in gold
held by speculators and hoarders , the Consolidated
Goldfields Co. reports . This increase represented
about half the annual output of non-communist a

mines...The doubling in the price of gold last
year occurred even as 12 per cent more gold was
made available to the free market...

The French were the chief cause of the new
gold rush followed by the Italians, the report
said...Americans acquired gold through “offshore

• funds.” Outside Europe , Japanese were the main
hoarders in 1973 and probably amassed some 40
tons. Canadians bought 10 tons, their biggest
quantity for several years.

Americans were not legally able to own gold at the

time the preceding dispatch was written. They were , however ,

able to own certain gold coins that appeared on a special

Treasury Department list. At the beginning of 1971, there

were no advertisements for these particular coins in the

Wall Street Journal. By the end of 1974, five such adver-

tisements were appearing consistently.

Coin dealers throughout the country suddenly found it

very difficult to keep gold and silver coins in stock.
5 0

Thousand-dollar face-value bags of pre-1965 United States

silver coins began to trade actively on the newly formed

Pacific Coast Coin Exchange.

This movement into precious metal coins is one of the

persistent symptoms of rapid currency depreciation that has
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been identified in inflations of the past. But it was not

just coins that suddenly came under heavy demand, prices of 
- 

-

nearly all commodities rose sharply. By November of 1974,

the Dow Jones Index of Spot commodities was 311 per cent

above its level of three years earlier. Over a period of

only three years percentage increases in price were ; 277 for

scrap steel, 287 for oil, 396 for sugar, and 215 for wheat.

One cannot really say whether these increases were the
f .

result of some sudden inexplicable increase in world demand

or a rush from cash holdings into real goods (increased

• velocity of money). On the basis of a study of past

experiences with fiat money, however , one might be

tempted to observe that in 1973-4 people bahaved in

a manner quite characteristic o±~ the classic flight .1
into goods.

It is seen that possibly all three of the political

constraints upon monetary expansion became operative re-

cently. Whether these constraints will serve to thwart

over-expansion in the future remains to be seen. Figure 1

(page 141) indicates that the Federal Reserve has been

• gradually reducing the rate of expansion since 1973. As

the reader will see in the chapters which follow, the

- m Federal Reserve faces a very difficult task in attempting

to control the supply of fiat money.
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• VIII. Non-interventionist Models of Inflation

The term “non-interventionist” is appropriate as

a general classification of the two economic schools

of thought presented in this chapter. The writings of

both the classical and Austrian economists reflect $

(usually explicitly) the existence of an underlying

laissez-faire attitude toward the state. This does

not mean that these economists were unrealistic in

recognizing the existence of state intervention in

economies . Considerable portions of the treatises cited

in this chapter are devoted to dealing with the methods

and effects of state intervention.

Rather the non-interventionists have advocated that

the state restrict its activities to excluding coercion

and fraud from the market. Thus Adam Smith often used the

term “perfect liberty” in his writings. This did not mean

perfect competition ; it meant freedom of the individual

to pursue his own interests rather than the interests

of the King or Parliament .

This kind of thinking was a radical departure from

the mercantilist doctrines of the earlier theoreticians,

most of vhom advocated protective tariffs, usury laws and

monopolistic charters and licensing. The modern Austrians

have maintained this ideal of individual freedom of action

and believe that recent inflation is due in large part

to the reinstatement of statist doctrines .
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The Classical Model

For the purpose of developing a classical model of

inflation, this section is principally based upon the

works of the English classical economists : David Hume,

Adam Smith, David Ricardo and John Stuart Mill. These

writers are widely accepted among contemporary economists

as representative of the classical school.

Mill’s work, The Principles of Political Economy (50),

provides the richest and most clearly written source of

early theory on inflation . Mill was a pioneer in the

philosophy of the scientific method and therefore subjected

the works of his predecessors , from Hume to Ricardo , to

careful study and objective analysis. Most of the material

• presented in this section should be considered as derived

from the works of Mill unless specifically referenced

to one of the earlier classical writers.

In a previous discussion (page 8), it was noted that

the classical economists did not commonly employ the

term “inflation.” Therefore one must examine their

writings for such alternate or related terminology as:

“the purchasing power of money (PPM)” or “a general rise

or fall in prices.” Mill identified the classical equi-

valent of the PPM as follows (50:643 )~
...(“the value of money”) which properly expresses

the purchasing power of the circulating medium .

One does find that the “value of money” is quite com-

monly discussed in the works of Mill’s predecessors . Mill

thus clarifies the terminology of the earlier economists and
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provides the key for a better understanding of their works.

Since the term “value” appears extensively in the early

literature, one needs to understand in what sense(s) the

term was employed. According to Mill (50:478):

I. Value is a relative term. The value of
a thing means the quantity of some other thing,
or of things in general, which it exchanges
for. The values of all things can never ,

• therefore , rise or fall simultaneously.
There is no such thing as a general rise or a
general fall of values. Every rise of value
supposes a fall, and every fall a rise .
II. The temporary or market value of a thing
depends on the demand and supply ; rising as
the demand rises, and falling as the supply
rises .

The value of a thing is not to be confused with the

• price . The term “price” is used to express the exchange

value of a thing in terms of money . The amount of money

for which any item exchanges is said to be its price;

whereas the value, or exchange value, of that item is its

general power of purchasing in terms of other commodities

in the market (50:437).

Inflation is seen in the classical terminology to be

a decline in the value of money . In terms of price , it

corresponds to a rise in the general level of prices. In

what manner , then , are a rise in prices and the concept of

• value related? According to Mill (50:439):

There is such a thing as a general rise of
prices . All commo dities may rise in their money
price . But there cannot be a general rise of
values. It is a contradiction in terms. A can
only rise in value by exchanging for a greater
quantity of B and C; in which case these must
exchange for a smaller quantity of A. All
things cannot rise relatively to one another.
If one-half of the commodities in the market
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rise in exchange value , the very terms imply a
fall of the other half; and reciprocally , the fall
implies a rise. Things which are exchanged for one
another can no more all fall, or all rise, than
a dozen runners can each outrun all the rest...
Because when the price of any one commodity
rises , the circumstance usually indicates a rise
of its value, people have an indistinct feeling
when all prices rise , as if all things simulta-
neously had risen in value, and all the possessors
had become enriched. That the money prices of all
things should rise or fall, provided they all
rise or fall equally , is in itself, and apart from
existing contracts , of no consequence . It affects
nobody’s wages, profits, or rent. Every one gets
more money in the one case and less in the other;
but of all that is to be bought with money they
get neither more nor less than before .

Apparently Mill had noted that a rise in the general

level of prices encourages the notion that sellers of

goods receive higher values or more real revenue than

previously . Other than in its effect on existing contracts ,

however , Mill contended that a decrease in the PPM brings no

benefits to the sellers of commodities or services since

their future purchasing power is correspondingly decreased.

It should be borne in mind that when the classical

economists spoke of money they meant commodity money ,

specifically , gold and silver. Since gold and silver

had , by market action through the years, become the most

widely accepted media of exchange, any other kinds of

0 money or monetary instruments were spoken of in distinctive 
•

terms such as “money substitutes” or “paper money .”

• Adam Smith expressed his view of money in relation to

the price of goods in these words (76 :46):

By the money-price of goods, it is to
be observed I understand always the quantity
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of pure gold or silver for which they are sold,
without any regard to the denomination of
the coin.

If one remembers the widespread practice of coin

debasement characteristic of the early economic his-

• tory with which the classical economists were familiar,

Smith’s motive for distinguishing between the quantity of

precious metal and the nominal amount contained in a coin

(denomination) becomes apparent. The classical economists

were careful to speak of money in terms of specific weights

of the monetary metals in use, thereby preserving the dis-

tinction between nominal price and commodity exchange

relationships or money-price.

This brief review of classical terminology enables

one to proceed with more assurance of understanding to the

question of what factor(s) can bring about a secular

increase in the general level of prices. Classical

economics suggests that the following four circumstances

can singularly or in combination produce such an effect:

1. A decrease in the quantity of goods available
for purchase.

a 2. An increase in the quantity of money. A

3. An increase in the quantity of money
substitutes beyond a certain critical level.

4. Expansion of credit.

The classical model developmental sections which follow are

devoted to examining the conditions and ramifications

associated with these four circumstances.

The Purchasing Power of Money. Money acts as an
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intermediary in the interchange of commodities . It is a

medium of exchange . Money also serves as a common measure

for values of different sorts. In no other way than by the

use of this kind of measure can a person arrange values on

an ascending scale, calculate the total worth of his

possessions and remember the cross relations in value of

many different things. Money thus serves as a common

language for the expression of values (50:483).

Money also provides a mechanism for effecting the

coincidence of wants of different individuals thereby

facilitating the division of labor or specialization of

productive activities. In order to properly fulfill this

function , the thing which people select for money must

be divisible , durable and generally desired. When these

requirements are met, money can serve as a reliable

store of value across time and distance (50:484).

At an early period, almost all nations selected cer-

tain metals , especially gold and silver, to serve as

money . No other substances were seen to unite the necessary

a ’ qualities to such a large degree with so many subordinate 
A

advantages. Of all the commodities gold and silver are

among the least infLuenced by any of the causes which may

• produce fluctuations in value. They have sustained only

one great permanent alteration in value since the beginning

of history. This alteration resulted from the 18th century

discovery and development of the American mines (50 :484-5).

• Some temporary variations have occurred in particular

nations , principally in time of war when hoards were seized
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by military conquest. But on the whole , no other com-

modities are so stable in value . The durability of these

two monetary metals is such that the total quantity in

existence is always great in proportion to annual pro-

duction. Consequently , a very long time is required to

substantially increase or diminish the quantity in exist-

ence (50 :485-6).

In classical theory , the market exchange value of A

commodities is determined , in accordance with the “ Laws

of Value” (50:478-80). Mill relates the nature and

value of money in the following way (50:488-9):

Money is a commodity and its value is
determined like that of other commodities,
temporarily by demand and supply , permanently and
on the average by the cost of production...
the value of money is what money will exchange
for; the purchasing power of money . If prices are
low , money will buy much of other things and
is of high value ; if prices are high , it will
buy little of other things, and is of low value.
The value of money is inversely as general
prices: falling as they rise, and rising as
they fall.

Mill’s reference to the “cost of production” as the

long-run determinant of the value of money is based upon
A 

the idea that as long as the mining of the monetary metals A

is profitable , there will be an incentive to increase

production . For example , if 110 ounces of gold could be

• mined in one year at a total cost in wages, equipment and

rent of 100 ounces, the exchange value or total revenue

• would exceed the cost of production by ten ounces or ten

per cent. This ten-ounce profit would serve as an incen-

tive to increase output and thereby increase the total stock
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of gold. A decline in the PPM, other factors constant ,
would be experienced by the gold mining Industry as an

Increase In the cost of production and would tend to die-.

courage further production. Therefore , there Is a long-

term balancing effect between the PPM and the quantity of

money with the PPM tending always toward the cost of pro-

duction in the absence of state intervent ion in the volun-

tary exchange (free) market.

The PPM Is subject , of course, to short term fluctua-

tions arising from the supply-demand situation in the same

manner as any other commodity , The difference between

monetary and ordinary commodities is that the former do not

undergo as large fluctuations because of the relatively

large existing stock . AdditIonally, consumption or direct

use of the monetary commodities amounts to only a small

proportion of the quantity in existence at any time .

While it is common to speak of buying ordInary ocm-

modltles , through an accident of language , the terminology

“to buy money ” Is not commonly used. When one sells goods ,

however , clearly the monetary commodity Is purchased. The

money with which people offer to buy goods is money offered

f or sale. Therefore , the supply of money Is that quantity

which people desire to spend , This supply consists of all

the money which people possess except that which they hoard

or desire to hold in reserve f or future contingencies. In

- -~- -~rt , the supply of money is all of the money In circula-

~ 
-~r • • ~Iven time , whi le the demand for m oney consists

‘-‘ all ., ! the goc~i~ offered for sale. In the market , money
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and goods are reciprocally supply and demand of one another

• (50:490—91).

Suppose that a foreIgn buyer enters the domestic market

for goods bringing an addItIonal quantity of gold and silver

into the market. If the new buyer spends his money on

consumer goods, then all else constant , the demand for those

goods Is increased and the price rises accordingly. Should

the foreigner elect to establish a factory , then the prices

of labor , capital goods and raw materials would Increase

reflecting the new addition to demand. Assuming that con-

sumption patterns remain the same , an increased demand will

eventually spread to a]J. things in the market and. a general

rise in prices will occur (50 :491—92).

If to each ounce of money possessed by persons dealing

in the market , an additional ounce were added , thereby

doubling the supply of money in circulation , then the gen-

eral level of prices would be doubled . The same effect on

prices would be produced if the quantity of each good for

sale were reduced by one-halt. Other factors remaining

constant , the PPM varies inversely as the quantity of money 
4

in circulation and directly as the quantity of goods avail-

able for sale. Money in this sense Is unique among the

commodities. Since It is desired as the means of universal

purchase , the only limit to the demand f or money Is set by

the fact that sellers of goods have nothing more to offer.

The entire quantity of goods brought to market will be sold

at prices determined by the entire amount of money which is

presented for exchange (50:ll’92_93 ) .
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There emerges from the foregoing considerations a

simple basic model which is the conerstone of classical

monetary theory . In the words of Mill (50:495):

“That an Increase of the quantity of
money raises prices , and a diminution lowers
them , is the most elementary proposi tion in
the theory of currency , and without it we
should have no key to any of the others .”

The preceding statement indicates that Mill did not

erroneously conclude that such a simple proposition served

to adequately explain or determine the general price level

during any particular period . For Instance , it is quite

possible for indivIduals to accumulate hoards of money over

• a period of time . Should the hoarders , for some reason ,

elect to spend their money or to hold newly acquired money

for a shorter period of time , the quantity of money bid f or

available goods would increase. This condition may be

described as an increased “rapidity of circulation ” (veloc-

ity). Mill differentiated between this short term effect

on prices arid, the long term effect of quantity as follows

(50 :526):

“If all purchases were made with ready
money , the payment of increased prices f or A

some articles would draw an unusual proportion
of the money of the community into the markets
for those art icles , and must therefore draw
It away from some other class of commodities ,
and thus lower their prices . The vacuum might ,
it is true , be partly filled up by increased
rapidity of circulation ; and In this manner the
money of the community Is virtually increased in
a time of speculative activity , because people
keep little of it by them , but hasten to lay it
out in some tempting adventure as soon as possible
after they receive It. This resource , however ,
Is limited : on the whole , people cannot , while
the quantity of money remains the same , lay out
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much more of it in some things, without laying
out less in others .”

The rapidity of circulation can influence the general price

level but the effect cannot be large for a sustained period .
• Dishoarding must eventually exhaust the hoards at which

point the quantity of money offered f or sale in the market

ceases to Increase and prices level off or fall.

Apart from the discovery of large deposits of low cost—

of—production gold and silver , there is no mechanism in the

classical model as developed thus far which could reasonably

account for a widespread secular decline In the PPM. However

data-base material suggests that the PPM may be affected by

the Issuance of what the classical economists termed “m oney

substitutes. ” These monetary instruments are , therefore , an

appropriate subject for further examination within the clas—

sical framework. Of these substitutes , the first that will

be considered is paper money.

Paper Money and Purchasing Power. Assuming the absence

of state attempts to regulate value and no charge for coin-

Ing money into standard units , the purchasing power of money

o will conform to the value of the monetary metal of which

the coin is made . A certain weight of coin will exchange

for precisely the same weight in gold or silver ingot from

which the coin is made (50 :500). Suppose the foregoing

conditions exist and the government suddenly Issues a paper

currency equal in total denomination to one-halt the amount

of the coinage in circulatIon. This currency is then used

by the government to pay wages and purchase goods . Since
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the circulating currency is thereby increased by one-half ,

the prices of all things will rise including articles of

gold. and silver. The monetary metals will temporarily be

worth more for manufacturing or export than in coin form

and one-half of the coin will be withdrawn from circulation

* 
for melting or export . This process is complete when the

nominal value of the circulat ion and the prices of goods

have returned to their former level . Nothing will have

changed except that a paper currency has been substituted

f or half of the previously circulating coinage. If further

emissions of paper currency are made, the point will even-

tually be reached when all of the coins , except those sub-

sidiary coins needed for small change , will have been

replaced by paper (50:543).

Up to this point , the effect of introducing paper

currency is essentially the same whether that currency is

convertible Into coin or not. If Issues of paper are

carried beyond the point at which all coinage has been

driven from circulation, however , the result is dependent

upon whether the currency is convertible. A convertible
• A

currency would be presented to the issuer , whether the

state or commercial banks, for payment in coin or bullion.

As long as the Issuer met all claims , or was generally

believed capable of so doing, there would be no reason for

the purchasing power of the paper to fall below that of the

precious metals it represents (50 :5114). A paper note in

the denomination of one dollar, for example , would exchange
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for a coin of gold or silver of the same denomination.

Coins and notes would be used equivalently to purchase

goods in the free market.

If the paper currency were inconvertible , however, the

situation would be quite different. Unless restricted by

• law, the issuers of an inconvertible currency may add to

the quantity without limit, lowering its value and increas—

ing prices accordingly . The currency may ultimately be

depreciated without limit (50~ 544) .

The potential for abuse is very great when a paper

currency is, or has become , inconvertible . The issuers

may have an interest in causing the fortunes of others to

fluctuate (for example in the commodities market) or may be

induced by the profit from currency issue to expand the

quantity greatly. Those in debt, including governments,

have a direct interest in depreciating the currency in which

their debts are denominated (50 :544).

Ricardo warned of the dangers inherent in the capacity

to issue paper money as follows (65:241):

A Experience , however , shows that neither a state
nor a bank ever have had the unrestricted power
of issuing paper money without abusing that
power ; in all states,therefore , the issue of
paper money ought to be under some check and
control; and none seems so proper for that purpose
as that of subjecting the issuers of paper money
to the obligation of paying their notes either
in gold coin or bullion .

This concern with maintaining convertibility is manifest

throughout the writings of the classical economists that

were listed on page 163 and appears to he the critical
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element in developing a classical model of inflation.

When subst itutes are used for mone tary metals, it is

possib le to reduce the value of the se substitutes with

respect to the metals only by reducing the metallic content

of a nominally standard money unit. SInce paper money was

not widely used prior to the seventeenth century , the

writings of the earlier economists stressed debasement of

coins as the mechanism for depreciating the currency. Thus

in 1776 ~nith expressed the same concerns about an artif i—

cially (by state Intervention) Induced fall in the PPM that

M ill expressed three generations later. Instead of paper

money , however , ~nith stressed the substitution of debased

coins (76:27—28):

“For In every country of the world, I
believe the avarice and inaustice of princes
and sovereign states , abusing the conf idence
of their subjects , have by degrees diminished
the real quality of metal which had been
originally -contained in theIr coins...By means
of those operations the princes and sovereign
states which performed them were enabled , in
appearance, to pay their debts arid to fulfil
their engagements with a smaller quantity of
silver than would otherwise have been requi-
site . It was Indeed In appearance only; for
their credi tors were really defrauded of a
part of what was due to them. All other
debtors in the state were allowed the same
privilege , and. might pay with the same
nominal sum of the new and debased coin
whatever they had borrowed in the old. Such
operatIons , therefore , have always proved
favourable to the debtor , and ruinous to
the creditor , and, have sometimes produced a

• greater and more universal revolution in the
fortunes of private persons , than could have been
occas ioned by a very great public calamity...”

While the substitution of debased for standard coinage is a

variation In technique , the final result is identical wi th
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the overissue of a paper currency . In both cases the

nominal amount of monetary metal expressed in terms of

substitutes , exceeds the quantity actually circulating.

Mill observed that debasement had, by 1850, largely ceased

to be practiced “except occasionally through the medium of

paper money , in which case the character of the transaction,

from the greater obscurity of the subject, is a little

less barefaced (50~487).

• Mill expressed additional views with respect to an

inconvertible currency that appear particularly relevant

to the modern world in the light of information presented

in the latter portion of the data base section . These

views are normative , judgmental and empirical respectively

in answer to the following three questions:

1. How ought a currency to be secured against
• depreciation?

2. How has public attention been diverted from
the practice of debasement?

3. What serves as an indicator of currency debasement
and depreciation?

In order to avoid intermediary distortion of his

views , Mill’s answers to these questions are preserved

in context as follows (50~545)~
In order that the value of the currency may e

be secure from being altered by design, and may
• be as little as possible liable to fluctuation

from accident...the precious metals have been
made in all civilized countries the standard of
value for the circulating medium ; and no paper
currency ought to exist of which the value ~~~~~~~~~~~

not be made to conform -to theirs . Nor has this
fundamental maxim ever been entirely lost sight
of, even by the governments which have most
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abused the power of creating inconvertible
paper . If they have not ...professed an
intention of paying in specie at some
indefinite future time , they have at least,
~~ giving -to their paper issues the namesof their coins, made a virtual, though
generally a false profession of intending
to keep them at a value corresponding to
that of the coins...But there is a clear and
unequivocal indication by which to judge
whether the currency is depreciated,
and to what extent. That indication is,
the price of the precious metals. When
holders of paper cannot demand coin to be
converted into bullion , and when there is

A none left in circulation, bullion rises
and falls in price like other things; and
if it is above the mint price ..the value
of the currency has just sunk that much
below what the value of a metallic currency
would be.
(Underlining is by the writer)

Mill answered the questions immediately preceding this

quote in very positive terms. With his views freshly in

mind, it is appropriate at this point to attempt to

relate some of the classical ideas to the contemporary

monetary situation .

First of all it should be noted that, as of this

• writing, paper currencies of the world are not made to

conform to the purchasing power of the precious metals.

The international monetary system described in the data

base is such that the major currencies fluctuate daily

with respect to each other (Chapter VII) and relative to

any specified quantity of gold or silver. The prescriptions 
•

for regulating the purchasing power of the currency made by

both Mill and Ricardo (page 174) have not been followed.

If failure to follow these prescriptions has resulted

in “depreciation” of currency , the extent of depreciation
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should be indicated, according to Mill , by the current

price of the precious metals and the fact that “bullion

rises and falls in price like other things.” If one takes

• the median of the 1974-6 fluctuations in the price of gold

to be approximately $140 per ounce , then the dollar has

depreciated, according to Mill’s criterion, to the ratio

of $20 to $140 or to 0.14 of its value prior to 1933. In

classical terms, the purchasing power of America’s monetary

metal is seven times as great as that of the paper currency ,

a subject for further discussion in Chapter X.

It may appear that, with the introduction of an

inconvertible currency subject to overissue by the

state, the classical model of inflation is complete . The

next section will show, however , that classical economists

did not believe this relatively straightforward model to

be adequate for explaining certain violent and fairly

lengthy trends in the gerneral price level. The in-

stitution of credit occurred at an early point in economic

history . The classical economists were not remiss in

considering the importance of this institution in

relation to prices .

The Effect ~~ Credit ~~ Prices. As previously dis-

cussed, Mill held that in the long run, either in the case

of commodity money or of a properly regulated (convertible)

paper currency , the PPM is equal to the cost of producing

the precious metals . But in the immediate period, other

• factors constant, an increase in the quantity of money in
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circulation raises prices and a decrease lowers them. If

more money is placed in circulation than that quantity for

which -the PPM conforms to the cost of production , prices

will be maintained above the “natural rate” (50 :523).

The quantity of money offered for commodities (demand)

is not the same as the quantity possessed. Sometimes less

is offered and sometimes very much more . When people desire

to hold money reserves for contingencies or in the expecta-

tion of lower prices, the quantity in circulation is less

than the total quantity owned. A more common occurrence is

the purchase of goods with money not in the purchaser’s

possession . For example , when an article is purchased by

check, the money is neither in the purchaser’s nor, gener-

ally, the banker’s possession . The banker usually has *

loaned out all of the money entrusted to his keeping except

that portion which constitutes his reserve . But the orig-

• inal depositors , though not making purchases with money in

their possession , are still making purchases with money to

• ; which they “have a right” (own) (50:524-25).

It is also possible for a person to purchase goods

with money which is only expected or to which there is a

pretense of expectation . That is, one may make purchases

by means of promises to pay, whether in the form of accept-

ances , personal notes or simple credit in a merchant’s

books. Thus the amount of purchasing power available to an

individual is composed of all of the money he owns including

demand deposits , plus all of the credit he can obtain. The
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portIon of this total purchasing power which a person decides

to use Is the measure of his effect on prices. A total

demand may be created by the indivIdual to the full amount

of his money and credit together , with prices increasing in

• in proportion to both (50 :525).

The willingness of people to Increase their demand for

commodities is in part a function of their expectations

about future prices. Should a general impression develop

that prices are about to rise in a particular good due to

some cause, people rush to purchase that good and dealers

hasten to enlarge their inventories in order to profit from

the expected rise in price. This anticipatory activity

tends, in itself , to bring about the expected price rise.

If the rise attracts trend—following speculators , these too

may add their purchases in an attempt to prof it from cont in-

uation of the trend. In this manner the price of the good

may be driven well above that justified by the original

cause (50:525—26).

If a rise in the price of one or more commodi ties were

limited to the effect of the existing quantity of money in
• S

a society , such speculative activity could not proceed very

far. People could not spend money on one group of commod-

a ities without spending less on others once the effect of

possible dishoarding had been exhausted . What cannot occur

through the mechanism of money in hand , however , can be

accomplished by the extension of credit (5o :526).

When people go into the market to purchase with money

I
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they hope subsequently to receive , they are drawing upon a

practically unlimited fund. Speculation supported by

credit may be going on in any number of commodities without

reduction in the demand for others . Speculation might in

fact be occurring in all commodities simultaneously. One

can imagine the occurrence of a speculative epidemic in

which all dealers, instead of ordering only the usual

quantities from the producers of their goods , commence to

buy up as much as their capital and credit together will

permit. In this case all prices would rise enormously ,

even if there were no increase of money or paper substitutes ,

but a mere extension of purchases on book credits. After a

time those who had bought would wish to sell and prices

would begin to collapse.

The classical economists termed the period of rapidly

falling prices which follows a period of excessive credit

expansion a “commercial cris is ” or a “commercial revulsion. ”

Mill described the process and identified the cause as

follows (50 :528):

“ when prices were rising , and everybody
• apparently making a fortune , it was easy to

• obtain almost any amount of credit , so now ,
when everybody seems to be losing, and many
fail entirely, it is with difficulty that
firma of known solidity can obtain even the
credit to which they are accustomed. .because
all dealers have engagements to fulfil , and
nobody feeling sure that the portion of his
means which he has entrusted to others will
be available In time , no one likes to part with
ready money, or to postpone his claim to it.
To these rational considerations there is
superadded , in extreme cases , a panic as
unreasoning as the previous over-confidence ;
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money is borrowed f or short periods at almost
any rate of interest , and sales of goods for
immediate payment are made at almost any
sacrifice. Thus general prices , during a
commercial revulsion, fall as much below the
usual level as during the previou s period of

• speculation they have risen above it: the
fall, as well as the rise , originating not

- - in anything af fecting money , but in the
state of credit... ”

The process described by Mill in 1848 seems to correspond

- • very closely to the “boom and, recession ” phenomenon or
• “business cycle ” of more recent treatises .

W-~th th~ introduct ion of the credit instrument and a

final mechanism (credit expansion) by which the general

price level may be increased , the Identification of basic

elements in the classical model of Inflation is complete.

There remains the task of attempting to integrate these

elements in terms of the contemporary economic setting.

Integrated Model. In the classical view , the

quantity of money present in a particular economy Is of no

consequence. One amount is as desirable as another. Once

the quant ity of money and the various price relationship s

have become established , however , changes in the quantity

of money with respect to the quantity of goods become

significant. If the quantity of money in circulation

• increases more rapidly than the supply of goods offered for

sale, the PPM declines. In the long term , consistent with

the balancing effect of the cost of production , the quan—

t~ty of goods and money ought to increase at approximately

the same rate thus maintaining a high degree of stability in

the PPM .
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While the discovery of the rich American deposits of

precious mete.]. in the 18th century resulted in a decline of

the PPM, the de~.line was so gradual and of such long dura-

tion (approximately 70 years) that no significant economic

dislocations seem to have resulted. On the basis of Smith’s

• estimates (76:191), the average annual rate at which prices

increased during that period was, at a maximum , two per cent.

This resulted in a relatively permanent alteration in the

PPM. The ever-increasing quantity of money in existence

tended to decrease the effect of subsequent isolated mining

developments upon the PPM.

With the introduction of money substitutes, the inter-

play of classical determinants of the PPM becomes more com-

plex. One must compare the price of goods expressed in

money with the price expressed in substitutes. While the

two forms of price expression generally yield identical num-

bers when substitutes are first introduced, it is possible

to expand the quantity of substitutes so that a discount

appears.

In the case of a convertible currency, discounting

usually appears when the issuing authority ceases to redeem

the currency in specie or bullion of the prescribed standard

• weight and purity. When a currency becomes inconvertible,

the long term effect of cost of production continues to

operate and the purchasing power or exchange value of the

monetary metals is maintained. The monetary metals then

serve to indicate the extent of purchasing power d.eterio—

ration ascribable to overissue of the currency.
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A secular expansion of inconvertible substitutes re-

suits in a secular decline of their purchasing power.

Where such substitutes serve as legal tender in the pur-

chase of goods or discharge of obligations, consumers experi—

ence the effect as a secular increase in the nominal level

of prices (Inflation).

Significant short—term factors may act to alternately

obscure or exacerbate the secular trena. A d.ecrease in

either the rapidity of circulation or the amount of credit

outstanding can cause a fall in prices. Increases in both

of these factors may act in concert with inflation to pro-

duce extreme price Increases for short periods. Thus the

interplay of short term factors may be viewed as superimposed

upon the secular trend.

For any particular consumer, price performance may

appear even more complex. Ordinary supply and demand forces

may act upon the set of goods favored by that consumer to

convey the impression of a general rise or fall of prices.

For example, an individual who does a considerable amount of

driving and who purchases a new automobile every year will
•

experience an increase In his personal cost of living when

the prices of automobiles and gasoline alone increase. This

consumer may be alarmed by his perception of the ~inflation

rate” while other.consuiners, due to their different consump-

tion patterns, remain indifferent.

Apart from market and monetary considerations, there is

an additional factor of sematic convention recognized by
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the classical economists. As Mill pointed out (page 177),

governments have not encouraged the practice of distinguish-

ing between paper notes and money. Invariably such names

as mark, franc, and dollar have been applied equivalently

to paper currency and, precious metal coins. Yet gold and

silver are neutral with respect to nationality. Technically

It would have been quite easy to adopt a worldwide system

of standard weights and nomenclature at any point in the

last few centuries. That no such attempt has been made is

prima fad e evidence of a desire on the part of states to

maintain and. control national monetary systems despite the

additional calculations and confusion engendered by the

preservation of distinctive names and standards. Such

differentiation and control has served to further oblit-

erate the difference between paper currency and. coinage,

accustoming people to think In terms of nationalistic nomen-

clature rather than weights of monetary metal.

The additional sematic convention of speaking in terms

of rising prices rather than falling purchasing power may

also be seen as an obscuring factor. This manner of speak—

ing tends to focus attention upon the item purchased rather

than upon the PPM. When the classical model is considered

in combination with the obscuring factors of semantic con—

ventions and short term effects, a basis Is provided for

analysis and application of classical theory within the

contemporary context.

The classical model of inflation seems, at least
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grossly, to be in accord with the data-base material and. to

have explanatory value in the contemporary context. It does

not however represent the culmination of non-interventionist

thinking on the subject of inflation. The next section of

this thesis presents the Ideas of a group of economists who,
.

working from essentially the same philosophical and meth-.

odological bases, further refined and developed the classl-

cal model. This group of advocates of non-Intervention has

come to be known as the Austrian School.

I
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The Austrian Model

The Austrian School is generally considered to have

originated with the teachings of the Austrian economist,

Carl Menger (1840-1921), and to include Wieser and Bohm-

Bawerk (5~418-19) .  More recent writers in the Austrian

economics tradition are L. von Mises (1881-1974) and his

former students: Nobel-Prize--winning economist Dr. F. A.

von Hayek and Dr. Murray Rothbard of the Brooklyn Poly-

technic Institute . Selected writings by Mises, Hayek and

Rothbard are the primary sources for material presented in

this section.

The classical economists appropriately began their

examination of the conditions of exchange with the concept

of value. But the emphasis in classical economics was upon

“classes” of both goods and factors of production. This

focus led to certain paradoxes and ambiguities in the

classical theories. The value of goods was considered to

be a property of the goods themselves (intrinsic). As seen

in the preceding section, a search for the source of value

resulted in the classical theory that value is ultimately

determined by the cost of production. This notion of value

is not adequate to explain and relate the more common ex-

change ratios of such goods as diamonds and bread or steel

and rare stamps. The focus upon classes also resulted in

difficulties in identifying the relationship between con-

sumption and production as well as marginal productivity

and the price of production factors.
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The Austrians sought to resolve the classical dilemmas

by centering their analysis on the acting individual. Start-

ing with the individual as he makes choices on the basis of

his own scale of preferences, the Austrians perceived that

productive activity is based upon the producer ’s expectations

of serving the demands of consumers . No amount of labor or

other factors of production can, by virtue of cost alone ,

confer value upon a good or service. Value results from

consumer valuations, and the relative prices of goods and

services are determined by the intensity of consumer desires

for these products (70:11-12). For example, one might expend

a vast amount of labor arid resources in producing the prover-

bial “widgit,” but unless one or more other individuals de-

sire ~iat particular item , its market value is nil.

The acting individual , as consumer, chooses among

specific units of goods. The larger the number of units in

his possession , the less he will value an additional unit.

This Austrian finding was termed the “law of diminishing

marginal utility” (70:13). It remedied the defects of the

classical value theory by correctly identifying valuation as
•

a human function based upon individual scales of values and

by relating the quantity of a good desired to the quantity

• possessed.

Emphasis upon the acting individual is perhaps the most

important characteristic of Austrian , in contrast with Keynes-

ian, economics . Such emphasis encourages the use of intro-

spection as well as observation in attempting to arrive at
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economic truths. It also seems to have led the Austrians to

adopt the implicit premise that there is free market opera-

tion even under a strict totalitarian regime . Usually , the

greater the degree of totalitarianism , that is, the harsher

and more pervasive is state intervention in the market, the

greater will be the conflict between state and citizenry .

In this sense the so-called “black market” is nothing

more than the free market operating in defiance of government

decrees (69 :786). Apart from any justification for inter-

vention, the effect of such interference is to raise the

cost of operation of the market in general. Sometimes this

escalation is apparent, as in the case of narcotic drugs

where state intervention has often resulted in increasing

cost to the consumer by several orders of magnitude . In

other instances of intervention the costs are more evenly

distributed among market participants and therefore diffi-

cult to identify . Particular examples are: licensing re-

quirements, subsidies , military operations in behalf of

vested interests, and the establishment of “regulated” monop-

lies.
•

The precise results of government interventions in the

market are not predictable according to the Austrians. This

is due to the fact that there are no known quantitative

“constants” in human behavior (6 9 : 75 4) . People learn,

aspire , gain experience , change their expectations and some-

times panic. Thus an intervention which has always produced

a certain result in the past may suddenly cease to work as
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expected. For example , a government effort to reduce

interest rates by expanding the money supply might

actually produce a rise in rates. This may occur despite

the fact that the same procedure was successfully em-

ployed in the past under seemingly identical conditions.

If human behavior, whether considered on an individual

basis or in the aggregate , is inherently unpredictable as

Austrians assert, then statistics may be useful for record-

ing and data gathering, but not for demonstrating cause

and effect relationships . Thus the positivist approach

to economics employed, for example , by Milton Friedman

(monetarist school) is not epistemologically acceptable

in the Austrian tradition.

With respect to inflation, there is Austrian unanimity

that the phenomenon of a secular decline in the purchasing

power of money , as experienced in the twentieth century, is

due entirely to intervention by governments in domestic and

international monetary markets and banking systems. This

intervention has led -to a sustained and internatio~ally co-

ordinated credit expansion. The means and methods by which
I

this expansion has been accomplished are principal subjects

of study in arriving at an Austrian model of inflation.

Banking and the Business Cycle. The classical econo- •

mists observed that credit expansion could raise the general
• level of prices for brief periods. They also noted that at

some point in the progress of an expansion people became
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concerned about the solvency of their banks. Bankers, in

turn , began to worry about the soundness of their loans.

Depositor and banker concerns , usually appearing in concert

with an external drain on the stock of monetary metal, even-

tually halted the expansion. In many cases a shortage of

• lendable funds, as indicated by rapidly rising interest

rates, created a difficult situation for debtors . Anxiety

• among depositors resulted in bank runs that often could not

be met with the existing level of bank reserves. In the

ensuing credit contraction , loans were called in and inven- 
-

•

tories were sold at practically any price. The scramble for

liquidity resulted in a general fall in prices below the pre-

expansion level.

The classical economists perceived that the source of

the alternate periods of expansionary boom, followed by

contraction or recession , is the commercial banking system.

When banks are in a sound condition and businessmen are

optimistic about the future , the latter group are eager to

borrow in order to expand their plant and inventory. Bankers

are eager to make loans in order to enjoy increased interest

income. The period of credit expansion and rising prices

which results from optimistic expectations , however , has an

• inevitible consequence: recession. An inflationary boom

causes a recession.

If commercial banking practices are the source of what

has come to be known as the “business cycle ,” why have those
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who engage in unsound practices not suffered the same market

fate as imprudent businessmen? No one expects a business-

man who has experienced bankruptcy to be very successful

in attracting investment capital for future ventures.

Capital is likely to be diverted to those who have

consistently shown a profit and demonstrated their

expertise in financial management.

Similarly , one experience with bank failure should

suffice to alert bank clients that they must be careful

in selecting a bank and monitoring the cash reserves of

their banker. If the competitive market were effective ,

the advantage of establishing a reputation for sound

banking among clients ar.d bank-rating firms ought to result

in sound banking, or at least in the survival of only a

few banks of well-estat’lished reputation.

Austrians explain this apparent failure of market

competition to correct deficiencies in commercial banking

practice by pointing out that a free market has not been

permitted in the practice of banking. This explanation

applies equally to the banking system extant at the time of

the classical economists and that which exists inter-

nationally today. Invariably governments have created--

sometimes by regulation, but generally by establishment of

a central bank--a controlled , cartelized banking system

within which to coordinate and defend credit expansion.

Austrian Cycle Theory. The Mises theory of the busi-

ness cycle is simply economic analysis of the consequences of
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intervention in the free market by means of bank credit

• expansion (67:12). Although the period of rapidly

increasing prices (the inflationary phase) is the principal

concern of this paper, it is necessary to consider the

entire cycle in order to arrive at an understanding of’ the

fluctuations in inflation rates which are characteristic

of contemporary national economies .

The first requirement for business cycle analysis is to : .

distinguish between business cycles and ordinary business

fluctuations. Since business conditions are constantly

changing in terms of the availability of capital and re-

sources , technological innovation , consumer spending

patterns etc., there is never a condition of business

“stability .” Some entrepreneurs successfully forecast

consumer needs and their enterprises prosper. Others err

and may ultimately be forced out of business. Specific

• fluctuations in business are to be expected arid no special

theory of cycles is needed to account for them (67:12-13).

The problem for cycle theory to explain is the sudden

appearance of a “cluster of business errors” characteristic

of the onset of a depression. According to Austrian theory ,

no such cluster of errors can be accounted for by market
0 4

• operation because trained and experienced entrepreneurs will

not all make errors at the same time. After all, the ability

to forecast correctly is a prerequisite of business success

• (67 : 16-7). The Austriaris attribute this appearance of a

• cluster of errors to previous investments made on the
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basis of manipulated ir ~erest rates.

On the free market, the interest rate is determined

by the time preferences of all the individuals composing

the market economy. The more people desire to spend on

consumption of goods in the present , the less will be

their savings . Economic growth comes about principally

through a fall in people’s time preference, their preference

for present over future goods . The businessman receives

information on consumer time preference via the interest

rate. A higher time preference means less saving and,

therefore, less funds available to loan. For a given

loan demand , the less the quantity of loanable funds , the

higher the interest rate .

A fall in -time preference thus appears to the entre-

preneur as a reduction in interest rate. This reduction

makes long-term investments appear potentially more

profitable . For example, construction of’ a cement plant

• which would begin production in five years may not appear

profitable when investment funds are available at an

interest rate of six per cent. However at four per cent

construction of the plant might well be undertaken .

In brief, a lowered interest rate brought about by in-

creased saving signals the entrepreneur to engage in longer

• term (principally capital goods) projects . An increase in

interest rates signals the entrepreneur to concentrate on

the satisfaction of more immediate consumer wants. This is

not to say that an entrepreneur measures or perceives
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consumer time preferences . The process is simply one of

comparing the estimated profitability of different

ventures in terms of the current market rate of interest.

Low interest rates shift emphasis to the production of

• capital goods , goods more removed from immediate consump-

tion. This implies that if interest rates were to fall to

zero , any project, however far in the future the ultimate

• productive benefits, could be equivalently compared with

• an existing productive facility . Thus production of con-

sumer goods might be indefinitely postponed in favor of

capital investment. This is consistent with the further

implication , that consumers would as soon delay consumption

• for an indefinite period into the future.

Given the Austrian time-preference view of’ the market

interest rate, it is easy to discern how a cluster of

errors might be induced. The entrepreneur is not concerned

with the cause of a fall in interest rates. The signal will

appear the same whether a fall is brought about by

increased saving or by government intervention that

• promotes the expansion of bank credit.

If a central bank increases the reserves in the banking

system , or by open market operations (page 94) succeeds

in driving or maintaining the interest rate lower than it

would have been in the absence of intervention, a “false”

signal will be given to entrepreneurs . The latter will

shift investment from the consumer to the capital goods

industries.
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If the shift were due to increased saving, resulting

from present consumption foregone , the new lengthened struc-

ture of production could be sustained. But the credit

expansion was accomplished , whether in the form of bank notes

or demand deposits, by an increase in the supply of credit

money . Soon the additional money diffuses downward from the

business borrowers to labor and suppliers in the form of wages

and payments for goods. Unless time preferences have changed,

• people will hasten to spend their higher incomes in the

previous consumption to savings ratios. Demand will shift

from the capital to the consumer goods industries . Capital

goods industries will find that investments thought to be

profitable will fail for lack of demand by their entrepre-

neurial customers . Investment in the more remote productive

facilities will turn out to have been wasteful and this “mal-

investment” must be liquidated (67:17-18).

Rothbard has described the process as follows (67:19-

20):

...businessmen were misled by bank credit
inflation to invest too much in higher-order

• capital goods , which could only be prosperously
sustained through lower time preferences and
greater savings and investment; as soon as the

• inflation permeates to the mass of the people ,
the old consumption/investment proportion is
reestablished, and business investments in the
higher orders are seen to have been wasteful.

.The “crisis” arrives when the consumers come
to reestablish their desired proportions. The
“depression” is actually the process by which
the economy adjusts to the wastes and errors of
the boom , and reestablishes efficient service of
consumer desires. The adjustment process con-
sists in rapid liquidation of the wasteful
investments. Some of these will be abandoned
altogether...others will be shifted to other
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uses....the free market tends to satisfy vol-
untarily-expressed consumer desires with max-
imum efficiency , and this includes the public ’s
relative desires for present and future con-
sumption . The inflationary boom hobbles this
efficiency , arid distorts the structure of pro-
duction , which no longer serves consumers
properly . The crisis signals the end of this
inflationary distortion , and the depression is
the process by which the economy returns to
the efficient service of consumers....the end
of the depression heralds the return to normal ,
and to optimum efficiency .

The Means and Effects of Prolonging Credit Expansion.

• Austrian business cycle theory suggests a resolution of the

prolonged debate on the effect of an increased money stock

upon interest rates . According to Rothbard ( 69 : 8 5 8 - 5 9) :

To the mercantilists--and to the
Keynesians--it was obvious that an increased
money stock permanently lowered the rate of
interest (given the demand for money). To
the classicists it was obvious that changes in
the money stock could affect only the value of
the monetary unit, and not the rate of interest.
The answer is that an increase in the supply of
money does lower the rate of interest when it
enters the market as credit expansion, but only
temporarily . In the long run (and this long
run is not very ‘long’), the market re-estab-
lishes the free-market time-preference interest
rate and eliminates the change. In the long
run a change in the money stock affects only the
value of the monetary unit.

The depression is seen by the Austrians as the neces-

sary and inevitable curative agent of the original malady ,

• credit expansion. During the depression the liquidation of

mal-investment proceeds until free-market preferences have

been reasserted in terms of interest rates and wage and

price relationships. The best that can be done by way of

insuring that the process is of minimum duration is to avoid

inhibiting or hampering it.
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Un~fortunately, in the Austrian view, credit expansion

has always been viewed benevolently , or at least with in-

difference, by the majority of politicians and. the public.

It is the “cure” which attracts practically unanimous dis-

approval. The hallmarks of the depression stage are:

liquidation of unsound. businesses, idle capacity , and.

increased unemployment. These phenomena are to be expected

where a sudden and pervasive shift in production emphasis 
4

and the allocation of resources occurs. Their existence ,

however, inevitably results in a call f or government action

to relieve the distress and restore prosperity.

However any government interference with the depression

process can only prolong it and. make things worse from the

point of view of nearly everyone. If’ the government, for

example, manages to keep wage rates up, temporary unemploy-

ment becomes permanent. If it keeps prices up, unsold inven-

tories persist. Worst of all, if It encourages renewed

credit expansion, then new malinvestment and. later depres-

sions are spawned (67:860).

One might hypothesize that as long as prices are stable

and. the interest rate is constant, an economy must be essen—

• tially sound. regardless of the extent of prior intervention.

Perhaps the government could “constructively” intervene f or

the express purpose of maintaining these aspects of stability.

It should only be necessary to use price and interest—rate

• indicators as feedback inputs f or corrective interventions

by the central bank.
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The epistemo logical divergence between Austrian and

positivist economics (pages 189—90) comes into play in

considering this hypothesis . Rothbard argues from the

Austrian point of view as follows (69:862):

Credit expansion always generates the
business cycle process, even when other ten-
dencies cloak its workings. Thus, many people
believe that all is well if prices do not rise
or if the actually recorded interest rate does
not fall. But prices may well not rise be-
cause of some counteracting force--such as an
increase in the supply of goods or a rise in
the demand for money . But this does not mean
that the boom-depression cycle fails to occur .
The essential processes of the boom--distorted
interest rates, malinvestments, bankruptcies, etc.
--continue unchecked. This is one of the reasons
why those who approach business cycles from a
statistical point of view and try in that way to
arrive at a theory are in hopeless error . Any
historical-statistical fact is a complex result-
ant of many causal influences and cannot be used
as a simple element with which to construct a
causal theory. The point is that credit expan-
sion raises prices beyond what they would have
been in the free market and thereby creates the
business cycle . Similarly, credit expansion
does not necessarily lower the interest rate
below the rate previously recorded; it lowers the
rate below what it would have been in the free
market and thus creates distortion and malinvest-
ment .

In other words it is not the absolute or relative

values of any statistical indicators that are significant,

but the fact of intervention itself. Intervention in-

herently disturbs the expression of individual prefer-

ences in the market. The precise result is indeter-

minate, but the extent of divergence between individual

-• preferences and operational effects depends upon the

magnitude, timing and duration of the intervention .

The foregoing quotation is especially relevant in
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considering the period immediately prior to the depression

experienced in America during the 1930s. As discussed

previously (page 101), prices were stable for a period

of several years prior to the depression. This stability in

• prices existed despite the fact that, in classical and

- Austrian terms , a sustained credit expansion of substantial

magnitude was in progress. Thus a subtle variance in basic

definitions in combination with a seemingly inocuous

epistemological disagreement result in quite different

views of the cause(s) of the Great Depression. (The

opposing views are presented in the discussion of inter-

ventionist models (pages 216 and 232).

In a 1975 interview , Dr. Hayek, one of the few econ-

omists to correctly forecast the Great Dopression,

described the boom-depression sequence and the effect of

government intervention prior to World War II (82:2):

.you cannot indefinitely maintain an
inflationary boom . Such a boom creates all
kinds of artificial jobs that might keep going
for a fairly long time but sooner or later
must collapse...in early 1929 there was every
sign that the boom was going to break down...

o at the time the Federal Reserve was not only
• unwilling but was unable to continue the• expansion because the gold standard set a

limit to the possible expansion . Under the
gold standard...an inflationary boom could
not last very long. In 1929, a crisis and
depression of some length was inevitable.
But it certainly need not have lasted for something
like 10 years. It ought to have been over in two
or three years if sensible policies had been
followed.

Instead of allowing the market to correct
the misdirections of labor and resources that
occurred during the inflationary boom , the
government believed they could cure the depres-
sion by keeping up wages. Hoover began the
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policy , but Roosevelt greatly expanded it.
.Policies of’ government intervention in

the economy led internationally to exchange
controls, restrictions on foreign trade and
other policies that only made matters worse.

The Austrian prescription for elimination of the busi-

ness cycle is straightforward . All that is necessary to

• 
- abolish the alternate periods of boom and depression is to

reestablish the linkage of savings with investment. Before

money can be loaned, the owner must agree to relinquish his

claim upon that money for the period of the loan. The

creation of circulating credit money , whether in the form of

demand deposit accounts or bank notes must be proscribed.

In brief , the Austrians advocate a policy of 100 per cent

specie reserves for banks and governments (69:862).

It should be emphasized that the objective of Austrian

policy is not to eliminate either money substitutes or

credit. Rather it is to maintain the correspondence of

substitutes with monetary metal (one-to-one ratio in terms

of monetary units) and to insure that the quantity of money

and substitutes available for investment does not exceed

the quantity saved (consumption foregone). The mechanics

or feasability of’ implementing such a policy are not relevant

to this thesis. The point of relevance is this: from the

Austrian point of view , economic distortions and the severity

of readjustments will be greater to the extent that devia-

tions from the advocated policy are tolerated or encouraged.

The progressive weakening of donstraints upon national

and international credit expansion was traced in Chapters
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III through VI . This process may be sequentially summarized

as follows :

1. Banking competition was limited by state and na-
tional government control of entry.

2. Fractional reserve banking was encouraged by
allowing banks to suspend specie payments while
continuing to operate.

3. A central bank (the Federal Reserve System),
capable of coordinating credit expansion, was
established (1913).

4. Commercial banks and the United States Treasury
were relieved of the domestic obligation to
redeem in specie (1933).

5. The dollar was devalued ( 1 9 3 3) .

6. The probability of exciting domestic bank runs
was diminished by establishment of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation (1933).

7. The gold-exchange standard was substituted for
the gold standard (1944).

8. An institution (the IP/IF), useful for coordinating
credit expansion rates among countries , was cre-
ated (1944).

9. The United States Treasury was relieved of the
obligation to redeem in silver (1968).

10. An international fiat money (SDR’s) was created
(1970).

11. The United States Treasury was relieved of its
remaining limited obligation to redeem in gold
( 197 1).

12. Currency exchange rates were allowed to float
(1971—present).

The policies actually followed have clearly not been

those recommended by Austrian economists. The relaxation

or removal of constraints has made possible prolonged credit

expansion. Hayek views the more recent progressive elimina-

tion of constraints upon inflation (in the sense of credit
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expansion ) as having occurred in three major stages begin-

ning with departure from the gold standard in 1933. In

his view (82:2-3):

One of the single most important mistakes
that unnecessarily prolonged the depression was
Roosevelt’s decision to go off the gold standard.

.Roosevelt completely upset the whole inter-
national monetary system by that decision at just
a time when there were signs of some recovery .

.Abandonment of the gold standard also set the
stage for future inflation through a gradual elim-
ination of restrictions on the free actions of
politicians . Although the U.S. nominally con-
tinued on the gold standard, in fact the gold
standard ended in 1933....Then came Bretton
Woods after World War II with its principle
that no country should ever be required to con-
tract its currency--all the adjusting would be
done by expanding the money supply of the coun-
tries that had a favorable trade balance. That
was the second stage. The third stage was aban-
doning fixed exchange rates and accepting flexible
exchange rates and floating currencies . This
means, of course , that a country is completely
free in its monetary policy .

As long as the people who manage the national
currency had to pay some attention to maintaining
these rates there was some restraint on them . Now
that they’ve gotten rid of that restraint, they are
free to inflate all they want. The result is that
we’ve had an inflationary boom that has lasted
for some 35 years--an unprecedented situation.
Each time a depression threatened, the government inter-

vened to prevent completion of the readjustment process.

Thus the boom has continued basically uninterrupted. The

rising prices accompanying the secular credit expansion have

•occasionally leveled off for brief periods due to a reduc-

tion in the rate of expansion . These periods have come to

be called “recessions” and the accompanying symptoms of

economic readjustment are so politically unpopular that gov-

• ernment has quickly acted to reinstate the boom conditions
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by injec-~ing additional circulating 
credit, principally into

the loan market.

One might suppose that a stage has been reached in

economic development that permits indefinite expansion of

credit and postponement of’ liquidation. Might not a 00-

operating international cartel of state banks functioning

through the medium of’ a single world fiat money engage in

unlimited credit expansion?

Such a credit expansion is possible , but only with

severe consequences in the form of a runaway inflation or

“flight from money.” When the government and banking sys-

tern begin , or renew, credit expansion, the public usually

reacts to the first price increases by postponing purchases.

Failing to perceive the true nature of the inflationary pro-

cess, people increase the size of their cash balances in

the hope that prices will soon fall. The social demand for

money increases. As a result, prices tend to increase less

than in direct proportion to the increase in the quantity

of money (69:875).

• Eventually people realize that prices will continue to I

rise and they step up their purchases of goods. They per-

ceive that one gains by purchasing immediately rather than

• waiting until a future date when the purchasing power of the

monetary unit has decreased. At this point, the social

demand for money falls and prices begin to increase more

rapidly than the money supply increases . The accelerated

price rise leads to complaints of a “scarcity of money” and
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stimulates the government to greater efforts at expansion,

thereby causing more accelerated price increases. This

process cannot be indefinitely prolonged, however .

Eventually the public begins a “flight from money ,”

spending money as soon as possible on real goods as a store

of value for the future. This rush to be rid of money

causes extremely rapid price rises. The value of the

monetary unit may fall practically to zero (69:876).

When this runaway stage is reached, the economy breaks

down. The public has eliminated the burden of inflation by

lowering the demand for money to such an extent that the

government’s money has become worthless. Whether one

restricts this analysis to a closed national economy , or

includes consideration of a world economy employing fiat

money issued by a monopoly bank, the conclusion is the

same . There is an “ultimate constraint” upon credit

expansion; public willingness to use the medium of exchange

issued or decreed by the state.

By nearly eliminating all but the ultimate constraint,

governments have succeeded in promoting a world-wide credit

expansion of’ enormous proportions. According to the

Austrians , this has had two very undesirable effects in

terms of the basic soundness of national economies of the

Western World. First, there has been the previously dis-

cusse d increasing malinvestment resulting from manipulation

of interest rates. Second, the constantly rising level of

prices has led to inadvertent consumption of capital.
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Entrepreneurs, particularly those with long-term in-

vestments in durable capital goods, have been led by an

“accounting illusion” to believe that their profits were

substantial. Actually they have been consuming a part of

their original investment . Additionally , consumers were led

to purchase items that would not have been purchased had the

subsequent rapid rise in living costs been foreseen. Mises

explained this consequence of inflation as follows (52:5 49-

50):

One of its consequences is that it fal-
sifies economic calculation and accounting. It
produces the phenomenon of illusory or apparent
profits . If the annual depreciation quotas are
determined in such a way as not to pay full re-
gard to the fact that the replacement of worn-
out equipment will require higher costs than the
amount for which it was purchased in the past,
they are obviously insufficient. If in selling
inventories and products the whole difference
between the price spent for their acquisition
and the price realized in the sale is entered
in the books as a surplus , the error is the
same. If the rise in the prices of stocks and
real estate is considered as a gain, the illu-
sion is no less manifest. What makes people be-
lieve that inflation results in general prosperity
is precisely such illusory gains. They feel

• lucky and become openhanded in spending and en-
joying life . They embellish their homes , they
build new mansions and patronize the entertain-
ment business. In spending apparent gains, the
fanciful result of false reckoning , they are
consuming capital....For those not personally
engaged in business and not familiar with the
conditions of’ the stock market, the main vehicle
of saving is the accumulation of savings de-
posits, the purchase of bonds and life insurance.
All such savings are prejudiced by inflation.
Thus saving is discouraged and extravagance
seems to be indicated. The ultimate reaction
of the public, the ‘flight into real values’
is a desperate attempt to salvage some debris
from the ruinous breakdown . It is, viewed
from the angle of capital preservation , not

• a remedy , but merely a poor emergency measure.
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It can, at best, rescue a fraction of the
saver’s funds.

An Austrian Prognosis. The essence of the Austrian

model of’ inflation is the existence of a sustained govern-

ment-fostered credit expansion. The expansion has been

sustained by weakening or eliminating the various legal and

• market restraints as each came into play and began to impede

further expansion . Through the creation of an ever larger

a quantity of circulating credit or credit money , the purchas-

ing power of each monetary unit has been decreased; the re-

• allocation and correction process or depression has been

postponed; and a great amount of real wealth has been trans—

ferred to the government and individuals or private agencies

which are large net debtors. This transfer has been largely

at the expense of those on fixed nominal incomes and those

who have attempted to save through annuities, life insurance,

savings accounts and bonds. The expansion has caused mal-

investment, waste of resources and iriefficency in the sat-

isf’action of consumer wants. The distortions have been

partially obscured by the enormous productivity gains made

possible by a relatively (compared to the majority of

countries) free market in the United States and a few other

countries. The credit expansion has recently reached a

point where the danger of a flight into goods has become

very real.

Contemporary Austrian writers are unanimously pessi-

mistic about the immediate future and, given a continuation

of existing economic policies and doctrine , the long-term
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as well. In considering the outlook as of April of 1975,

• Hayek suggested the following scenario (82:4-5):

Now the resumption of an expansionist
• credit policy can still once more catch on for

a time and temporarily revive the boom . And
• I fear that might happen . You see-, if at

the present moment they should succeed in
• prolonging the inflationary boom for another

• year or two, the ultimate collapse is going
to be worse than it would be now. My general
impression is that an inflationary expansion
isn’t very likely to catch on, but it may .
I can’t exclude that possibility . But per-
sonally, I would rather have a more moderate

• depression now than a worse one in two years
time....But as long as people believe--and
I think the great majority of people do
believe--that the government has the power
-to eliminate unemployment quickly and last-
ingly , the government won’t be able to stop
the inflationary process . I think we have
to teach people first that this is the price
we must pay for the abuse of monetary policy
for so many years. You must not expect that
after having done the wrong thing for so many
years, we’ll get away cheaply after that....

I’m fairly certain about two things.
First , that attempts at so-called pump priming
will probably sooner lead to acceleration of
the price rise, rather than an increase in
employment , and people will demand control of
the price rise. The government will clamp
on controls and pump more money into cir-
culation , which will have the disappo i nting
effect of not creating much employment .

Secondly , these developments will drive
the country into a combination of price con-

• trols, public works of one sort or another
and gradually into a completely government
controlled economy . Yes , I think the like-
lihood is that we will be moving into a
completely controlled economy with depression ,
and employment directly dependent on govern-
ment spending on public works. Of course this
is a situation from which it is very difficult
to extricate yourself.
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IX. Interventionist Models of Inflation

Unlike the classicists and Austrians , economists

• representative of the two schools of thought presented

in this chapter advocate state intervention in national

economies . They differ primarily with respect to the

form and extent of this intervention. Thus Milton

Friedman limits his advocacy primarily to the control of

• - the national money supply . John Maynard Keynes , on the

other hand , advocated that the state play a major role

in fostering employment , investment and consumption .

There are probably no economists today who can

be classified as strict Keynesians . But the coritemp-

orary emphasis upon such ideas as national income ,

gross national product and full employment is charac-

teristic of Keynes’ way of’ thinking. Since Keynes’

theories have so profoundly affected the development

of modern economies and economics , he is treated as the

sole representative of the Keynesian school in the

section which follows and his ideas are discussed in

some detail.

Milton Friedman, of the University of Chicago , has

contributed in large measure to the growing concern
•

with monetary expansion that has become apparent in

recent years. He has therefore been selected as the

primary source for articulation of’ the monetarist

views on inflation presented in the second section

of this chapter.
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The Keynesian Model

At the time John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946) published

The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money (1936),

the world was still immersed in the Great Depression .

Naturally the problem of ending and avoiding depressions

was a major concern of the times. Many became convinced

that accepted economic theories must be deficient and that

new theories and remedies were needed. Thus Keynes’ General

Theory could hardly have appeared at a more favorable time

(45:207).

Keynes included the word “general” in -the title of his

treatise to distinguish it from what he termed the “special

case assumed by the classical theory” (40:3). Only twenty

years earlier Albert Einstein created the general theory of

relativity and showed that classical Newtonian physics was

simply a special case. Keynes offered an analagous special

case argument for classical economics in the General Theory

(page 28). Both Einstein and Keynes revolutionized thinking

in their fields , the latter initiating what has come to be

known as the “Keynesian revolution” or “new economics .”

One of Keynes’ central tenents is that the free market

suffers from certain defects which governments can and
•

• should correct. The General Theory provides the intellectual

• justification for this tenet as well as theoretical guidance

for the formulation of appropriate government interventionist

policies . The fact that Keynes offered only theoretical

guidance has led to confusion among his followers. Advocates
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have not been able to agree on the particular mix of mone-

tary and fiscal measures required for implementation of

“full” employment policies (45:207).

Keynes’ propensity for coining new terms , imparting

• new meanings to classical terms , and using both new and

• conventional terms to mean different things in different

contexts , makes his reasoning in the General Theory diff-

cult to follow. To be fairly assured of following the

• argument , one needs to read the entire work . Keynes ’ basic

position, however , is summarized in the section which fol-

lows in order to provide needed background for developing a

Keynesian model of inflation.

Keynes’ Theories: An Overview. The premise underlying

Keynes’ General Theory appears to be that , in most western

economies , there is frequently less than full employment.

Consequently national income is frequently less than is

theoretically attainable . According to Keynes, these sub-

optimal results are due primarily to a discrepancy that

arises between the propensity to consume and the inducement

to invest. This discrepancy is manifest as a chronic defi-

ciency in effective demand caused by excessively high in-

terest rates and consumer hoarding of cash.

In order to improve the performance of’ an economy ,

particularly with respect to national income and employment,

it is necessary for the central government to intervene with

a planned combination of taxes and expenditures (fiscal

policy) and monetary policy . Fiscal policy should be designed
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to compensate for fluctuations in consumer spending. Mone-

tary policy should aim at maintaining interest rates suffi-

ciently low to induce adequate investment spending. The

hallmark of success in the planning and execution of govern-

ment policies is the achievement of full employment .

Keynes summarized and justified his views in the fol-

lowing quotation from the General Theory (40 :378-81):

The State will have to exercise a guiding
influence on the propensity to consume partly
through its scheme of taxation, partly by fixing
the rate of interest, and partly, perhaps , in
other ways. Furthermore , it seems unlikely that
the influence of banking policy on the rate of’
interest will be sufficient by itself to determine
an optimum rate of’ investment. I conceive , there-
fore, that a somewhat comprehensive socialisation
of investment will prove the only means of securing
an approximation to full employment...It is not
the ownership of the instruments of production
which it is important for the State to assume.
If the State is able to determine the aggregate
amount of resources devoted to augmenting the
instruments and the basic rate of reward to those
who own them , it will have accomplished all that
is necessary . Moreover , the necessary measures
of socialisation can be in-troduced gradually and
without a break in -the general traditions of
society .

. . . t he  enlargement of the functions of
• government , involved in the task of’ adjusting to

one another the propensity to consume and the
inducement to invest, would seem to a n1-ieteenth-

• century publicist or to a contemporary American
financier to be a terrific encroachment on
individualism, I defend it, on the contrary ,
both as the only practicable means of’ avoiding
the destruction of existing economic forms in
their entirety and as the condition of the
successful functioning of individual initiative .

.The authoritarian state systems of to-day
seem to solve the problem of unemployment at the
expense of efficiency and of freedom. It is cer-
tam that the world will not much longer tolerate
the unemployment which, apart from brief’ intervals
of excitement , is associated--and, in my opinion,
inevitably associated--with present-day capital-
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is-tic individualism . But it may be possible
by a right analysis of the problem to cure
the disease whilst preserving efficiency and
freedom.

It should be noted that Keynes did not simply assert

that state intervention is necessary in order to alleviate

the unemployment associated with depressions. Samuelson

has observed that: “It is these ‘depression models’ which

are often, but wrongly, associated with Keynes; and if they

were his sole cases, his ideas would only rarely be of’ great

interest” (73 :318). Keynes seemed to advocate a long-term

program for centralizing control of banking and investment.

Many of Keynes’ ideas and terms have evolved as an in-

tegral part of’ contemporary macroeconomics. The twentieth-

century evolution of domestic as well as international pol-

icies and institutions has been distinctly Keynesian. There-

fore , if one wishes to arrive at a reasonable understanding

of contemporary inflation , it is rLecessary to consider the

implications of Keynes’ views in practice as well as theory.

An appropriate place to begin is with Keynes’ view of the

trade cycle and his prescription for its abolition .
I

Keynes’ Cycle Theory. From the standpoint of’ non-

interventionist cycle theory discussed in Chapter VIII,

the existence of a boom is cause for concern , as the conse—

- 
quence of a boom is always a depression. Rapidly rising

interest rates often indicate that a substantial boom , based

upon credit expansion, has occurred arid is entering the

liquidation phase . This interest rate rise is simply the
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natural result of increasing illiquidity among banks and

debtors. The rise is caused by a shortage of funds to loan

in the face of’ growing demand.

Keynes viewed the matter somewhat differently (40 :322):

Thus the remedy for the boom is not a
higher rate of interest but a lower rate of’
interests For that may enable the so-called

• boom to last. The right remedy for the trade
cycle is not to be found in abolishing booms
and thus keeping us permanently in a semi-slump ;
but in abolishing slumps and thus keeping us in
a quasi-boom.

• It is not clear, within the context of the material

accompanying this passage , to what group of economic theore-

ticians it is directed. But it certainly is not meaningful

for non-interventionists of the Mill or Mises persuasion.

There is no free-market mechanism for proposing or imposing

any particular interest rate to halt a boom , unless one wishes

to consider the potential exhaustion of loanable funds as a

“proposed remedy .”

If one assumes the existence of’ a central authority

empowered to control interest rates, however, the meaning of’

the passage is quite clear. What has been characterized by

• others as a boom is considered by Keynes to be simply an

economy that is performing optimally . Rather than becoming

• ‘ alarmed at signs of prosperity and imposing higher interest

rates, the central authority should lower interest rates

thereby perpetuating prosperity .

If less than optimal performance is an inherent feature

of market operation, how do these periods of prosperity

originate and why do they seem to end in depression? One
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can easily envision the normal sluggish functioning of an

economy with a stable level of relatively high unemployment ,

but how does a boom arise? According to Keynes (40:322):

The boom which is destined to end in a
slump is caused, therefore , by the combination
of a rate of interest , which in a correct state
of expectation would be too high for full employment ,
with a misguided state of expectation which , so
long as it lasts, prevents this rate of interest from
being in fact deterrent. A boom is a situation in
which over-optimism triumphs over a rate of
interest which, in a cooler light, would be seen
to be excessive .

Keynes believed that entrepreneurs, for some reason, be-

come overly optimistic about the future and increase expendi-

tures to a level appropriate for a lower interest rate than

actually exists. Were the interest rate sufficiently low to

create full employment, such optimism would be justified.

At the existing rate, however, demand expectations will not

• be realized. Unless the interest rate is lowered to a level

commensurate with full employment , the misguided expectations

will not last and the boom will turn into a slump .

In Keynes’ view , prior to publication of the General

Theory, the only boom of sufficient intensity to bring full

• employment occurred during World War I (40:322). During the

period 1928-29, employment was at a “satisfactory” level ,

but there were no indicatioi-is of a shortage of labor other
• •

than in certain specialized areas. Nor , according to Keynes ,

was there any sign that over-investment had occurred in the

sense that:

. . . t he  standard and equipment of housing
was so high that everyone , assuming full employ-
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ment, had all he wanted at a rate which would no
more than cover the replacement cost, without
any allowance for interest, over the life of’ the
house; and that transport, public services and
agricultural improvement had been carried to a
point where further additions could not reason-
ably be expected to yield even their replacement

• cost....In fact, the rate of’ interest was high
enough to deter new investment except in those
particular directions which were under the in-

• fluence of speculative excitement and, there-
fore , in special danger of’ being over-exploited;
and a rate of interest, high enough to overcome
the speculative excitement, would have checked, at
the same time , every kind of reasonable new
investment. Thus an increase in the rate of• interest, as a remedy for the state of affairs
arising out of a prolonged period of abnormally
heavy new investment, belongs to the species of’
remedy which cures the disease by killing the
patient (40:323).

it is clear, from the preceding quotation , that Keynes

considered economic activity in the period immediately prior

to 1929 to be typical for economies performing in a satis-

factory manner. At least in the United States and Great

Britain, there were , in Keynes’ view , no signs of’ economic

excesses other than in isolated occurrences of speculative

activity . While Keynes did not specifically state that the

Federal Reserve allowed or caused interest rates that were

• too high in America, his cycle theory implies that this was
I -

a principal cause of the ensuing depression .

As long as full employment has not been reached and

there are no signs of over-investment , then according to

Keynes , interest rates may be safely lowered to the point

where these conditions begin to appear . It should be noted

that in the context of a free market, Keynes’ criterion for

over-investment would, by itself’, imply the existence of’

_ _ _ _  - ~~~~~~• :~~~~~~•• ~~~ • 
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entrepreneurial error . Entrepreneurs ordinarily do not in—

• vest in housing , transportation or agricultural improvements

• unless they expect to receive a return equal, at least, to

the present value of’ the series of’ anticipated rents dis-

counted at the current market rate of interest. If condi-

tions were such that Keynes’ over-investment criterion ap-

plied throughout the economy , entrepreneurs might character-

ize the situation as a mild slump .

• One is impelled to the notion that unless full employ-

ment has been reached, government spending is needed to

insure that “everyone has all he wants” of goods and serv-

ices . Only government would guarantee such provisioning for

a prospective return no greater than the cost of replacement.

Entrepreneurs would not knowingly invest to the limiting point

of over-investment as defined by Keynes. Full employment ,

therefore , becomes both the desideratum and the only real

constraint upon central bank efforts to induce investment by

lowering interest rates. This full employment aspect of’

Keynesian theory has important implications for a model of

‘ inflation and the concept should be examined with some care.

The Full Employment Economy . From -the standpoint of the

classical and Austrian economists , the purchase of labor is

not different in character or kind from the purchase of’ goods J
and services in general. A manufacturer , who produces a

particular good and then attempts to sell it in the market,

is faced with two alternatives. He either sells at a price

equal to or less than the best offer , or he does not sell.
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If a minimum price is imposed, either by the state or a

trade association to which the manufacturer belongs , and

that minimum is higher than the best market offer, there

will be no sale. Further , if no one desires the manufacturer’s

particular product then it is not an economic good and he has

• no choice but to retain it or offer it as a free good. In

any event, the highest price the manufacturer can ever re-

* 

ceive for his good is determined by his highest bidding po-

tential customer .

In the non-interventionist view , exactly the same sit-

uation exists for the wage-laborer as for the manufacturer.

If the laborer insists upon receiving , or is institutionally

required to receive , a wage rate higher than that offered

by the highest bi dding potential employer, he will remain

unemployed. Simply stated , the premise is this: in a free

market, “economic” labor will always be salable . There is

only voluntary unemployment in other than a “change of jobs”

or frictional sense . If intervention (coercion in any form)

exists , however , any amount of involuntary unemployment is

possible , depending upon the nature and extent of’ the inter-

vention .

In contrast with this view, Keynes defined “voluntary”

unemployment as:

...due to the refusal or inability of a
unit of labor, as a result of legislation or
social practices or of combination for collec-
tive bargaining or of’ slow response to change or
of mere human obstinacey to accept a reward cor-
responding to the value of the product attribut-
able to its marginal productivity (40 : 6 ) .
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Keynes’ reference to marginal productivity is simply a

roundabout way of saying that the laborer refuses the offer

of the highest bidding potential employer. While it is true

that the employer bids on the basis of his estimate of the

laborer’s marginal productivity , the size of the bid is all

that is relevant to the employment question .

By definition, Keynes eliminated almost any conceivable

kind of involuntary unemployment. The element of voluntarism ,

• present in the classical and Austrian analysis, has been com-

pletely obscured in this aggregation of motives and imposi-

tions. In the Keynesian view a person who is prevented from

working by a state-imposed minimum wage is as much “volun-

tarily unemployed” as one who chooses to live off savings or

insurance while awaiting an offer of higher wages . If care

is not exercised in subsequent analyses , this treatment of

labor as an aggregate may lead to misunderstandings.

Keynes related his basic position on employment to the

economy as a whole as follows (LI.0 27-28):

When employment increases , aggregate real
income is increased. The psychology of the corn—

• •

‘ munity is such that when aggregate real income is
increased aggregate consumption is increased , but

• not by so much as income...Thus , to justify any
given amount of employment there must be an amount
of current investment sufficient to absorb the
excess of total output over what the community
chooses to consume when employment is at the given
level...given the propensity to consume and the
rate of new investment , there will be only one level
of employment consistent with equilibrium . . .This
level cannot be greater than full employment ,
i.e. the real wage cannot be less than the
marginal disutility of labor. But there is no
reason in general for expecting it to be equal
to full employment . The effective demand
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associated with full employment is a special
case, only realised when the propensity to
consume and the inducement to invest stand in
a particular relationship to one another . This
particular relationship, which corresponds to
the assumptions of’ the classical theory , is in a
sense an optimum relationship . But it can only
exist when , by accident or design , current in-
vestment provides an amount of demand just equal to
the output resulting from full employment over
what the community will choose to spend on consump-
tion when it is fully employed.

Keynes considered the key to the problem of’ unemployment

to be the “psychological law” that “when our income increases

our consumption increases also , but not by so much” (40:29).

Some portion of any increase in income will not be expended

in the purchase of consumer or investment goods . Consequent-

ly, the aggregate of consumer and investment demand will fall

short of that amount which would induce sufficient investment

to bring about full employment .

Assuming that this psychological law is valid and that

one of’ its manifestations is an employment level less than

optimum , how does one recognize when conditions are in ac-

cord with the classical assumptions and full employment has

been achieved? According to Keynes (40:303):

• We have full employment when output has risen
to a level at which the marginal return from a
representative unit of the factors of’ production
has fallen to the minimum figure at which a quan-

-
• - ti-ty of the factors sufficient to produce this

output is available.

As long as a “representative unit” of one of’ the factors

of production yields some positive return as a result of its

being brought into production , a state of full employment

equilibrium has not been reached. There is an alternative

L 220
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criterion for full employment which Keynes presented in the

General Theory (40:26):

.a situation in which aggregate employ-
ment is inelastic in response to an increase in
the effective demand for its output .

• When a point is reached in the demand for the products of

labor such that a further increase in aggregate demand.would

cause no additional labor to be forthcoming , full employment

• has been reached.
•

The volume of employment , according to Keynes, is deter-

mined at any given time by the propensity to consume and the

rate of new investment. The existence of an insufficient

demand often will bring the hiring of’ labor to a halt before

a level of full employment has been reached. Once the level

of full employment has been reached, however , the phenomenon

which Keynes termed “true inflation” may appear. This con-

dition is the basis for the Keynesian model of inflation

developed in the section which follows .

True Inflation. By means of public works spending, for

example , the government may increase employment, assuming

that other investments remain unchanged. The increased em-

ployment will result in an increased real national income .

According to the consumption psychology of the community , the

overall level of employment may be increased by several times

the increment in employment directly resulting from govern-

ment spending because of the additional income which becomes

available for consumer spending (40:116-17).

There is a point , however , beyond which an increase in
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employment may produce different effects. Keynes described

this situation as follows (40:118):

When full employment is reached, any
attempt to increase investment still further
will set up a tendency in money-prices to
rise without limit , irrespective of the mar-

• ginal propensity to consume ; i.e., we shall
have reached a state of true inflation . Up
until this point , however , rising prices will
be associated with an increasing aggregate real
income .

A further increase in the quantity of’ demand produces *

no further increase in effective output once full employment

is reached. If demand is increased beyond the point of full

employment , by any means , there will be a proportionate in-

crease in factor costs . Prior to this point , every increase

in demand will spend itself partly in increasing costs and

partly in increasing output . A level of’ demand which brings

full employment is the critical level above which true in-

flation begins (40:303). Below the critical level , prices

may be rising but this rise is associated with an increase

in national income and is, therefore , not undesirable .

Keynes did not consider inflation to mean simply a rise

in prices . This point is made clear in the following state-
I

ment (40:304):

The view that any increase in the quantity
of money is inflationary (unless we mean by in-
f’lationary merely that prices are rising) is $

bound up with the underlying assumption of’ the
classical theory that we are always in a con-
dition where a reduction in the real rewards of’
the factors of production will lead to a
curtailment in their supply .

Keynes apparently recognized the likelihood that an increase

in the supply of money would lead to higher prices . The
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foregoing quotation also indicates that he did not accept

the premise that lower real wages would necessarily bring

a reduction in the volume of employment , a point deserving

of further attention .

The Keynesian Justification of Inflation. The preceding

section suggested a thesis which Keynes elaborates upon in

different parts of the General Theory. The thesis is that

labor is apt to be withdrawn if money wages fall, but not *

if money wages remain constant , or increase, while real wages

fall (40:9). Rising prices will not be perceived by laborers

or wage-rate regulators as readily as falling wages. This

thesis led Keynes to observe that (40:268):

Having regard to human nature and our
institutions , it can only be a foolish person
who would prefer a flexible wage policy to a
flexible monetary policy . . .A method which it is
comparitively easy to apply should be deemed
preferable to a method which is probably ~odifficult as to be impracticable .

Considering that Keynes was writing at a time when con-

certed efforts were underway , in both the United States and

Great Britain , to maintain wage rates in the face of falling

demand, this passage is significant. The classical economists

had assumed that wage rates would be allowed to adjust to

market demand in the same way as the prices of’ goods and

services in general. This point was discussed on page 218.

If one accepts as given , that wages will not be permitted

to fall, then the only readily apparent solution for the

resultant unemployment is to increase the money wage to a

point where full employment (or at least a satisfac tory level

-
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of’ employment) can be reestablished.

There are two politically expedient means by which to

accomplish such an end if one excludes totalitarian methods .

The state can directly hire the unemployed at whatever wage

level proves sufficient, or it can lower interest rates to

a point where investment spending causes a rise in wage rates

in the capital goods sector of the economy . This latter

mechanism will probably entail a substantial lag between

execution and effect (increased employment). The fact that

entrepreneurs may be reluctant to undertake new ventures in

the depths of a depression also tends to inhibit the success

of an easy money policy .

If the state simply hires the unemployed, the problem

of funding the required program arises. An increase in taxes

would divert demand from consumers and investors to the state

treasury with no net increase in aggregate demand. If the

state had acquired a surplus from past revenues , then of’

course those funds could be used for direct employment

spending ; but surpluses are not characteristic of the state .

There is but one really practical mechanism available :
4

deficit spending financed by credit expansion. This means

the state must, in effect, print paper money in order both

to reduce interest rates and to hire the unemployed, a

Keynes was well aware of the writings of’ Mi1J, and the

Austrians . Mill is quoted in several different places in the

General Theory and von Mises and Hayek are mentioned by name

on pages 192-93. These well-known economists were cited out
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of’ context and with cavalier dismissal of their theories .

It is difficult/to believe that Keynes would have neglected

a rigorous refutation of’ their analyses of credit expansion

and its consequences had he not a more immediate and pressing

purpose in mind.

Keynes knew, as did anyone familiar with economic his-

tory including even the Reverand Woodbridge (page 47), that

a rapid injection of credit money will drive down interest

rates in the short term. He also knew, that over the long

term , prices will rise and that if carried too far, credit

expansion will result in a “flight from currency” (L~O:207,

306,329). It seems quite probable that Keynes adopted his

novel (at the time) terminology , variable definitions , and

nebulous abstractions in order to achieve an immediate pur-

pose rather than to introduce to the world a new economics.

Keynes offered a hint of his motive in the General

Theory as previously quoted on page 213:

But it may be possible by a right analysis
of the problem to cure the disease whilst pre-
serving efficiency and freedom .

‘ Perhaps it is significant that Keynes chose the word “right”

in preference to “correct” to describe the desired analysis.

Support for the view , that Keynes was writing a solution
- for the problem of the time rather than a “general theory”

of employment , interest and money , was offered by one of

Keynes’ leading opponents in economics and long-time personal

friend , Dr. Hayek. In 1944, Hayek wrote a book entitled

The Road to Serfdom in which he argued that the theories of
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Keynes, if carried too far, would lead to the end of indi-

vidual liberty and to totalitarian government. Keynes en-

dorsed the book with the statement that he was “not only in

agreement with it, but in deeply moved agreement” (82:3).

In the course of an interview in 1975, Hayek was asked about

• Keynes’ enthusiastic reception of the book. Hayek responded

with the following statement:

It didn’t surprise me that he accepted the
thesis of’ the book because he was basically of a

• libertarian outlook arid concerned about any threat
to liberty. It was not against Keynes that the
Road to Serfdom was directed. I do , however feel
that Maynard would have changed his views had he
lived longer. What I blame Keynes for is to
have called his major work a General Theory. It
wasn’t a general theory . It was admittedly adapted
to the special needs of the 1930’s when we had a
general period of’ deflation . It was tempered for
the moment and was never intended to be a general
theory .

He was up to a point aware of this when I
saw him in early 1946. I asked him whether he
wasn’t getting alarmed that some of’ his theories
had led into inflation . He said-”Oh , Hayek, never
mind. Don’t be alarmed. These views were fright-
fully important in the 1930’s. If they should
ever become dangerous, just watch me. I’m going
to turn public opinion around like this.” And
he made a movement of his hand, indicating a
complete change of direction and emphasizing
he had this great confidence -that he was able
to play on public opinion as an ins-trumen-t . Six
weeks later he was dead and couldn’t do it.

• I think it was a great calamity that he
died when he did.

Apparently , in Hayek’s opinion , Keynesian economics

is a “depression model.” This view conflicts with that of

Samuelson which was presented previously (page2l3). It is

easy to see why Keynes’ theories became widely accepted and

have provided the basis of contemporary macroeconomics .

L 
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Keynes, himself , offered only very subtle hints that he was

not, in fact, advocating the permanent socialization of

monetary and investment fun ctions .

In realistic terms , his prescriptions for lessening the

• threat of political upheaval, due to the existence of’ large

I numbers of potentially hostile unemployed workers , might not

have been accepted had he been less erudite and sophisticated

• in his advocacy role. Unfortunately , Keynes did not live to

“turn around” the expansionist policies for which his bril-

liant work provided the intellectual sanction . There are

signs that a turn-around is beginning, however , in the form

of increasing interest in the monetarist model of inflation ,

the subject of the section which follows.

I
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The Monetarist Model

Following publication of’ Keynes’ General Theory in

1936 , government economic policies in the United States and

Great Britain became characteristically Keynesian. Keynes’

central tenent, that governments should intervene in national

economies for the purpose of correcting deficiencies in ag-

gregate demand, has been rather consistently accepted and

applied over the past four decades . The stated goal of

intervention has generally been to achieve full employment

(see page 108 for example) exactly as advocated by Keynes.

The Keynesian philosophy was especially apparent in

government policies of the Kennedy Administration in the

period 1961-64. A description of fiscal policy during that

period by the Council of Economic Advisors illustrates this

point (37:131-32):

The basic task of Federal fiscal policy
is to help to provide a total market demand for
goods and services that neither exceeds nor
falls short of’ the economy’s productive capacity
at full employment . Maintaining this continuous
balance between demand and capacity normally
involves two basic requirements. First, since
total productive capacity grows steadily over
time , total demand also must grow. Second,

a since fluctuations in private demand occur
independently of Federal policy , these fluctua-
tions must be offset in order to avoid dips or
surges that could touch off recession or infla-
tion.

Since 1960, a third requirement has been
added as a result of earlier failures to meet the
first two : the need to eliminate the large gap
that developed in the late 1950’s between potential
output and demand. Thus , in the last four years
the main challenge to United States policy has
been to stimulate a massive growth in total de-
mand, sufficient not merely to keep ~~ but tocatch ~~ with the growth of’ productive capacity.
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During the past four years fiscal policy has
been dominated by this purpose .

During the four-year period described in the preceding

quotation the United States embarked upon an extensive space

program and began to escalate the war effort in Viet Nam .

Both of these actions tended to increase aggregate demand.

Various tax measures intended to stimulate consumer arid in-

vestment spending were enacted. Monetary policy , on the

other hand, was simply characterized as “accommodating”

during the entire period (37:132).

By the end of the 1960’s, the term “creeping inflation”

was replaced in common discourse by the more appropriate

“galloping inflation.” Also , crises began to occur in the

international currency markets with increasing frequency .

(Chapter VI). At this point , monetary policy became a

subject of’ growing interest and debate.

Keynes’ General Theory had become popular in conjunction

with the Great Depression . In similar fashion, a book enti-

tled A Monetary History of the United States: 1867-1960 (29)

and published in 1963, became popular in conjunction with the

appearance of’ a high rate of inflation and monetary crises .

The national fixation upon full employment , characteristic

of the post-depression years, was gradually displaced by the

current obsession with “money supply” and “Fed watching.”

The Monetarists Versus the Keynesians. Combining their

efforts , Milton Friedman and Anna J. Schwartz compiled A

Monetary History of the United States: 1867-1960. This for-
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midable volume , exceeding 800 pages, is a detailed study of’

93 years of American monetary history and policies. By corn-

puterized processing of’ statistical data and employing such

techniques as multiple regression analysis, Friedman and

• Schwartz found a relatively stable relationship between

• the money supply (M2) and the gross national product (GNP )

statistics (29:767). The principal implication of this

• 
relationship is that control of M2 by the Federal Reserve

will essentially determine the GNP over extended periods .

Therefore , if’ M2 is properly controlled, the government

need not be greatly concerned with the application of

fiscal measures to achieve national income and full

employment objectives .

In Friedman’s view (28:1.7):

...the whole Keynesian argument for the
possibility of a full employment policy arose
out of the supposition that it was possible to
get workers (at least in the 1930’s when Keynes
wrote The General Theory) to accept lower real
wages produced by inflation that they would not
have accepted in the direct form of’ a reduction
in nominal wages.

Bearing in mind the all-inclusive definition of volun-

tary unemployment which Keynes used (page 218), Friedman’s

indictment of the Keynesian argument is slightly misleading.

Keynes argued, in effect, that a rise in money wages would

increase employment irrespective of whether workers were

simply victims of’ a “money illusion” or were unemployed as

a result of institutional rigidities such as minimum wage

laws and long-term employment contracts. Perhaps the money

• illusion would not last, but institutionalized rigidity
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might persist for some time .

Professor A.W. Phillips , writing in the Keynesian

economic climate of 1958 , was led to assume that anticipated

nominal (money) wages and real wages move together. This

• assumption was brought to the forefront of’ policy formulation

• and planning by widespread acceptance of the “Phillips Curve ,”

a construct which purports to relate the rate of unemployment

to the rate of change of’ money wages over time (28:14-15).

Friedman , while continuing to employ many of the Keynes-

ian concepts (liquidity preference and credit as money , for

example) broke with the Keynesian tradition of emphasis

on fiscal rather than monetary policy and rejected the idea

that there is a Phillips-curve kind of trade-off between

unemployment and the rate of inflation. Friedman believes

that over the long run the Phillips curve is vertical ; tha~

is, unemployment is the same at a given per cent anticipated

rate of inflation as at a zero per cent anticipated rate.

He bases his belief on the hypothesis that “ ...you can’t

fool all the people all the time” (28:28). This hypothesis

has important implications for government policy. Friedman
I

contends that:

...the only way in which you ever get a reduc-
tion of unemployment is through unanticipated inS-
flation . If the government follows any fixed rule
whatsoever, so long as the people know it, they
will be able to take it into account. And
consequently you cannot achieve an unemployment
target other than the natural rate by any fixed
rule . The only way you can do so is by con-
tinually being cleverer than all the people , by
continually making up new rules and using them
for a while until people catch up on them . . .it
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is a better approach to policy to say that
you are going to co-operate with the people
and inform them of what you are doing, so
giving them a basis for their judgments ,
rather than trying to fool them. . .you are
fooling yourself if’ you think that you can
fool them (28:29).

Friedman has proposed a monetary policy consistent with

the view that people ought to be made explicitly aware of,

rather than encouraged to “game ,” government monetary strat-

egies. lie advocates that the Federal Reserve System be

abolished and that a minor department of the United States

Treasury assume responsibility for maintaining a constant

five per cent per year rate of growth in the quantity of

money (20:92).

The Friedman-Schwartz causal analysis of the Great

Depression is not markedly different from that of Keynes

( page 216). The explanation offered in ~ Monetary History

is summarized in the following passage (29:699):

The monetary collapse from 1929 to 1933
was not an inevitable consequence of’ what had
gone before. It was a result of the policies
followed during those years....alternative pol-
icies that could have halted the monetary debacle
were available throughout those years. Though

• the Reserve System proclaimed that it was fol-
lowing an easy-money policy , in fact it followed
an exceedingly tight policy .

The proponents of’ the New Deal were strongly
in favor of easy money . And there was rapid

• monetary expansion during the later thirties ,
• produced primarily by two things : the rise in the

price of gold and the rise of Hitler to power,
which stimulated a capital flow to the United
States.

It is noteworthy that Friedman and Schwartz viewed the

depression as a “monetary” collapse or contraction in con-

trast with the “credit liquidation” view of the Austrians .
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This distinction arises from the different definitions of’

money employed by the two economic schools of thought.

There was, in fact, a net decrease in the quantity of credit

money despite an increase in the quantity of gold. Friedman

and Schwartz thus correctly assert that the Federal Reserve

• failed to thwart or counteract the liquidation of circulating

credit.

From the monetarist standpoint, not only the Great

Depression , but the less extensive fluctuations in economic

activity in more recent times were due in large measure to

the “stop and go” monetary policies of the Federal Reserve.

Thus elimination of’ the Federal Reserve as an active in-

strument of government policy , together with a mechanical

rule for monetary growth, would substantially improve economic

stability.

The Mechanism of Inflation. The acceptance of’ the

.~ian doctrine that the role of monetary policy is to

keep ir terest rates down , thereby reducing the interest

burden of government and stimulating investment expenditures ,

resulted in the cheap money policies characteristic of’ post

World War II economies. The doctrine also implied that since

costs determine prices and costs are historically determined,
a

the way to prevent inflation is to stop the rise in costs

(26:13-14).

According to Friedman , repeated failures of Keynesian

orthodox doctrine have occurred through the years resulting

ultimately in a monetarist “counter-revolution .” In country

after country , wherever a cheap money policy was tried in
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the postwar period, it led to inflation (26:15). Also re-

examination of Federal Reserve policy during the Great De-

pression , showed that monetary policy had not received a

proper trial. The Federal Reserve failed to provide the

liquidity needed by the banking system at that time .

In Friedman’s view, the final blow to Keynesian ortho-

doxy came through a series of dramatic experiments . These

experiments tested a fundamental proposition of Keynesianism:

that fiscal policy by itself is important in affecting the

income level. According to Keynesians, a large deficit would

have essentially the same expansionary influence on an econ-

omy whether financed by borrowing from the public or by

printing money .

Monetarists rejected this Keynesian proposition , main-

tam ing that the critical consideration is how a particular

fiscal policy affects the quantity of money . To determine

the net effect of total government and private spending ,

one must examine the behavior of two groups of people or

the effects of government borrowing on interest rates. There

is no simple first-order effect of’ government spending (26:18).
4

Friedman believes the critical test in the Keynesian-

monetarist controversy came in 1966-67 when the Federal

Reserve , fearing that inflation was developing , adopted a

very restrictive monetary policy . The quantity of money was

not permitted to increase at all during the final nine months

of 1966. Fiscal policy , on the other hand, was very expansive.

The result was a definite slowing of economic activity in

the first half of 1967. In the first quarter of 1967 the
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Federal Reserve began a rapid expansion of the money supply

and, after the usual lag of six to nine months , income re-

covered and an expansion of economic activity ensued. It

appeared that monetary policy had dominated fiscal policy

(26:20).

• There are certain key propositions which Friedman

identifies with monetarism. These key propositions lead

naturally into the desired monetarist model of inflation.

In the order of presentation employed by Friedman (26:22-4)

the propositions may be briefly summarized as follows:

1-. A consistent, but not precise relation exists be-
tween the rate of increase in the quantity of money
and the rate of increase in money income . If the
quantity of money increases rapidly , so will money
income . The converse holds also .

2. This relation is not obvious because of the van -
able time lag between monetary increase and its
effect upon income . What happens to money today
affects what is going to happen to income in the
future.

3. The average lag in the rate of’ change of money
income with respect to a change in the rate of
monetary increase is six to nine months .

4. The changed rate of increase in money income appears
first in output and hardly at all in prices . If
the rate of’ monetary increase is reduced, then about
six to nine months later the rate of increase of
money income and also of’ physical output will de-
cline . However, the rate of price increase will
be affected only slightly . There will be downward
pressure on prices only as a gap emerges between
actual and potential output .

5. The effect on prices lags the effect on income and
output by an average of six to nine months , so the
total delay between a change in monetary increase
and a change in the rate of inflation averages
approximately 12 to 18 months. This implies that
once inflation has started , it cannot be halted
quickly .
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6. In the short run, which may range up to five or
ten years, mon3tary changes affect primarily out-
put. On the other hand, for longer periods , the
rate of monetary increase affects primarily prices .
Actual output performance depends upon such real
factors as: the enterprise , ingenuity and industry
of the people ; the extent of thrift ; the structure
of industry and government ; and the relations among
nations .

7. Inflation is universally a monetary phenomenon in
• the sense that it is and can be produced only by

a more rapid increase in the quantity of money than
in output . There are , however , many different
possible reasons for monetary increases , including
gold discoveries, financing of’ government spending
and financing of private spending .

8. Government spending may or may not be inflationary .
It is inflationary if financed by creating money
whether in the form of’ printed currency or bank
deposits . If financed by taxation or borrowing
from the public , government spends the funds in-
stead of the taxpayer, lender or the person who
would otherwise have borrowed the funds .

Generally , the initial effect of a change in the quantity

of money is upon the prices of existing assets , bonds, equities,

houses arid other physical capital. An increased rate of

monetary growth increases the amount of’ cash that people and

business firms possess relative to other assets . The holders

of the new cash, which appears to be an excess, try to adjust

their portfolios by purchasing other assets . Since one per-
•

son’s spending is another’s receipts , the total amount of’

cash held cannot change . However , as people attempt to change

their cash balances, the effect spreads from one asset to •

another , tending to raise the prices of assets and to reduce

interest rates. Lower interest rates encourage investment

spending and spending on current services rather than on

existing assets . In this manner the increased quantity of
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money translates into an effect on income and spending. A

wide range of assets and interest rates are affected to

varying degrees (26 :24-5).

An important feature of’ this mechanism is that a change

in the rate of monetary growth affects interest rates in one

• direction at first, but in an opposite direction later.

Rapid growth initially lowers rates. However the subsequent

increase in spending produces inflation and an increased

• 
- demand for loans which tends to raise interest rates. Add-

itionally , inflation introduces a discrepancy between real

and nominal interest rates. This explains the fact that in-

terest rates are highest in those countries experiencing the

most rapid increases in the quantity of money and money prices .

Interest rates are lowest in those countries which have expe-

rienced the lowest rate of increase in the quantity of money

such as Germany and Switzerland (26:25).

The two-directional aspect of the relation between the

quantity of money and interest rates is the reason for mone-

tarists insistence that interest rates are not a reliable

guide for monetary policy . According to Friedman , acceptance

of’ the monetarist doctrine caused a change of Federal Reserve

policy in 1970 from primary reliance upon interest rates in
- 

- the money market to primary reliance on the quantity of money

(26:25-6).

A Monetarist Caveat. The monetarist propositions imply

that the important feature of monetary policy is its effect

on the quantity of money rather than on bank credit , total
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credit or interest rates. A further implication is that

wide fluctuations in the quantity of’ money destabilize the

economy and ought to be avoided.

- Naturally there are differences of opinion among mone-

tarists on the extent to which government can, and should,

S employ monetary policy as an interventionist mechanism.

Friedman represents the minimum intervention faction of the

school , believing that there is considerable evidence to

support the view that past policies designed to stabilize

the economy have produced the opposite effect . Thus he holds

United States monetary authorities responsible for the recent

domestic acceleration of’ inflation (26:27).

Other monetarists believe that deliberate changes in

• the rate of increase o±~ the money supply , allowing appropri-

ately for lags between application and effect, can be useful

to counteract instabilities in the economy. They favor what

has popularly been termed “fine tuning” of the economy . There

is substantial prima fad e evidence to suggest that the

Federal Reserve board , at least since 1974, has largely

adopted this view .

Friedman believes that Keynes’ followers carried his

views much further than Keynes himself would have advocated

arid that a similar propensity for over-enthusiasm exists 0

among monetarists . Friedman feels “there is a danger that

people who find that a few good predictions have been made

by using monetary aggregates will try to carry that relation-

ship further than it can go” (26:27). Our present under-.

- 
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standing of the relationship between money , prices and out-

put is so meager that Friedman does not believe a discretion-

ary monetary policy is presently advisable (26:26).

A Monetarist Prognosis. Friedman disagrees with the

Austrian view that either a runaway inflation or a depres-

• sion is likely within the next few years. In a debate with

John Exter, a former vice president of the Federal Reserve

Bank of New York , Friedman explicitly addressed the Austrian

prognosis as represented by Exter and offered some predic-

tions of’ his own . According to Friedman (20:87,91—3):

I can conceive of the disaster that all of’
our countries become collectivist and authoritarian.
If we really do have unrestrained inflation , we
shall not end up with a democratic system; there
is no doubt about that. We cannot maintain dem-
ocracy , in my opinion , if’ we go through hyper-
inflation or hyperdeflation....

- • I believe that the doomsayers who are say-
ing we are going to go either of those directions
are doing an enormous amount of harm because we
are not going to go in either of’ those directions .
There is not an ounce of a chance that any of the
major western nations is going to have a hyper-
inflation. If’ you look at the record of’ history
again, the large number of hyperinflations have
all been characterized by one feature , which is
necessary for hyperinflation , real hyperinflation ,
the German type. I am not talking about high infla-
tion rates, I am not talking about inflation rates

• of’ a mere 100 percent a year ; I am talking about
hyperinflation. These are times when prices double
every day....That kind of a hyperinflation occurs
only when countries , after military defeats, do

— not have a governmental structure capable of’ col-
lecting taxes. That is the necessary condition
for such hyperinflation . We are not facing that
prospect and we are not going to have hyper-
inflation...

I can conceive of a great depression more
readily ; that doesn’t require these conditions .
And maybe we will have a great depression if we
let ourselves go and get into a real inflation-
not the kind of piddling 8 or 10 or 12 percent
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one that we have now, but one that is going at
30,40 and 50 percent a year. I can imagine the
public getting sufficiently excited about inflation
to be willing to accept policies that would pro-
duce a great depression . But we are not going to
have a great depression until that happens and
that is not going to happen in the course of
two or three years. It ~~~ happen ; if it does ,
it will be 10, 20 or 30 years from now .

I

1

I

0
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X . Comparison of’ Models

The four basic models of inflation can be related in a

way that provides a fairly complete historical and conceptual

picture of inflation . The classical school developed a

relatively straightforward analysis of the nature of money

and credit and posited the crude determinants of the pur-

chasing power of’ money (PPM). The classicists also sug-

gested that fluctuations in the PPM are the result of

interactions among several factors. A secular inflation of

significant magnitude is, in the classical view, the result

of progressive debasement of’ the monetary unit which, in

the extreme , leads to a pure fiat money system.

The Austrian school elaborated upon the classical

theories and introduced the concept of a sustained credit

expansion as the driving force of contemporary inflation.

The non-interventionist approach employed by the Austrians

is useful in understanding how and why the credit expansion

has endured, as well as in explaining the alternate boom

and recession phases of’ the business cycle.

Keynes, by neglecting the monetary implications of’

seeking to achieve a full employment, maximum output econ-

omy , provided the rationale for the sustained credit expan-

sion identified by the Austrians. By relating the special ‘ -

purpose nature of Keynes’ General Theory to the historical

context within which it was written , one is able to see

how application of’ the Keynesian theory in an inappropriate

environment can lead to inflation .

~~ 
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The monetarist school is seen to be a somewhat belated

reaction to the inflationary effects of the Keynesian

orthodoxy. By means of’ a searching statistical analysis,

the monetarists provided empirical evidence confirming the

importance of monetary considerations in economic policy .

Variances in the quantity of money viewpoint among the

four schools of’ economic thought account for most of’ the

differences and thus provide a useful basis for comparison

of the different models of inflation .

Common Characteristics

Inflation is a decline in the purchasing power of money

(PPM). The four schools of thought are in basic agreement

that as the quantity of money increases , a point is reached

beyond which the PPM begins to decrease , or equivalently ,

inflation begins. All recognize that if the general public

comes to believe that the quantity of’ money is increasing

too rapidly and without discernable limit, then a flight

from money can occur , destroying the purchasing power of

the circulating medium . The flight from money thus repre-

sents the extreme point of inflation upon which there is

unanimous agreement that the results are both economically

and politically catastrophic.
a The different schools are also in basic agreement on $

the objectives of achieving economic growth while main-

taining a monetary unit of fairly stable purchasing power.

The fundamental disagreement is the means by which the

quantity of money should be regulated. It is therefore
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desirable to briefly examine the position taken by each

school on this issue.

Significant Differences

The distinguishing characteristics of the four schools

— of’ economic thought are their respective positions on re-

gulating the supply of money in order to maintain the PPM.

• By contrasting these positions one may arrive at an estimate

of the inflationary implications of’ the monetary policies

advocated by each school.

Non-interventionist Monetary Policies. The classical

economists viewed money as a product of the working of’ the

free market. In the classical view, the appropriate function

of the state with respect to money is to serve as guarantor

of the weight and purity of’ the market-evolved monetary

commodities ; that is, to exclude fraudulent tampering with

the medium of exchange . Insofar as the state allows or

promotes debasement of the monetary standard, the PPM will

• fall proportionately .

Assuming the exclusion of debasement , the quantity of

money is naturally regulated over the long run by the cost

of production . If’ the cost of production should fall,

either as a result of technological innovation or the dis-

covery of’ substantial new deposits of’ the monetary metals ,

then the PPM will gradually decline until equivalence with

the cost of’ production is again approached. Thus from the

classical standpoint , regulation of the quantity of money

is as natural a function of the market as the regulation of’
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the quantity of’ any other commo dities.

Over the long run, the quantity of money will tend to

increase approximately in proportion to the quantity of

goods and services available for purchase . The PPM is,

however, not stable in any absoulte sense; it is simply more

• stable than the exchange values of any other commodities .

The relative stability of the PPM is due to the fact that,

ordinarily , only minor amounts of money are destroyed or

consumed in direct usage , arid new additions to production

usually constitute only a small proportion of the growing

quantity of money in existence .

To the extent that fiduciary media (money substitutes)

are employed in an economy , the issuers , whether state or

private , should be subject to the requirement to redeem

their issues in monetary metal of the specified weight and

purity (page 174). Thus the total quantity of money and

substitutes together , ought in the long run, to fluctuate

around a mean level slightly in excess of’ the available

quantity of’ monetary metal.

• 
The Austrian school position on controlling the quan-

tity of money is essentially in agreement with that of the

classicists . The Austrians agree that the kind and quan-

tity of money ought to be determined by the market. The

Austrians, however , go one step further than the classicists

• by proscribing the practice of fractional reserve banking .

They contend that fractional reserve banking is responsible

• for the business cycle of booms and recessions . Credit
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expansion always leads to recession or liquidation ; the

greater and more prolonged the expansion, the more severe

the ensuing liquidation of the malinvestments created during

the boom.

Austrian economists believe that the total quantity of

• money and fiduciary media in circulation (available for

spending) ought never to exceed the total stock of monetary

metal. To the extent that the nominal money supply exceeds

the stock of metal, a credit expansion has occurred and prices

will be increased in some indeterminant proportion to this

expansion. The effect will only be perceived as an actual

increase in prices if’ production and cash balance increases

are not sufficient to offset the expansion.

• From the quantity of money viewpoint of’ both the

Austrian and classical schools , a secular decline in the

purchasing power of money (PPM) implies that the total

quantity of money and money substitutes has increased more

rapidly than the total of goods and services available for

purchase. This proposition is the general non-intervention-

ist model of’ inflation. Ordinary shifts in demand patterns ,

the business cycle , international currency movements and a

secular trend of increasing productivity may interact in ways

which alternately exagerate or obscure the perceived effect

of excessive monetary expansion: inflation.

Should people become convinced that inflation will

persist, they will reduce their cash balances (dishoard).

The effect of net dishoarding will be to exacerbate the
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inflation and prompt further dishoarding . A situation of

this kind is the initial stage of the flight from money

and unless halted before it proceeds too far, will rapidly

lead to a total loss of the purchasing power of the cir-

culating medium--the limit of hyperinf’lation.

It is difficult to see how inflation could occur to

any great extent in the modern world if the monetary policies

of the classicists or the Austrians were followed. There
I

have been no great technological innovations in the pre-

cious metal mining industry in the twentieth century and

discoveries of’ new deposits of gold and silver have been

minor in comparison with the existing stock.

If the Austrian business cycle analysis is correct

(pp 192-197) the classical monetary policy is subject to

criticism on the basis that credit expansion can occur and

cause periods of mis-allocation of’ resources followed by

periods of’ credit liquidation , rising unemployment and

re-direction of’ productive effort. Given this cycle , it

is doubtful that governments would refrain, or be permitted

to refrain , from attempting to reinstate the expansion
I

whenever a recession occurred.

If the Austrian cycle analysis is incorrect and

recessions or depressions are an inherent feature of’ market

operation irrespective of the existence of’ fractional reserve

banking and credit expansion , then the two non-interventionist

schools are equally subject to the foregoing criticism.

Additionally , both schools may be criticized for adhering
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to a precious metal standard which may ultimately lead to

a gradual increase in the PPM. Should businessmen arid wage

earners fail respectively to realize that real profits and

wages may be increasing , while nominal profits and wages

are constant or decreasing, unsold inventories and a high

level of’ unemployment may result (at least temporarily).

Ultimately the non-interventionist position rests

upon a value judgment. Advocates believe that if a central

authority is empowered to control the quantity of money ;

and legal tender laws exist which require the usage —

of state-issued money , then the state will use this

power to expropriate the wealth of’ its citizens . They

believe that even the best-intentioned of political

officials will ultimately yield to the temptation to

expand the money supply in order to achieve political goals.

The current (1976) Presidential Economic Advisor, Alan

Greenspan , clearly identified the issue of values in

the following terms (32 :89-95) :

...antagonism toward the gold standard is
one issue which unites statists of all persuasions .
They seem to sense--perhaps more clearly and

• subtly than many consistent defenders of’ laissez-
faire--that gold arid economic freedom are insep-
erable, that the gold standard is an instrument

• of’ laissez-faire and that each implies and requires
the other....In the absence of the gold standard ,
there is no way to protect savings from confiscation
through inflation. There is no safe store of value .
If’ there were , the government would have to make
its holding illegal, as was done in the case of’ gold...
The financial policy of the welfare state requires
that there be no way for the owners of’ wealth to
protect themselves....Deficit spending is simply
a scheme for the “hidden confiscation” of’ wealth .
Gold stands in the way of this insidious process .
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It stands as a protector of’ property rights.
If’ one grasps this, one has no difficulty in
understanding the statists’ antagonism toward
the gold standard.

“Statists ,” in the sense in which Greenspan employed

the term , are simply individuals who believe that the

government should have over-riding authority to define goals

and make decisions . Greenspan believes that an objective

(as opposed to fiat) monetary standard is necessary to pro-

tect individual liberty , a condition which he apparently

• deems desirable . Mises expressed a similar view in the

following quotation from Human Action (52:475):

What the expansionists call the defects of
the gold standard are indeed its very eminence
and usefulness. It checks large-scale inflation-
ary ventures on the part of governments. The
gold standard did not fail. The governments were
eager to destroy it, because they were committed
to the fallicies that credit expansion is an
appropriate means of’ lowering the rate of
interest and of “improving” the balance of
trade....

The struggle against gold which is one of
the main concerns of all contemporary govern-
ments must not be looked upon as an isolated
phenomenon. It is but one item in the gigantic
process of distruction which is the mark of our
time . People fight the gold standard because
they want to substitute national autarky for
free trade , war for peace , totalitarian govern-

• ment omnipotence for liberty .

The same implicit value judgment is apparent in the

views of Mises : that government priorities and goals are

not as important as a world community of free trade and

individual liberty . Thus the Austrianis believe that govern-

ments should not be permitted to expand the money supply in

order to achieve their goals, whether welfare or warfare ,

and perceive the gold standard as a means of frustrating 

- - 
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government attempts to do so.

Interventionist Monetary Policies. In the preceding

section it was suggested that the question of regulating

the money supply to prevent inflation , or for any other

purpose(s), was ultimately reducible to a value judgment.

• Those who reject coercion in any form in interpersonal

relations necessarily adopt the position that the kind

and quantity of money should be determined by the market.

Those who value , as an extreme position, complete cen-

tralization of decision authority , necessarily hold

the view that the kind and quantity of’ money should be

decreed by the state. Most individuals choose some

intermediate position on this value scale. They advocate

intervention which seems favorable to their own goals

and which may, or may not, promote the goals of others .

In the spectrum of’ interventionism , Friedman is very

close to the non-interventionists except with respect to

his views on regulating the quantity of money . Keynes’

position , at least as presented in the General Theory,

represents a further move in the direction of statism .

Keynes advocated monetary and fiscal intervention to

achieve specific goals, the dominance of’ which may have

a significant impact on regulation of the money supply .

Within the context of the General Theory, the quantity

of money is simply not a matter of’ great concern until

conditions of full employment and maximum utilization of’

productive capacity exist. Once these conditions have been
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established , the Keynesian concept of “true inflation”

merges with the classical quantity theory .

This lack of concern about the quantity of’ money was

• expressed in satirical form by Keynes as follows (40:235):

• Unemployment develops , that is to say
because people want the moon;--men cannot be
employed when the object of desire (i.e. money)

• is something which cannot be produced and the
demand for which cannot be readily choked off’.
There is no remedy but to persuade the public
that green cheese is practically the same thing

• and to have a green cheese factory (i.e. a cen-
• tral bank) under public control.

The problem with the Keynesian view is that, unlike

the hypothetical green cheese factory , a central bank does

• not require some finite amount of input which serves to

limit its output. Accounting entries may be made to any

nominal sum of money desired by the banking authority .

Thus the quantity of fiduciary media placed in circulation

is subject only to the statutory (if any), political and

judgmental constraint~. on the central bankers.

Assuming that the central banking authority adopts

some kind of’ criteria of full employment and maximum

utilization of productive capacity , these criteria must
I

ultimately be expressed in terms of a set of’ statistical

parameters of proxies . It is possible to identify the

requirements which must be satisfied for the employment-

production criteria to serve as effective constraints on

the growth of the money supply :

1. There must actually exist a determinant relation-
ship between the supply of money , the level of
employment and the utilization of productive
capacity , as Keynes asserted.
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2. This relationship must be reasonably well under-
stood and modeled in terms of’ appropriate statis-
tical proxies.

3. The relationship must either be constant or
changing in some readily detectable fashion so
that the statistical model may be maintained
in close accord with the state of the economy .

Unless these requirements are to a large extent sat-

isfied, there is a distinct possibility that, in the absence

of additional constraints , growth of the money supply will

proceed without limit. In brief, the Keynesian model offers

no assurance that the supply of money is, in fact, limited.

• Keynes believed that in the short run the effect of an

increasing supply of’ money upon prices is not readily pre-

dictable unless full employment exists. After manipulating

symbols representing respectively the quantity of’ money , the

income velocity of money , effective demand, liquidity factors ,

prime cost factors and physical factors (relating employment

to productive capacity in terms of’ output), Keynes observed

(40:305):

I do not myself’ attach much value to manip-
ulations of this kind; and I would repeat the
warning , which I have given above , that they involve
just as much tacit assumption as to what variables
are taken as independent...as does ordinary discourse,
whilst I doubt if they carry us any further than
ordinary discourse can. Perhaps the best purpose
served by writing them down is to exhibit the

O extreme complexity of the relationship between
prices and the quantity of money, when we attempt
to express it in a formal manner.
(Underlining is by the writer)

Keynes ’ view of the short term relationship between

prices and the quantity of money is not markedly different

from those of Friedman , the Austrians, or the classicists .
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All acknowledge that it is extremly complex if not com-

pletely unpredictable .

Naturally modern economists who , like Keynes, emphasize

the desirability of full employment and maximum utilization

of productive capacity (pageslo8 and 228 for example) would

• • argue that the existence of’ an unacceptable inflation rate

is, prima f’acie, evidence that the money supply has grown

too rapidly. Therefore the maintenance of some degree of

price index stability , if adopted by central bankers as an

• additional goal, would serve to constrain the money supply.

Thus price data could theoretically be employed as a feed-

back device which would then be adjusted for appropriate

lags to porject and plan the future monetary growth rate

in terms of desired outcomes . This approach is very close

to that of certain monetarists who advocate fine tuning of

the economy .

Arguments for regulating the quantity of money in

order to achieve some mixture of full employment , maximum

output and price stability are not theoretically refutable

on economic grounds. Whatever one ventures as an objection
a

to the argument can ultimately be disposed of by the simple

question, “But why can ’t the banking authority take that

factor into account?” For example , if one suggests that a

price index is inherently arbitrary and unreliable , then

the obvious solution is to improve the price index. The

argument can only be dealt with by recognizing the implicit

underlying premise which is: given perfect knowledge, anything j
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may be achieved. This premise may be challenged as tau-

tological. Knowledge is, in application, the mental ability

to solve problems. Perfect knowledge is, by definition, the

mental ability to solve an.v problem. If there were a problem

which one could not solve , then one would not possess perfect

knowledge. This circular form of’ reasoning may lead to

• interesting debate but it does not address the central issue

of whether a small group of people (in this case the central

• - banking authorities) possess adequate knowledge to be charged

with the responsibility of attempting to achieve “desirable”

or “optimal” social outcomes.

Friedman argues that the required knowledge is not at

present availabL~ (page 238). Hence attempts to achieve

certain outcomes through a discretionary monetary policy

ought to be abandoned and a rigid mechanism for increasing

the money supply should be installed. This proposal actually

involves intervention to the same extent as any Keynesian

or discretionary inonetarist recommendations . In a sense it

may be characterized as blind monetarism , likely to achieve

no particular goals but those of its advocates . There are
I

numerous questions which might be raised concerning such a

rigid policy . To mention only a few:

1. How would one introduce the newly created money
into the economy in some neutral fashion; that is,
so it would neither distort the market interest
rate structure nor transfer wealth to early
recipients?

2. What would be the effect on prices if’ for some
reason total output were to change for a lengthy
period?
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3. Can one really imagine that a rule governing the
quantity of’ fiat money would be less difficult to
waive in time of “national emergency” than the
gold standard?

These questions are not intended to suggest that such

a policy could not be made to work. Certainly it could--at

least for a time . It simply is not apparent that a fixed

rate of expansion is either less arbitrary or more inclined

to bring stability to the economic system as a whole than a

discretionary rate. Perhaps more knowledge would be needed

before committing a nation to this kind of monetary policy

• than is required by a contingency or discretionary policy .

There is a more pressing question than those already

mentioned that needs to be answered. The definition of

money in the broad sense is not significantly less arbitrary

than price indices or full employment, particularly in a pure

fiat money system. Friedman has performed the major part of

his analyses on data covering a period when the world was

more or less on a gold standard and one could speak in

terms of money stock in a reasonably specific sense. It is

possible that, with the total severence of’ the link of the

• dollar with gold in 1971, an entirely different kind of not

so readily identifiable money supply came into existence.

This possibility should not be ignored. Since the

present international monetary system is such a recent

development, all one can do is guess how the way people

think about money--the things which they count as money--

may be changing . When the circulating medium no longer

offers much hope of storing value over time , people become
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increasingly reluctant to hold non-interest bearing cash

balances. They seek either interest or paper of reasonable

liquidity and appreciation potential rather than bank

notes and demand deposits . This demand is met by

financial institutions and commercial banks by making

it technically more easy to convert from interest-

bearing paper to demand deposits .

In the international exchange markets, much the

same situation arises. As soon as interest rates fall

• slightly in one country a rush develops to convert to

interest bearing instruments in another country . The

pound sterling is a recent casualty of this process.

In order to support the international purchasing power of

the pound , Great Britain has been forced to tolerate

or encourage high domestic rates of interest arid to

borrow large sums from countries with stronger currencies.

Both international and domestic financial markets

have been extremly volatile in terms of interest rates

and cash flows with disintermediation a constant threat to

both government and private institutions. It is not

clear in this kind of’ monetary environment which particular

credit instruments (for example , Federal Reserve notes ,

E—Bonds , or municipal bonds) ought to be counted as money ,

or near money , and which ought not. The central banking

authority may be faced with a problem of constantly

changing monetary proxies (M1-M7 for instance), never

certain which one (or weighted combination) is most 

- 
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appropriate for the moment.

There is no escaping the fact that with each step

away from the international gold standard , the unknowns

loom larger and become more numerous. The monetary

experiments of the twentieth century seem ever more
I

“experimental” in nature. It is not possible to predict

• the outcome of a new experiment with fiat money , occurring

as always, under somewhat unique circumstances and at

a different level of human knowledge. By exan-~ning

certain policies as they have been implemented in dif-

ferent historical contexts, however , it is possible to

suggest that particular outcomes are highly likely .

For this reason the section which follows is intended

to relate the different schools of thought to the

data base material on inflation and fiat money presented

in Chapters II through VII.

Historical Applicability and Forecasting Implications

In the classical view , money is a commodity the

purchasing power of which is determined in the short

run by demand and supply and in the long run by the

cost of production . Since gold and silver gradually

• evolved as the monetary commodities through years of

market operation to eventually become the standard of

value in all civilized countries, they serve to indicate

the extent to which the purchasing power of the circulating

medium in any society has been depreciated (page 177).
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The classical view of’ secular inflation is simply one

of progressive debasement of’ the medium of’ exchange. The

price of the original standard unit of monetary metal,

when expressed in terms of the current unit, serves to

indicate the extent of debasement. Data from the Roman

inflation to the time of Diocletian (300 A.D.) are not

adequate to afford any quantitative test of this hy-

pothesis. All that one can say is that standard gold and

sil-ier coins had to be used in international trade

(page 25) and seem to have maintained their purchasing

power. The debased Roman denarius lost purchasing power

to the extent that price fixing was instituted in an

attempt to pacify the Roman consumers.

During both of the 18th century inflations in

France , the original gold and silver coins maintained

their purchasing power while prices in terms of paper

currency increased literally without limit. Table I

(page 41) indicates that the percentage price increase of’

the standard 25 franc gold coin over a five-year period

was approximately the same as the average increase in

selected commodities . When these inflations subsequently

ended , the specie standard was reinstated as the basis

for the new monetary systems.

Prior to the experience with greenbacks , quantitative

data are not available on the depreciation of’ paper money

relative to specie in early America. Repeated experiments

in the issue of paper money , however , tended to confirm the
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classical view that depreciation would occur if’ the paper

were irredeemable . America’s experiment with the green—

back, a fiat money which constituted only a part of the

national money supply , offers an interesting demonstration

of’ the classical hypothesis. Table II (page 54) reveals

that over a 19-year period, the annual percentage change

in the greenback price of the monetary metal (gold) cor-

responded closely with the annual percentage change of

commodities prices. When convertibility was resumed, the

relative value of commodities and gold was practically

unchanged from the pre-greenback level. Thus the entire

inflation appears to have occurred in the inconvertible

currency exactly as the classicists would predict.

Daniel Webster was apparently an American adherent

to the English classical economics . In 1815, he provided

a very accurate description of’ what would occur under cir-

cumstances similar to those of the greenback experiment

nearly half’ a century later. The following passages from

the text of Webster’s 1815 speech (pages 72-74) typify the

classical thinking :

. . .Whenever bank-notes are not convertible
into gold and silver at the will of the holder , they
become of less value than gold and silver. . .The

• depreciation may not be sensibly perceived the first
day, or the first week , it takes place . It will
first be discerned in what is called the rise of
specie ; it will next be seen in the increased price
of all commodities ....something must be discovered
which has hitherto escaped the observation of’ man-
kind before you can give to paper intended for
circulation the value of a metallic currency , any
longer than it represents that currency and is
convertible into it...
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According to Table II, gold rose more rapidly than

other commodities in terms of greenback price from 1862

to 1864. By the first quarter of 1864, however, other

commodities had appreciated by the same percentage . As

plans for resumption of convertibility were made , the

price of gold fell rapidly while the price of commodities

remained relatively high for a time as a result of

persistent speculation or an actual scarcity of goods .

A similar sequence of events occurred quite recently.

Following the establishment of the Two-tiered Gold

System in March, 1968 (page 120), the market price of gold

fluctuated between $35 per ounce (the official price) and

$40 per ounce. Shortly after total suspension of con-

vertibility in August, 1971, the price of’ gold began to

increase rapidly and reached a level twice that of’ the

official price in August, 1972. The Department of Labor

Wholesale Price Index, however , did not begin a sharp

uptrend until the last quarter of 1972. The pattern of

the gold price leading and commodities following had

once again conformed to the classical expectations.

Naturally there is a substantial degree of’ arbi-

trariness in the application of the classical depreciation

criterion over an extended period. One cannot realistically

evaluate the effects on gold production of gold ownership

prohibitions and attempts to supress the market price.

Probably the overall effect has been to depress production

somewhat below the free market level. If this is true ,
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then one might expect the current market price to exceed

that which is necessary for purchasing power preservation .

Based upon the price level which existed in 1934,

shortly after the domestic prohibition on gold ownership

in America, Friedman has calculated that a 1975 gold

price of $128 per ounce would mean that the 1934 pur-

chasing power of gold had been maintained (20 :94). The

average price of’ gold in 1975 was actually $161 per ounce,

probably reflecting substantial speculative demand.

Under the depressing influence of’ gold auctions by the

United States Treasury and the IMF, the gold price

reached a low of’ $105 per ounce during the third quarter

of 1976. Hence, based upon the classical depreciation

criterion , the 1976 dollar had depreciated to between

1/3 and 1/k of its 1934 value, a reasonable approximation

of the actual decline in purchasing power as measured

by the CPI.

Applying Friedman ’s ratio to silver which was offi-

cially priced in 19314. at $1.29 per ounce , one arrives at

a 1975 price of $4.72 per ounce for preservation of

purchasing power. The 1975 average price was actually

$4.42 per ounce indicating a deprectiation which falls

within the same rage (1/3 to i/k).

The forecasting implications of’ the classical

criterion are not easily specified. All one can say is

that over the long run, the gold price will probably serve

as a crude indicator of inflation . A rapid rise in the
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price of gold is apt to presage a rise in the general

price level within a few months . Goods and services

identical to those offered for sale in 1934 which have

not yet approximately tripled in price, may have lagged

behind the market because of certain institutional
I

rigidities (long term contracts , for example). If

demand and production technology have remained essentially

• unchanged these may move suddenly to the general price

level as the rigidities are overcome .

The effects of various official attempts to supress

the price of gold , in such forms as auctions, confiscations

and ownership prohibitions , will be superimposed upon the

probable long term uptrend. Additionally , a decision on

the part of monetary officials to reduce the rate of

fiat money issue may cause a temporary scarcity of legal

tender and a rapid decline in the price of gold.

Despite the temporary fluctuations , classical theory

implies that the price of gold will continue to increase

(the PPM will continue to decline) as long as debasement

• continues .

Austrian School. The Austrians do not consider the

comparison of values across time as any more meaningful
V

than the comparison of values between two individuals .

Thus the present prices of any selected group of’ commodities

in terms of either gold or fiat money are simply facts and

the relation of’ present prices to those of the distant

past is not particularly significant. In the Austrian
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view , the significant fact is that the world is presently

on a credit money system and that a great credit expansion

has been in progress for four decades.

The data base treatment of money and inflation

(Chapters Il-VIII) tends to confirm the Austrian views,

particularly with respect to the existence of credit

expansion. Credit expansion, as the mechanism of modern

• inflation, may also be viewed as a specific kind of

debasement within the classical framework . In this kind

of’ debasement, the supply of circulating credit, in the

form of demand deposits and paper money , increases more

rapidly than the monetary metal--in the twentieth century ,

gold. Thus Mises views the progressive removal of con-

straints upon credit expansion summarized on page 202 as

part of the “struggle against gold” (page 248).

Throughout history , as the data base demonstrates ,

governments have debased money in their attempts to

promote prosperity , transfer wealth and finance wars.

In general, debasement is a mechanism for diverting

real wealth from private to public purposes. This pro-

cess has been traced in detail throughout American

• history from the time of the early colonies (pages 46-51)

through 1972 (pages 140-47). The history of’ money and

inflation also indicates that the general public is either

indifferent to or actively supports increases in the

supply of money until the point is reached where prices

begin to increase at an alarming (by public estimate) rate.
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At this point, monetary authorities face a difficult

choice . They may persist in their expansionist policy

and incur what seems historically to be the inevitable

consequence , a flight from currency ; or they may choose

• to limit their issues and reestablish convertibility

into precious metals . This is, in essence , the Austrian

view arid historically there seem to be no further long-

• run alternatives. Pledges to limit the supply of fiat

- 

- - 

money have always yielded to the necessities of the

• moment and such systems have simply not survived any

great length of time despite the imposition of wage and

price controls, currency exchange regulations , trade

barriers and extremly harsh legal tender laws.

Where pure fiat moneys have been introduced on some

vague promise to redeem eventually in land or specie, as

in the case of the assignats or continentals, they have

survived only briefly ; generally on the order of five

years. In the more common case of gradual debasement,

the process seems to end shortly after the debasement

is completed (as in the case of the Roman denarius or

the German mark) with a flight from currency . As far

as could be determined on the basis of thesis research ,
p

debasement has always ended ultimately in either the

total loss of purchasing power of the circulating

medium , or a return to some form of precious metal

convertibility .

The Austrian concern is that present experiments 
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with fiat money will simply confirm the hard lessons

learned in the past. If the concern proves justified,

then the individual who is not reluctant to learn from

either history or somewhat unconventional points of view

will be much better prepared than his contemporaries to

understand the existing economic situation . He will

expect to see increasing instability in international

exchange rates, the imposition of’ an assortment of’ wage

and price controls , acceleration of inflation and increasing

difficulties in economic forecasting . As various interim

measures are taken to solve the problems which are symp-

tomatic of the underlying monetary malady , he will not

• be deluded into making unwarranted assumptions about

future stability, but will expand the scope and depth

of his contingency plans and develop a greater sensitivity

to changes in economic data.

Of course the Austrians’ concern may well prove

unwarranted, meaning that human behavior and institutions

have altered substantially and that the contemporary
* fiat money experiment will be a success. In that event

nothing will have been lost for the individual who is

aware of the possibilities of failure but the brief

time spent in studying the Austrian and classical theories.

Keynes’ Theories. The General Theory has been char-

acterized in Chapter IX as a special purpose treatise,

designed for a period of extremly high unemployment during

a depression . The ideas presented in the General Theory are
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not difficult to identify in historical application .

From the time of’ the Roman Empire to the present , stim-

ulative monetary policies have been employed, in part,

as a means of bringing temporary prosperity to a nation .

The theories of John Law (page 29) are really quite

similar to those which appear in Keynes’ General Theory .

Writing at a time of high unemployment , Law urged the

• issue of credit money as a means for restoring full a

employment. To accomplish this, the banks of France

were to issue a suitable quantity of’ paper money .

Undoubtedly Keynes was quite familiar with Law’s

theories and the French experiments with paper money

inflation. Perhaps he consciously invoked Law’s pres-

criptions and simply stated them in more sophisticated

form in order to accomplish his immediate purpose.

Keynes believed that in the long run the trend of

wages and prices would be toward ever higher levels.

The reason for this upward bias is, according to Keynes,

the unpopularity of falling wages and prices (40:307):

But if the quantity of money remains very
deficient for a long time , the escape will be ‘

normally found in changing the monetary standard
or the monetary system so as to raise the quantity
of money , rather than in forcing down the wage-

• unit and thereby increasing the burden of debt .
Thus the very long-run course of prices has almost
always been upward. For when money is relatively
abundant , the wage-unit rises ; and when money is
relatively scarce, some means is found to increase
the effective quantity of money .

Monetary history justifies Keynes’ belief. However
large the supply of money in a given society , there have
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always been complaints that money was too scarce , interest

rates were too high and the burden of debt was too

heavy. Except for the Byzantine Empire (page 26) and

some relatively brief periods in history, some means

has always been found to increase the effective money

supply , at least temporarily .

The important point is that the destruction of the

• mercantilist fallacy of equating more money in some way

with more real wealth , was a central aim of the classical

economists. By demonstrating the true nature of money

as simply a means for effecting the transfer of wealth ,

the classical economists hoped to eliminate the various

practices which had historically proven so destructive

of sound and stable commerce .

Keynes provided a rationale for doing what many

people wished to do. He sactioned the practice of

debasement and, in so doing , helped to institute a policy

that in the long run would lead to an age of inflation .

In fairness to Keynes, his views on debasement

* ought to be considered apart from the specialized context

of the General Theory. In a treatise entitled The

Economic Consequences of the Peace (1920), Keynes

wrote (14-1:235-37):

Lenin is said to have declared that the best
way to destroy the Capitalist System was to debauch
the currency. By a continuing process of inflation,
governments can confiscate , secretly and unobserved,
an important part of the wealth of their citizens .
By this methoa they not only confiscate , but they
confiscate arbitrarily; and, while the process
impoverishes many , it actually enriches some . The
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sight of this arbitrary rearrangement of riches
strikes not only at security , but at confidence in
the equity of’ the existing distribution of wealth .
Those to whom the system brings windfalls...become
“profiteers ,” who are the object of hatred of...
(those) whom the inflationism has impoverished....

• As the inflation proceeds...the process of wealth-
getting degenerates into a gamble and a lottery .

• Lenin was certainly right. There is no subtler,
no surer means of overturning the existing basis of
society than to debauch the currency . The process
engages all the hidden forces of’ economic law on the
side of destruction , and does it in a manner which
not one man in a million is able to diagnose...

In the foregoing quotation , Keynes expressed views

which are in close agreement with those of the classical

and the Austrian economists . The terminology “debauch

the currency” was simply a popular way of speaking of

debasement at the time Keynes wrote . The data base

confirms each point made in this quotation except , of . 

-

course , the references to Lenin. As Keynes observed,

“not one man in a million is able to diagnose” the true

nature of the debasement process.

Monetarist School. In comparing the different views

on inflation to this point , considerable attention has

been devoted to the practice of’ debasement. This is the

inevitable result of examining monetary history over a

lengthy period and of focusing on the ideas of economists

who have been very concerned about credit expansion and

debasement. Actually , apart from the contemporary

Austrian school economists and a few “old school” inter-

national monetary experts , one rarely encounters any

discussion of’ debasement in contemporary treatises or

discussions of inflation .
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Although a pure international fiat money is really

a recent development (1971) as the reader has seen , the

precious metals have been popularly consigned to the dust

bin of monetary folklore by most modern economists .

Most have adopted the monetarist propositions (page 235)

to some extent and the only distinction between Keynesians

and monetarists today is the relatively greater emphasis

placed on the efficacy of government fiscal policy by

the Keynesians.

The Austrians continue to think of gold as the

• world’s money and view credit money as a somewhat pre-

carious superstructure erected upon a foundation of’ gold.

Keynesians and monetarists accept fiat money as money and

regard gold as a monetarily useless commodity which

should be sold from government stockpiles in order to

realize a profit from the current high prices .

Thus Friedman has said (20:92-3):

We might be very well advised to sell off some of
our gold at the present price of $150 an ounce . That
would get rid of a frozen asset and might enable us
to turn Fort Knox into some useful purpose...I do not
believe that you can have a viable gold standard

• without private ownership and the right to convert
paper into gold, on demand. I do not see any chance
whatsoever of the U.S. Government being willing to do
that, or any reason why it should be willing to

• do it.

Friedman employs a kind of operational definition

of money which varies with the context and his analytic

purpose . It is not at all clear how one “ought” to

define money in the modern state. Edward S. Shaw has

L . - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~
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stated the problem as follows (38:87-9):

It is almost true that everyone rolls his
own definition of’ money and has his own rules
for measurement of’ the money supply. Federal
Reserve people are noncommittal , and in the
representative Federal Reserve Bulletin offer
no tabulations headed Money or Supply of’ Money.
Their essays about money coat the term with a
film of adjectives--”active” money, “relatively
active” money , “inactive” money . Our central
bank cultivates uncertainty even in monetary
semantics....Modern money is a debt, differing
from other forms of’ debt in that its price does
not vary...Textbooks classify our money as
“token” money , to distinguish it from fragments of
one commodity or another that people have used, in
other times and places, as fixed-price means of
payment....The money we are discussing is nominal
money--the face value of the monetary system’s
debt .

Despite the difficulties in defining the money supply

under a system of credit money , various proxies (principally

M1) have been successfully employed by monetarists to

demonstrate the proposition that the fundamental rate of

inflation reflects the long-term rate of monetary expansion.

For example, Denis Karnosky has shown that despite the

assortment of’ wage and price control measures instituted

in the 1971-74 time period and the imposition of an oil

embargo , the inflation rate subsequently returned to the
a

path dictated by the underlying rate of monetary expansion

(39:18-9).
p

Writing in the June 1976 issue of Review, a publication

of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis , Karnosky argued

(39:17-8):

Thus inflation , as a continuing increase in
the general level of’ prices , is a manifestation
solely of a persistent excess of money supplied
at existing prices, and the money supply, in turn ,
is the result of actions by the monetary authorities .
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The Economics Group of The Chase Manhattan Bank has

demonstrated a close relationship between the growth of the

broad money supply (M2) plus Eurocurrencies and a World

Price Index over the period 1967-75 (54:2-3). There is

a rapidly developing concensus among modern economists

that over the short term numerous factors interact to cause

fluctuations in the inflation rate, but over the long term

the inflation rate is determined by the rate of monetary

expansion.

Thus monetarists are seen to be in essential agreement

with the other economic schools that the ultimate responsi-

bility for inflation devolves upon the central banking

authorities. An interesting question arises if one attempts

to apply the long-term classical determinant of the PPM:

the cost of production . What is the long-term cost of’

production of credit money and what does this imply for the

value of money? One must adhere to the idea that the

classical determinant only applies to commodity money or

that central bankers will correctly assess actual costs in

order to arrive at a reassuring answer to this question.

Looking upon money as debt rather than as a real com-

modity accounts for much of the divergence between inter-
p

ventionist and non-interventionist views of monetary history

as well as the current monetary system. A statement such

as that by Friedman that the Great Depression was produced

by the Federal Reserve’s “recklessnes s in destroying money”

(20:92) would have been interpreted by the classical
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economists as the destruction of gold, a difficult feat to

accomplish . Gold may change hands, or be lost, but it is

not often destroyed.

A credit or token money , however, can be destroyed.

Most modern economists have , in the manner of Friedman,

• assumed that central bankers will limit their issues and

the current credit money system will endure--although with

possible minor changes. One cannot find historical support

for this assumption. This does not mean that the assumption

will not hold in the future , but that it is certainly subject

to question.

Perhaps present knowledge has reached a state where

credit liquidation or over-expansion can (and will) be

avoided by judicious application of control techniques by

central authorities. If so, the fundamental rate of domestic

inflation will probably reflect the long-term rate of mone-

tary expansion as monetarists would predict.

Inflation Forecasting: A Caveat

There is a certain kind of’ “gamesmanship” which this

writer has observed in watching various stock and commodity

forecasting services perform through the years. The “game”

begins with a study of price data over a period of time--
I

generally , the longer, the better. The price researcher

then discovers (by luck, inspiration or systematic analysis)

that in the past, prices were always closely related to one

or more parameters such as trading volume , interest rates ,

phases of the moon etc. He then incorporates the particular
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• relationship in a price forecasting model and demonstrates

• how employment of this model would have enabled an investor

to quickly acquire a fortune over a relatively brief period

at numerous points in the past.

• As a refinement of the game , the forecaster may contrast

predictions that could have been made on the basis of his

improved model with those of intellectual or business rivals

whose models have failed to yield accurate forecasts. For

example , the forecaster’s improved model correctly reflects

that the current price of wheat is six dollars per bushel

whereas the forecasts of his rivals all indicated that the

present price would be only three or four dollars. This

practice is very convincing , particularly for newcomers to

the art of price forecasting--a fact partially evidenced by

the popularity of’ investment advisory services . These

services especially multiply and prosper during periods of

constantly rising prices when optimistic forecasts are most

often realized.

With the growing concern over problems caused by in-

flation, there are signs that this kind of practice is

becoming popular in the area of inflation forecasting as

well. (For example , see 11:Table 2) If there is one message

in the writings of the representatives of the different - 
-

economic schools of’ thought presented in this thesis , it is

that individual prices and the general level of prices are

not the result of any simple historical or immediate deter-

minants. They are the result of a complex and ever changing
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interplay of factors, one of the most unstable of’ which is

human behavior. Fortunately , in a reasonably stable monetary

environment of’ the kind which has existed in much of the

Western World for the’ past half century , it is possible to

extrapolate existing trends with a fair degree of’ success in

• long range forecasting and planning. However an inflationary

environment is not, historically at least, very stable. At

a time when dependable. models are needed most, they seem to

be the least available.

There is a resultant tendency to produce a multitude of’

models that fit the historical data beautifully (they were

so designed) but which fail miserably when employed for

forecasting. As explanations for the failures one is then

likely to hear that a series of unforseen “shocks” to the

economy have occurred. Basically , such apologies take the

form of the plea: “Who could have forseen that such and

such would occur?” Thus one hears of crop failures , energy

crises, embargoes , grain shipments , strikes , anchovie

migrations etc . offered as explanations for model failures .

Unperceived, or unadmitted , is the fact that any model

created on the basis of historical data is hardly better

than a guess in an unstable monetary environment. Forewarned ,
p

the financial planner can take a much more realistic attitude

toward long-term forecasts of specific or general prices .

The foregoing discussion is not meant to disparage the

gathering of historical data and the creation of current

information feedback systems ; these are essential. They are
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the best hope for dealing with monetary instability. The

discussion is to warn that in an unstable monetary environ-

ment models which purport to predict future prices

over a span of two or more years on the basis of the past

should be viewed with a substantial degree of skepticism .

• Credit money systems are inherently subject to massive

expansions o~ liquidations and either process has a profound

effect upon prices as the reader has seen. Neither of these

processes has proven to be consistently predictable in

practice . They depend upon political considerations and

international events as well as public anxieties and

expectations (among other factors) none of which follow any

demonstrably uniform pattern. This is the reason why,

historically , fiat money systems have not survived. Keynes

captured the essence of the problem in his observation that

“the process of wealth-getting degenerates into a gamble and

a lottery” (page 267).

If the present international monetary system proves

viable and the instability of the past few years has simply

been symptomatic of an early process of adjustment , then the

financial planner will shortly find that traditional methods

of forecasting will once again serve adequately . If history
p I

repeats and the present system of credit money follows the

course of its predecessors , the financial planner cannot

realistically hope to forecast either prices or availability

of materials beyond the range of a year or so. If he is to

be successful in his endeavors, he must develop a contingency
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approach ; closely monitoring the appropriate economic data

and sensitive to the slightest need for adopting an alternate

course of action.

By understanding the mechanism of inflation, from

whichever point of view he finds most applicable and

promising among the four schools of thought presented in

this thesis, the financial planner should be better able

to cope with his particular set of’ problems . It is not

possible to specify in advance the particular parameters

applicable for any one planning task. One person may need

to monitor Ml or the GNP deflator and interest rates, while

another will be most concerned with currency exchange rate

fluctuations. Whichever parameters prove of most signi-

ficance in a particular endeavor, the planner needs to be

able to make a fairly realistic appraisal of overall
— monetary stability. It is hoped that some of the ideas and

viewpoints suggested in this thesis will be of assistance

in this formidable task.

p 
—
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XI. Summary and Conclusions

Debasement of the monetary standard has been employed

since the time of Ancient Rome as a device for the

surreptitious transfer of real wealth. One effect of

debasement is a decrease in the purchasing power of money .

This decrease in purchasing power is experienced by those

who hold the debased money as an increase in prices to a

higher general level than would exist under the original

standard. When the price increases become apparent, that is

when nominal prices are visibly increasing, the condition

may be described by the more recently employed term “infla-

tion.”

Debasement may be accomplished by reducing the monetary-

metallic content of circulating coinage or; where money

substitutes such as paper money , tokens, or demand deposits

are employed , by creating a nominal amount of these substi-

tutes in excess of the existing stock of’ monetary metal.

The process of debasement is complete when the coins or

substitutes no longer contain or represent any specific
S

amount of the original monetary metal. At this point the

circulating medium may be classified as fiat or credit

• money . Fiat money is so-named because it is no longer

subject to the constraint imposed by the natrual scarcity

of monetary metals, but may be created to any nominal

amount at the discretion or fiat of the issuer.

Many experiments have been conducted with fiat money

throughout recorded history in diverse locations and
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civilizations . Such experiments have always ended with

either a complete loss of purchasing power of the fiat

money or the restoration of its convertibility into

monetary metal. In attempting to make fiat money systems

work, governments have traditionally employed such

a: measures as wage and price controls , currency exchange

• controls , prohibitions on the possession of precious

• metals , and extreme penalties for refusing to accept the

money in exchange for goods or services. None of these

measures have proved successful for more than brief’

periods .

Throughout history both privately owned banks and

agencies of the state have practiced debasement by issuing

money substitutes in excess of the stock of monetary

metal in their possession . Debasement, when practiced

by state or privately owned banks, is known as fractional

— reserve banking . The statutory or market constraints

that determine the stock of’ monetary metal which must

be held as a basis for the issue of a certain quantity

• of substitutes constitute the reserve requirement of

the bank or banking system . When a banking system is

required by statute to operate on a 100 per cent reserve
p 4

basis and banks are the sole source of money and sub-

stitutes , it is not possible to legally debase the

monetary standard.

When fractional reserve banking is permitted and

the banking system consists of a number of independent

_
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banks each of which issues its own substitutes , the bankers

must maintain sufficient reserves of monetary metal to

meet the demands for redemption of’ their substitutes by

clients and banking rivals. To the extent that these

market constraints on the issue of substitutes can be 
a

weakened by eliminating competition , monopolizing the

issue of’ substitutes and discouraging bank runs, a greater

- • expansion of money substitutes can occur ; that is, the

- greater the potential for debasement in the system.

- -The expansion of money substitutes transfers wealth

from the holders of those substitutes to the issuers and

- 
to net debtors . If the issue proceeds to a point such

that convertibility into monetary metal can no longer

be maintained, the substitutes must either be devalued

to a sustainable level in terms of the monetary metal

or the substitutes become pure fiat or credit money

until such time as convertibility is restoreth Restricting

- convertibility of substitutes to selected holders may

be employed as a temDorar-y expedient to delay total

- suspension.

Most of the world’s current assortment of paper

- 
currencies, including the United States dollar , have

undergone this process of progressive debasement. The

gradual evolution of the dollar from a specified weight

- of 90 per cent pure gold to a pure fiat or credit money

(1971), is traced in detail in Chapters III through VI

of this thesis. These chapters also detail the progressive

- 
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institutional and legislative changes which were a

crucial part of the evolutionary process.

Chapter VII is a discussion of the motives for, and

the mechanism and effects of, injecting additional credit

money into the American economy . This discussion also

relates post-1971 domestic developments to the international

system of floating currencies.

• Chapter VIII contains a development and analysis of

the non-interventionist models of inflation . Two non-

interventionist schools of thought are presented: the

classical and the Austrian. Extracts from the writings

of representatives of these schools are quoted and

discussed in developing each of the two models.

In Chapter IX two interventionist models of in-

flation are developed, the Keynesian and monetarist

models . The Keynesian model of inflation is shown to

have been intended by Keynes for application within

a specific economic context. Current inflation is seen

in part to be the result of misapplication or inappropriate

• use of Keynes’ ideas. The monetarist model of inflation

is shown to be essentially a reinstatement of the import-

ance of the quantity of money in determining the long-

term general level of prices.

Chapter X is devoted to relating the different

schools of thought to each other in order to develop

a basic understanding of inflation. The different models

are compared in terms of their past, current and probable
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future applicability . The implications of the different

models for the financial planner and cost analyst are

also discussed in general terms. Chapter X is sufficiently

detailed to provide an overview of inflation for the

reader who is already conversant with monetary terminology

and background and who does not desire to review the

detailed research and supporting material presented

in the earlier chapters.

Conclusions

At present (1976) the different national and inter-

national currencies of the world, including the dollar,

are correctly termed fiat or credit money. Since there

are no physical constraints upon the issue of fiat money ,

the central banking authorities tend to issue excessive

amounts in order to achieve various economic goals and

to finance national programs. Excessive issues of fiat

money result in a decline in purchasing power, popularly

termed inflation.

In the view of the classical economists, secular

• inflation results from the progressive debasement of

the monetary standard. When the standard monetary unit

has been completely debased, the resultant fiat money

will not, in the classical view, provide the basis for

a viable monetary system.

The Austrian economists maintain that contemporary

inflation is the result of excessive credit expansion.
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They believe that if the expansion proceeds much further,

the monetary system may collapse either through liquidation

of large amounts of credit or a flight from money. In

the Austrian view, unless dollar convertibility into gold

is reestablished, the dollar will eventually lose all

purchasing power. The Austrians do not believe that it

is possible to forecast the timing of this loss of

purchasing power.

The theories of Keynes have been applied outside

of the special purpose context for which they were

intended. As a result of the misapplication of Keynes’

theories , there has been a sustained credit expansion

of which inflation is one manifestation. The monetarist

school correctly associates inflation with this underlying

monetary or credit expansion, but does not question the

inherent viability of a fiat money system as do the

Austrians.

Unless convertibility of the United States dollar

is reestablished at some realistic level in terms of

• gold, or some means is found to stabilize the rate of

monetary expansion, economic instability is likely to

increase and economic forecasting to become progressively
•

more difficult and unreliable.
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